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Induction is a proof and definition principle which is standard in mathematics and
computer science. Coinduction, its dual, is particularly suitable for defining infinite
and circular objects and proving properties about them. It is becoming increasingly
clear that coinduction provides a foundation for many infinite structures arising in
computer science, and in recent years it has been the subject of intense research
activity. Coinductive techniques have been used to reason about process calculi
and their behavioural properties (e.g., [Mil89, Par81, AFV01, TP97]), data struc-
tures such as a streams or infinite trees [HJ97, Rut03, APTS13], languages and
automata [BP13, Rut98a, Jac06a], recursive types [BH98, AC14], potentially infi-
nite data structures in functional languages and theorem provers [BPT15, APTS13,
HNDV13, LGCR09], and much more [San12a, SR12, KS14].
The broad spectrum of coinduction is unified by the theory of coalgebras, which
is a general approach to state-based systems and infinite behaviour. In this intro-
ductory chapter, we discuss the notions of coalgebra and coinduction, and describe
the contents of this thesis. First, we give the basic intuition of coinduction through
an example, in Section 1.1. Then we provide a short background on coalgebras,
in Section 1.2. The main aims and contributions of this thesis are stated in Sec-
tion 1.3, related work in Section 1.4 and the outline in Section 1.5.
1.1 Coinductive reasoning
Induction is most commonly known as a proof principle involving the natural num-
bers: to prove that a property holds for all natural numbers, one proves (a) that
it holds for 0, and (b) that if it holds for n, then it also holds for the successor
n + 1. The validity of this proof principle arises from the construction of natural
numbers as the least set that contains 0 and is closed under the successor function.
In general, induction concerns the least object satisfying some property, whereas
coinduction concerns the greatest object satisfying some property (in a suitable
universe).
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Consider, for instance, the set of finite lists of integers. This set is defined
inductively as follows: [] is a list (the empty list), and if n is an integer and l is a list
then their concatenation n : l is again a list. The set of lists is by definition the least
set that contains the empty list and is closed under concatenation. In contrast, the
set of streams (infinite sequences) of integers is defined coinductively. A stream
s decomposes as s0 : s′ where s0 is an integer (the head of the stream) and s′ is
again a stream (the tail). The set of streams is defined as the greatest set of which
each element decomposes in this way as a head and a tail.
Lists and streams are examples of inductively and coinductively defined objects.
We now turn to proof principles. Suppose we have two functions f, g on finite lists
that we would like to prove equal. To do so we may prove:
1. f([]) = g([]), and
2. for any list l and any natural number n: if f(l) = g(l) then f(n : l) = g(n : l).
If these two conditions are satisfied then f(l) = g(l) for any list l, by the induction
proof principle. Intuitively, this proof principle is valid since every list is constructed
by concatenating a finite number of elements to the empty list. More precisely, the
above two conditions ensure that the set {l | f(l) = g(l)} of lists on which f and
g agree, contains the empty list and is closed under concatenation. Therefore, it
contains every list, i.e., f(l) = g(l) for every list l.
Now, suppose f, g are functions on streams. Then the above inductive proof
principle does not apply, since streams are not constructed from the empty list.
Instead, to prove equality of arbitrary streams s and t, we use the decomposition
of streams into heads and tails, and observe that s = t precisely if the heads s0 and
t0 are equal and their tails s′ and t′ are again equal. This observation does not help
very much yet, but the point is that equality of streams is the largest relation R on
streams such that for every (s, t) ∈ R:
1. s0 = t0 (the heads are equal), and
2. (s′, t′) ∈ R (the tails are again related).
A relation on streams that satisfies the above two properties is called a (stream)
bisimulation. The fact that the greatest bisimulation is the equality relation is called
the coinduction proof principle. By the coinduction proof principle, to prove that any
two streams are equal, it suffices to construct a bisimulation that relates them. In
particular, if we manage to construct a bisimulation that relates f(s) = g(s) for any
stream s, then f = g. The coinduction proof principle turns out to be a powerful
tool for reasoning about streams (e.g., [Rut03, NR11]).
Bisimulations were first introduced in concurrency theory by Milner and Park,
as a behavioural equivalence between processes [Mil80, Par81], providing the
foundation for much of the work on concurrency theory that followed. In fact,
bisimulations are of interest well beyond the study of processes, as a general coin-
ductively defined equivalence between systems with infinite behaviour, that comes
with a suitable proof principle. Indeed, bisimulations are also of interest to reason
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about streams, automata, and many other models of computation. The general
applicability of bisimulation and coinduction is based on the theory of coalgebras,
which we explain next.
1.2 Coalgebras
Inspired by Milner’s work on concurrent processes, Aczel applied bisimulations in
set theory, to define equality between non-wellfounded sets [Acz88]. Aczel’s work
is based on a coalgebraic presentation of transition systems, and he showed that
final coalgebras provide models of non-wellfounded sets as well as a mathemati-
cal interpretation of Milner’s process calculi. Aczel and Mendler then proposed a
coalgebraic generalization of bisimulations in terms of homomorphisms between
coalgebras, and used this to formulate a general coinductive proof principle for
behavioural equivalence [AM89].
The abstract coalgebraic definition of bisimulations in [AM89] and the associ-
ated coinductive proof principle formed the start of the development of coalgebra
as a mathematical theory of state-based systems. Coalgebras uniformly capture a
large class of models of interest, including various kinds of transition systems but
also automata and infinite or circular data structures. The common properties of
all these models are studied in universal coalgebra, as developed systematically by
Rutten in [Rut00].
The basic idea is that the type of a coalgebra is given by a functor, which de-
scribes the observations and dynamics. From a given functor that models the sys-
tem type of interest, one canonically obtains an associated notion of homomor-
phism and bisimulation. Moreover, under mild conditions on the functor there
exists a final coalgebra, which provides a canonical domain of behaviours. Every
coalgebra has a unique homomorphism into this final coalgebra. The unique exis-
tence of such a homomorphism is conceptually identified with a coinductive defi-
nition and proof principle [JR12]. Given a coalgebra, the homomorphism into the
final coalgebra assigns a semantics to it, which allows for coinductive definitions.
The fact that this homomorphism is unique gives rise to a proof method.
As an example, we consider stream systems, which are coalgebras for a functor
that maps a set X to the product N ×X with the natural numbers. A stream sys-
tem consists of a set X of states, an output function o : X → N, and a next state
function t : X → X. The final coalgebra for the functor under consideration con-
sists of all streams over the natural numbers, together with the functions head and
tail. The coalgebraic notions of bisimulation and coinduction for this functor in-
stantiate to stream bisimulations and the associated coinductive proof principle, as
described in the previous section. The coinductive definition principle, which states
that every stream system has a unique map into the final coalgebra of streams, al-
lows to define streams and operations on them by constructing suitable stream
systems [Rut03, HKR14].
All in all, coalgebra allows us to understand and prove properties of models of
computation at a high level of abstraction, and instantiate these results to a wide
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variety of concrete systems. Indeed, the theory of coalgebras is a lively research
area, with new perspectives and results for such diverse areas as modal logic, op-
erational semantics, probabilistic systems, infinite data structures and automata
theory (see, e.g., [Jac12, Mis15, Sil15, JNRS11] for a recent overview).
1.2.1 Classical and coalgebraic coinduction
A standard formalization of coinduction, which we call classical coinduction, is in
terms of complete lattices rather than coalgebras [San12a]. We briefly comment on
its relation with coalgebras; more details are in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Classical
coinduction is based on Knaster-Tarski’s theorem, which states that every monotone
function f on a complete lattice has a greatest fixed point gfp(f). The existence
of gfp(f) is a definition principle, the fact that it is the greatest post-fixed point a
proof principle. For instance, the bisimilarity relation of a given transition system
is the greatest fixed point of a certain function on the complete lattice of relations
on the state space. The proof principle then states that bisimilarity is the greatest
bisimulation. By varying the function f one obtains different coinductive predi-
cates, such as similarity, weak or branching bisimilarity, divergence of processes,
increasing streams, language inclusion of automata, and so on.
Classical coinduction is very general in the kind of coinductive predicates that
can be defined, but it is specifically suitable for speaking about properties of a fixed
system. In contrast, coinduction as finality of coalgebras which model the systems
of interest (e.g., transition systems) carries a different intuition: it yields a struc-
tural account of the specific coinductive predicate of bisimilarity and of behavioural
equivalence, which is however uniform over all systems of the given type.
The classical approach can be rephrased as a special case of coalgebraic coin-
duction, by the observation that any preorder, and thus in particular any complete
lattice, forms a category. Post-fixed points in the lattice correspond to coalgebras in
the associated category, and a greatest fixed point corresponds to a final coalgebra.
In this sense, coinductive predicates on a given system are themselves coalgebras,
which live in a category of predicates.
To define coinductive predicates in this way as coalgebras in a category of
predicates, we need a way of speaking about properties or predicates on systems.
Such a structure of predicates can be given by the categorical notion of fibrations.
As observed by Hermida and Jacobs [HJ98] and further developed by Hasuo et
al. [HCKJ13], fibrations provide the basic infrastructure to define coinductive pred-
icates on coalgebras systematically and uniformly, in terms of a lifting of the functor
whose coalgebras are the systems of interest to a category of predicates.
1.3 Enhanced coinduction
The aim of this thesis is to develop methods that simplify and enhance coinductive
reasoning, with coalgebra as the framework of choice to obtain generally applicable
techniques. Our results are divided into two parts: the first part concerns the
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coinductive proof method, and the second part concerns coinductive definition
techniques.
1.3.1 Coinductive proofs
To prove that two processes are bisimilar, it suffices to construct a bisimulation.
However, this can be rather difficult in concrete instances. Already in the early
days of bisimulations, Milner proposed a simplified method of proving bisimilarity,
which he called bisimulation up to bisimilarity [Mil83]. This idea was further devel-
oped in the work of Sangiorgi [San98], who proposed several new enhancements
of the bisimulation proof method, including bisimulation up to context, a powerful
technique for reasoning about systems with algebraic structure, such as models of
process calculi. The gains of using up-to techniques to prove bisimilarity can be
spectacular, sometimes allowing to use proofs based on a singleton rather than an
infinite set. Indeed, up-to techniques have been extensively applied and are by
now standard in concurrency theory [PS12].
Enhancements of the bisimulation proof method are interesting not only in con-
currency theory. As an example, the coalgebraic study of automata [Rut98a] led to
a general view on determinization constructions [SBBR10] which has been com-
bined with up-to techniques, culminating in a novel, efficient algorithm for lan-
guage equivalence of non-deterministic automata [BP13, BP15], a problem that is
long known and has been studied extensively. Other examples of up-to techniques
outside concurrency theory are their use in stream calculus [Rut05, NR11], theo-
rem proving [EHB13], and decidability of weighted language equivalence [Win15].
Further, in Chapter 2 of this thesis we show how to apply up-to techniques for de-
terministic automata to reason about calculi on languages.
In this thesis, we introduce a coalgebraic framework of up-to techniques for
coinductive predicates, generalizing the enhancements of the proof method for
bisimilarity of processes to a wide range of coinductive predicates and a wide
range of state-based systems. We prove the soundness of enhancements such
as bisimulation up to context, bisimulation up to transitivity and bisimulation
up to bisimilarity, at this abstract level. Building on the work of Pous and San-
giorgi [San98, Pou07, PS12], we obtain a modular framework in which up-to tech-
niques can safely be combined to obtain new sound enhancements. To cover not
only bisimilarity but also other coinductive predicates, we base our approach on
functor liftings in the setting of a fibration, as pioneered by Hermida and Jacobs.
We show how to instantiate these results to obtain enhanced proof principles for
bisimilarity of weighted automata, streams and deterministic automata, and also
for other coinductive predicates such as divergence of processes, language inclu-
sion of weighted automata and similarity of processes.
1.3.2 Coinductive definitions
Coalgebras provide the means for studying the behaviour of state-based systems,
and to define and reason about operations on these systems. They yield a natu-
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ral setting to define the operational semantics of languages and calculi for a wide
range of computational models. In this context, the structure or syntax of a lan-
guage is modelled by algebras, whereas the observable behaviour is modelled by
coalgebras [RT93]. The semantics of the operators of a language is specified in
terms of the interplay between algebra and coalgebra.
As an example, the terms of a typical process calculus, such as CCS, form a
(free) algebra, and the behaviour is given in terms of transition systems. This
behaviour is defined by inductively turning the terms into a coalgebra, according to
the specification of each of the operators. Often, such specifications are presented
in the language of structural operational semantics [AFV01]. For example, the








a−→ x′ y a−→ y′
x|y τ−→ x′|y′
(1.1)
The first rule states that if a process x makes an a-transition to x′ then the parallel
composition x|y with any process y makes an a-transition to x′|y, and the second
rule is its converse. The third rule states how processes x and y can synchronize.
The above rules specify how the behaviour of the parallel composition operation
is determined from the behaviour of its arguments. Such rules define a coalgebra
(transition system) on terms, by induction. The semantics of the operator then
arises coinductively, as the homomorphism from this coalgebra on terms into the
final coalgebra.
It was observed by Turi and Plotkin that the interplay between algebra and
coalgebra can be captured elegantly and systematically through the categorical
concept of a distributive law [TP97]. In particular, they showed that distributive
laws can be presented by abstract GSOS specifications, providing a specification for-
mat for languages and calculi which is parametric in the type of behaviour and
the type of syntax, in which every specification induces a compositional semantics.
As a special case, this can be instantiated to the celebrated GSOS format, which
is a particular variant of structural operational semantics [TP97, Bar04, BIM95].
However, abstract GSOS has also been instantiated to obtain formats for proba-
bilistic systems [Bar04], weighted systems [Kli09], streams [HKR14, Kli11], and
more [Kli11]. Moreover, distributive laws have been used to devise coalgebraic
determinization procedures [SBBR10, JSS12, Bar04], for solving recursive equa-
tions (e.g., [Jac06b, MMS13]), and they play a crucial role in the enhancements of
coinductive proof methods proposed in this thesis.
In the second part of this thesis, we integrate distributive laws with equations.
We extend Turi and Plotkin’s framework with recursive assignment rules. This





which does not fit the GSOS format, since a GSOS rule can not have complex terms
such as !x|x in the premise. Subsequently we show that, using assignment rules, we
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can express the syntactic format for structural congruences proposed by Mousavi
and Reniers [MR05]. Structural congruences are a method to combine transition
system specifications with equations. We thus integrate (abstract) GSOS specifica-
tions with equations, which allows, for instance, to define the replication operator
!x in CCS by the equation !x = !x|x, and to replace the two symmetric rules in (1.1)
by a single rule and the equation x|y = y|x. Our main result is that the interpre-
tation of specifications extended with assignment rules (or equations in Mousavi
and Reniers’ format) is well-behaved, in the sense that bisimilarity is a congruence
and that bisimulation up-to techniques are sound. We thus provide a systematic
account of combining distributive laws with structural congruences, which was
mentioned as an open problem by Bartels [Bar04, page 166] and Klin [Kli07].
While distributive laws can be useful tools to understand the interaction be-
tween algebra and coalgebra, they can also be rather hard to describe. Typically,
one tries to apply a general method to obtain them, for example by presenting
them using abstract GSOS specifications, or using pointwise liftings of the functor
that models the type of behaviour [Jac06b, SBBR13]. However, these approaches
do not apply if the algebraic structure is modelled by a monad that is not free and
the semantics of interest does not arise from a pointwise lifting. This is the case,
for instance, in the coalgebraic presentation of context-free grammars proposed
in [WBR13].
We show how to present distributive laws for a monad with an equational pre-
sentation as the quotient of a distributive law for the underlying free monad, which
can in turn be conveniently described using an abstract GSOS specification. The
quotient exists under the condition that the original distributive law preserves the
equations of the monad, which essentially means that the congruences generated
by the equations are bisimulations. We demonstrate our approach by presenting
distributive laws for operations on streams and for context-free grammars in a sim-
ple manner.
1.4 Related work
The use of up-to techniques to enhance the bisimulation proof method for tran-
sition systems goes back to Milner [Mil83, Mil89]. The first systematic study of
soundness of up-to techniques for bisimilarity between processes is due to San-
giorgi [San98]. Sangiorgi’s approach to modularly construct sound up-to tech-
niques was then generalized to the setting of coinduction in complete lattices by
Pous [Pou07, PS12].
At the coalgebraic level, bisimulation up-to techniques were first studied by
Lenisa [Len99, LPW00] and by Bartels [Bar04]. They proved the soundness of the
specific technique of bisimulation up to context, under certain hypotheses. Both
Lenisa and Bartels explicitly mention techniques such as bisimulation up to bisim-
ilarity as an open problem, and Bartels conjectures that the combination of up-to
techniques can be achieved by finding a suitable abstract framework and an asso-
ciated generalization of Sangiorgi’s methods to combine sound up-to techniques
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(see [Bar04, page 166-167],[Len99, page 18]). In this thesis, we provide precisely
such a framework, which covers a wide range of enhancements including up-to
bisimilarity, but also many other techniques, and their combinations.
Another coalgebraic approach is due to Luo [Luo06], who adapts Sangiorgi’s
framework of up-to techniques to prove soundness of several up-to techniques.
Further, [ZLL+10] introduces bisimulation up-to where the notion of bisimulation
is based on a specification language for polynomial functors. All of the previous
works on up-to techniques for coalgebras focus on bisimulations; in contrast, the
results in this thesis are developed for general coinductive predicates.
Coinductive definition principles through bialgebraic methods have been an
active area of research since the work of Turi and Plotkin. The combination of
recursive constructs with bialgebraic semantics was suggested by Plotkin [Plo01]
and developed by Klin [Kli04], based on bialgebras in an order-enriched setting.
Instead, we only assume an order on the behaviour functor of interest, which al-
lows us to combine abstract GSOS specifications with recursive equations. This
combination is the basis of our concrete approach to structural congruences in
the bialgebraic setting. Our results on structural congruences build on the work
of Mousavi and Reniers [MR05]. While structural congruences are standard and
widely used in concurrency theory, Mousavi and Reniers provided the only system-
atic study of structural congruences so far.
The construction of distributive laws as quotients, which we propose in this the-
sis, yields an instance of a morphism of distributive laws in the sense of [Wat02].
Quotients of distributive laws are studied in [MM07], with a different aim: they
study distributive laws of one monad over another in order to compose these mon-
ads. Further, [LPW04] introduces several constructions on distributive laws, in-
cluding a certain kind of quotient. Our main new contributions are an associated
proof principle that ensures that a quotient distributive law exists, a self-contained
presentation of all the necessary ingredients, and the application to stream calculus
and the coalgebraic approach to context-free languages proposed in [WBR13].
1.5 Outline
In Chapter 2 we prove the soundness of up-to techniques for language equivalence
and inclusion, and explain how to use these techniques through a wide range of
examples. This chapter requires little background knowledge, and it serves as a
self-contained introduction to bisimulation and bisimulation up-to. Chapter 2 is
based on:
• [RBR13b] Jurriaan Rot, Marcello Bonsangue, and Jan Rutten. Coinductive
proof techniques for language equivalence. LATA 2013.
• [RBR15] Jurriaan Rot, Marcello Bonsangue, and Jan Rutten. Proving lan-
guage inclusion and equivalence by coinduction. To appear in Information
and Computation, 2015. (Extended version of [RBR13b].)
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Chapter 3 contains preliminaries on coalgebras, coinduction, fibrations, alge-
bras and distributive laws, that form the technical background of the subsequent
chapters. It is not necessary to understand all of the preliminaries to proceed with
the other chapters. In particular, much of the development of Chapter 4 can be
understood without knowledge of distributive laws, and the background material
on fibrations is only required in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 4 we introduce bisimulation up-to techniques for coalgebras. We
prove the soundness of techniques such as up-to-context, up-to-bisimilarity and
up-to-equivalence, and their combinations. To illustrate this theory, we show how
to use bisimulation up-to techniques to reason about streams, weighted automata
and (non)deterministic automata. The soundness of bisimulation up-to techniques
for deterministic automata of Chapter 2 is a special case. Chapter 4 is based on:
• [RBB+15] Jurriaan Rot, Filippo Bonchi, Marcello Bonsangue, Damien Pous,
Jan Rutten, and Alexandra Silva. Enhanced coalgebraic bisimulation. To
appear in Mathematical Structures in Computer Science, 2015.
To a smaller extent, Chapter 4 is based on the predecessor of the above paper:
• [RBR13a] Jurriaan Rot, Marcello Bonsangue, and Jan Rutten. Coalgebraic
bisimulation-up-to. SOFSEM 2013.
In Chapter 5 we generalize the results of Chapter 4 to arbitrary coinductive
predicates, based on a fibrational approach to coinductive predicates. Our results
in this chapter provide a flexible approach to defining general up-to techniques
for coinductive predicates and proving their soundness in a modular way. We in-
stantiate this abstract framework to prove the soundness of up-to techniques for
similarity of transition systems, language inclusion of weighted automata, and di-
vergence of processes. Chapter 5 is based on:
• [BPPR14] Filippo Bonchi, Daniela Petrisan, Damien Pous, and Jurriaan Rot.
Coinduction up-to in a fibrational setting. CSL-LICS 2014.
Chapter 6 integrates Turi and Plotkin’s approach to abstract GSOS with equa-
tions. We show how to interpret recursive equations in this context, and prove
that they can be encoded by constructing new specifications. We use this to show
how abstract GSOS can be combined with structural congruences, for a particular
format of equations. Chapter 6 is based on:
• [RB14] Jurriaan Rot and Marcello Bonsangue. Combining bialgebraic seman-
tics and equations. FoSSaCS 2014.
Further, Chapter 6 is based on an extended version [RB15] which is currently under
review.
In Chapter 7 we study distributive laws of monads over functors. We show how
to present such distributive laws as quotients of distributive laws involving a free
monad, which can in turn be given more easily through abstract GSOS specifica-
tions. Chapter 7 is based on:
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• [BHKR13] Marcello Bonsangue, Helle Hvid Hansen, Alexander Kurz, and
Jurriaan Rot. Presenting distributive laws. CALCO 2013.
• [BHKR15] Marcello Bonsangue, Helle Hvid Hansen, Alexander Kurz, and
Jurriaan Rot. Presenting Distributive Laws. Logical Methods in Computer
Science, 2015.
The papers [BHKR13, BHKR15, BPPR14] are a joint effort between the authors.
For the other papers mentioned above [RBR13b, RBR15, RBB+15, RBR13a, RB14],
the author of this thesis is responsible for the main ideas, technical development
and most of the writing.
Chapter 2
Coinduction for languages
The set of all languages over a given alphabet can be turned into an (infinite)
deterministic automaton. The proof principle of coinduction asserts that two lan-
guages are equal if they are bisimilar in this automaton. Thus, to show equality
of languages it suffices to construct a suitable bisimulation. Bisimilarity and coin-
duction are the basis of a practical proof method for language equality [Rut98a],
which has, for example, been used in effective procedures for deciding language
equivalence of regular expressions (e.g., [KN12, Rut98a, LGCR09, CS11]).
In the current chapter, we enhance this coinductive proof method using up-to
techniques. These techniques allow to prove bisimilarity, and thus language equal-
ity, by means of bisimulations up-to, which are often smaller and easier to con-
struct than actual bisimulations. We show how to apply up-to techniques through
a number of examples, including new proofs of classical results such as Arden’s
rule [HU79].
The up-to techniques introduced in this chapter are particularly suitable for
reasoning about operations and calculi on languages. To achieve a general picture
of sound up-to techniques, we consider behavioural differential equations [Rut03],
which give a syntactic format for specifying operations in terms of language deriva-
tives. We show that bisimulation up-to can be used for reasoning about any opera-
tion defined in this format, and use this to prove properties of the shuffle operator
and of languages defined by Boolean grammars.
Deterministic automata and their notion of bisimulation are instances of more
general concepts from the theory of coalgebras. Indeed, the current exposition is
based on the coalgebraic treatment of automata that was initiated in [Rut98a], and
the main results of this chapter can be obtained by instantiating the abstract coalge-
braic theory of coinduction up-to developed in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
Thereby, the current chapter provides a concrete, self-contained introduction to
coinduction and up-to techniques, that requires little background knowledge.
Outline. The next section contains preliminaries on languages and bisimulations.
In Section 2.2, we motivate and introduce bisimulation up-to for regular opera-
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tions. Then in Section 2.3, this is generalized to soundness results for operations
given by behavioural differential equations, and applied to several other examples.
Further, we give an equivalent, semantic characterization of the class of operations
that are definable by behavioural differential equations. In Section 2.4, we treat
simulation up-to, to reason about language inclusion. In Section 2.5, we discuss
related work.
2.1 Bisimulations and coinduction
Throughout this chapter we assume a fixed alphabet A. The set of words is denoted
by A∗, the empty word by ε and the concatenation of words w and v by wv. We let
2 = {0, 1} be the set of Boolean values, where 0 ≤ 1. A language is a set of words,
which we represent as a function from A∗ to 2; the set of languages is denoted
by 2A
∗
. We abuse notation and use 0 and 1 to denote the empty language and the
language containing only the empty word respectively. Further we let any alphabet
letter a ∈ A denote the language that contains only the letter itself.
A (deterministic) automaton (DA) over A is a triple (X, o, t) where X is a set of
states, o : X → 2 is an output function, and t : X → XA is a transition function. A
state x ∈ X is final or accepting if o(x) = 1. We do not require X to be finite and
fix no initial states.
The classical definition of bisimulation applies to labelled transition systems,
which, in contrast to deterministic automata, do not have output and may feature
non-deterministic branching behaviour1.
Definition 2.1.1. Let (X, o, t) be a deterministic automaton. A relation R ⊆ X×X
is a bisimulation if for any (x, y) ∈ R:
1. o(x) = o(y), and
2. for all a ∈ A : (t(x)(a), t(y)(a)) ∈ R.
The largest bisimulation is denoted by ∼ and called bisimilarity; if x ∼ y then we
say x is bisimilar to y.
We will instantiate the notion of bisimulation to a special deterministic au-
tomaton, whose state space is given by the set of languages 2A
∗
. The output of a
language L is simply L(ε), that is, a language is an accepting state precisely if it
contains the empty word. For any a ∈ A, the a-transition from a language L is
given by language derivative La, defined as follows for all w ∈ A∗:
La(w) = L(aw) .
1Bisimulation-like techniques have been used earlier in the setting of automata. In fact, the stan-
dard reference [Par81] introduces bisimulations for automata rather than transition systems, and Theo-
rem 2.1.2 appears already there. For a historical account of bisimulation and coinduction, see [San12b].
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Spelling out Definition 2.1.1, a relation R on languages is a bisimulation on this
automaton if for any (L,K) ∈ R:
L(ε) = K(ε) and for all a ∈ A : (La,Ka) ∈ R .
It turns out that bisimilarity of languages is a characterization of language equality.
This is called the coinductive proof principle, or simply coinduction [Rut98a]. A
more general account of coinduction is given in the next chapter.
Theorem 2.1.2 (Coinduction). For any two languages L,K:
L ∼ K iff L = K .
Proof. For the implication from right to left, one shows that the diagonal relation
{(L,L) | L ∈ 2A∗} is a bisimulation. For the converse, one can prove that for any
languages L,K and any word w: if L ∼ K then L(w) = K(w), by (structural)
induction on w.
The above coinduction principle is a concrete proof method: to show that two
languages L,K are equal, it suffices to construct a bisimulation containing (L,K).
2.1.1 Regular operations
Consider the regular operations of union L+K, concatenation L ·K (often written
as LK) and Kleene star L∗. These are defined, for all w, as usual: (L + K)(w) =
L(w) ∨K(w), (L ·K)(w) = 1 iff there are v, u such that w = vu and L(v) = 1 =
K(u), and L∗ =
∑
i≥0 L
i, where L0 = 1 and Li+1 = L ·Li. In order to prove equiv-
alence of expressions involving the above operations, we may use bisimulations,
but this requires a characterization of the output (acceptance of the empty word)
and the derivatives of operations in terms of their arguments. Such a characteri-
zation was given for regular expressions by Brzozowski [Brz64]; we formulate this
in terms of languages (see, e.g., [Con71, page 41]).
Lemma 2.1.3. For any two languages L,K and for any a, b ∈ A:
0(ε) = 0 0a = 0
1(ε) = 1 1a = 0
b(ε) = 0 ba =
{
1 if b = a
0 otherwise
(L+K)(ε) = L(ε) ∨K(ε) (L+K)a = La +Ka
(L ·K)(ε) = L(ε) ∧K(ε) (L ·K)a = La ·K + L(ε) ·Ka
L∗(ε) = 1 (L∗)a = La · L∗
Remark 2.1.4. This characterization in terms of output and derivative can equiva-
lently be taken as the definition of the operations. This is achieved by constructing
a deterministic automaton on the state space of expressions over languages. Such
definition techniques, which are standard in the theory of coalgebras, are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Example 2.1.5. Let A = {a, b}. We prove that (a+ b)∗ = (a∗b∗)∗. To this end, we
start with the relation R = {((a+ b)∗, (a∗b∗)∗)} and try to show that it is a bisimu-
lation. So we must show that the outputs of (a+ b)∗ and (a∗b∗)∗ coincide, and that
their a-derivatives and their b-derivatives are related by R. Using Lemma 2.1.3,
we see that (a + b)∗(ε) = 1 = (a∗b∗)∗(ε). Moreover, again using Lemma 2.1.3, we
have ((a + b)∗)a = (a + b)a(a + b)∗ = (1 + 0)(a + b)∗ = (a + b)∗ and ((a∗b∗)∗)a =
(a∗b∗)a(a
∗b∗)∗ = ((a∗)ab
∗ + a∗(ε) · (b∗)a)(a∗b∗)∗ = (a∗b∗ + 0)(a∗b∗)∗ = (a∗b∗)∗, so
the a-derivatives are again related (notice that apart from Lemma 2.1.3, we have
used some basic facts about union and concatenation). The b-derivative of (a+ b)∗
is (a + b)∗ itself; however, the b-derivative of (a∗b∗)∗ is b∗(a∗b∗)∗. But b∗(a∗b∗)∗
is equal to (a∗b∗)∗, so we are done. For an alternative proof that does not use the
latter equality, consider the relation R′ = R∪{((a+b)∗, b∗(a∗b∗)∗)}. As it turns out,
the pair ((a + b)∗, b∗(a∗b∗)∗) satisfies the necessary conditions as well, turning R′
into a bisimulation. We leave the details as an exercise for the reader, and conclude
(a+ b)∗ = (a∗b∗)∗ by Theorem 2.1.2.
Constructing a bisimulation (by hand) often follows the above pattern of us-
ing Lemma 2.1.3 to compute outputs and derivatives, extending the relation when
necessary, and showing that the outputs are equal and the derivatives related. In
the remainder of this chapter, we frequently use Lemma 2.1.3 without further ref-
erence to it.
If one restricts to regular languages, then the technique of constructing bisimu-
lations in this manner gives rise to an effective algorithm for checking equivalence
(cf. [Brz64, Con71, Rut98a]). However, the above coinductive proof method ap-
plies to equations over arbitrary languages, not only to regular ones, and in the
next sections we consider many such instances of equations.
2.2 Bisimulation up-to for regular operations
In this section, we introduce an enhancement of the bisimulation proof method for
equality of languages. We first illustrate the need for such an enhancement with a
few examples. Consider the property LL∗ + 1 = L∗. In order to prove this identity
coinductively, we may try to show that
R = {(LL∗ + 1, L∗) | L ∈ 2A
∗
}
is a bisimulation. Using Lemma 2.1.3, it is easy to see that (LL∗ + 1)(ε) = L∗(ε)
for any language L. Further, for any a ∈ A:
(LL∗ + 1)a = LaL
∗ + L(ε)LaL
∗ + 0 = LaL
∗ = (L∗)a
where the leftmost and rightmost equality are by Lemma 2.1.3, and in the second
step we use some standard identities. Now we have shown that the derivatives are
equal; this does not show that R is a bisimulation, since for that, the derivatives
need to be related by R. The solution, however, is straightforward. If we augment
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the relation R as follows:
R′ = R ∪ {(L,L) | L ∈ 2A
∗
}
then the derivatives of LL∗ + 1 and L∗ are related by R′; moreover, the diagonal
is easily seen to satisfy the properties of a bisimulation as well. This solves the
problem, but it is arguably somewhat inconvenient that additional work is required
to deal with derivatives that are already equal.
As another motivating example, we consider the relation
R = {(L∗L+ 1, L∗) | L ∈ 2A
∗
} .
The derivatives are (using Lemma 2.1.3):
(L∗L+ 1)a = LaL
∗L+ La + 0 = La(L
∗L+ 1) and (L∗)a = LaL∗
Clearly LaL∗ can be obtained from La(L∗L + 1) by replacing L∗L + 1 by L∗, and
indeed the latter two languages are related by R. However, since these derivatives
are not related directly by R, this argument does not show R to be a bisimulation.
Extending R to an actual bisimulation is possible but requires a bit of work that
one would rather skip.
To deal with examples such as the above in a more natural and easy way, we
introduce the notion of bisimulation up to congruence. This requires the definition
of congruence closure.
Definition 2.2.1. For a relation R ⊆ 2A∗ × 2A∗ , define the congruence closure of R
(with respect to +, · and ∗) as the least relation ≡ satisfying the following rules:
LRK
L ≡ K L ≡ L
L ≡ K
K ≡ L
L ≡ K K ≡M
L ≡M
L1 ≡ K1 L2 ≡ K2
L1 + L2 ≡ K1 +K2
L1 ≡ K1 L2 ≡ K2
L1 · L2 ≡ K1 ·K2
L ≡ K
L∗ ≡ K∗
In the sequel, we denote the congruence closure of a given relation R on languages
by ≡R, or ≡ if R is clear from the context.
The first rule ensures that R ⊆ ≡R. The three rules on the right in the first row
turn ≡R into an equivalence relation. The three rules on the second row ensure
that ≡R is closed under the operations under consideration, which in particular
means that ≡R relates languages obtained by (syntactic) substitution of languages
related by R. For example, if (L∗L+1, L∗) ∈ R, then we can derive from the above
rules that La(L∗L+ 1) ≡R LaL∗.
Definition 2.2.2. A relation R ⊆ 2A∗ × 2A∗ is a bisimulation up to congruence, or
simply a bisimulation up-to, if for any pair (L,K) ∈ R:
1. L(ε) = K(ε), and
2. for all a ∈ A : La ≡R Ka.
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In a bisimulation up to congruence, the derivatives can be related by the con-
gruence ≡R rather than the relation R itself, and therefore, bisimulations up-to
may be easier to construct than bisimulations. Indeed, to prove that R is a bisimu-
lation up-to, the derivatives can be related by familiar equational reasoning.
A bisimulation up-to is, in general, not a bisimulation. However, as we show
below, it represents one, in the following sense: if R is a bisimulation up-to, then
≡R is a bisimulation.
Theorem 2.2.3. If R is a bisimulation up to congruence then for any (L,K) ∈ R, we
have L = K.
Proof. Let ≡ be the congruence closure of R. We show that any pair (L,K) in ≡
satisfies the properties
1. L(ε) = K(ε) and
2. for any a ∈ A: La ≡ Ka
of a bisimulation, by rule induction on (L,K) ∈ ≡. This amounts to showing that
≡ is closed under the inference rules of Definition 2.2.2. For the base cases:
1. for the pairs contained in R, the conditions are satisfied by the assumption
that R is a bisimulation up-to;
2. the case L ≡ L is trivial.
Now assume languages L,K,M,N such that L ≡ K, M ≡ N , L(ε) = K(ε),
M(ε) = N(ε) and for all a ∈ A: La ≡ Ka and Ma ≡ Na. We need to prove that
(L+M,K +N), (LM,KN), (L∗,K∗), (K,L) and (L,N) (if K = M) again satisfy
the properties of a bisimulation, i.e., (L + M)(ε) = (K + N)(ε) and for all a ∈ A:
(L + M)a ≡ (K + N)a, and similarly for the other operations. We treat the case
of union: (L + M)(ε) = L(ε) ∨M(ε) = K(ε) ∨ N(ε) = (K + N)(ε); moreover
by assumption and closure of ≡ under + we have La + Ma ≡ Ka + Na, and so
(L+M)a = La +Ma ≡ Ka +Na = (K +N)a.
Concatenation and Kleene star are treated in a similar manner, and symmetry
and transitivity are not difficult either. Thus, by induction, ≡ is a bisimulation, so
by Theorem 2.1.2 we have L = K for any L ≡ K and for any (L,K) ∈ R, in
particular.
Any bisimulation is also a bisimulation up-to, so Theorem 2.2.3 is a generaliza-
tion of Theorem 2.1.2 for the case of languages. Consequently, its converse holds
as well.
We proceed with a number of proofs based on bisimulation up-to.
Example 2.2.4. Recall the relation R = {(L∗L + 1, L∗) | L ∈ 2A∗} from the
beginning of this section. As we have seen, the a-derivatives are La(L∗L + 1) and
LaL
∗, which are not related by R; however they are related by ≡R. So R is a
bisimulation up-to, and consequently L∗L+ 1 = L∗, by Theorem 2.2.3. Moreover,
the relation {(LL∗ + 1, L∗) | L ∈ 2A∗} from the beginning of this section is a
bisimulation up-to as well; there, the derivatives are equal and thus related by ≡R.
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Example 2.2.5. In order to prove M + KL ⊆ L ⇒ K∗M ⊆ L, we use that
K∗M ⊆ L if and only if K∗M + L = L, and try to prove that the relation
R = {(K∗M + L,L) |M +KL ⊆ L; L,K,M ∈ 2A
∗
}
is a bisimulation up-to. Let L,K,M be such languages and note that M + KL +
L = L. Since (M + KL + L)(ε) = L(ε) it follows that (M + L)(ε) = L(ε), so
(K∗M + L)(ε) = L(ε). For any alphabet letter a we have
(K∗M + L)a = KaK
∗M +Ma + La
= KaK
∗M +Ma + (M +KL+ L)a
= KaK
∗M +Ma +Ma +KaL+K(ε)La + La
= Ka(K
∗M + L) +Ma +K(ε)La + La
≡R KaL+Ma +K(ε)La + La
= (M +KL+ L)a
= La .
In conclusion, R is a bisimulation up-to, proving M +KL ⊆ L⇒ K∗M + L = L.
The above approach of dealing with language inclusion by reducing it to equal-
ity is, in general, not the most efficient one. In Section 2.4, we introduce simulation
up-to which allows to deal with inequality more directly, and reprove the above ex-
ample in a shorter way.
Example 2.2.6. Arden’s rule, in a special case2, states that if L = KL+M for some
languages L,K and M , and K does not contain the empty word, then L = K∗M .
In order to prove its validity coinductively, let L,K,M be languages such that
K(ε) = 0 and L = KL + M , and let R = {(L,K∗M)}. Using that K(ε) = 0, we
have L(ε) = (KL+M)(ε) = (K(ε) ∧L(ε)) ∨M(ε) = (0 ∧L(ε)) ∨M(ε) = M(ε) =
1 ∧M(ε) = K∗(ε) ∧M(ε) = K∗M(ε). Further,
La = (KL+M)a = KaL+K(ε) · La +Ma
= KaL+Ma ≡R KaK∗M +Ma = (K∗M)a
for any a ∈ A. So R is a bisimulation up-to, proving Arden’s rule.
While Arden’s rule is not extremely difficult to prove without using bisimula-
tions, the textbook proofs are longer and arguably more involved than the above
proof, which is not much more than taking derivatives combined with a bit of
algebraic reasoning, and does not require much ingenuity. Nevertheless, this coin-
ductive proof is completely precise. Giving a formal proof without using these
methods seems non-trivial; see [FS12] for the discussion of a proof within the
theorem prover Isabelle.
2We consider a more general version of Arden’s rule in Section 2.4.
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In fact, [Rut98a] already contains a coinductive proof of Arden’s rule. However,
this is based on a bisimulation, in contrast to our proof, which is based on a bisim-
ulation up-to. Indeed, in [Rut98a] the infinite relation {(NL + O,NK∗M + O) |
N,O ∈ 2A∗} is used, requiring more work in checking the bisimulation conditions.
In that case, one essentially closes the relation {(L,K∗M)} under (certain) con-
texts manually—this happens in a general and systematic fashion in the proof of
Theorem 2.2.3.
Example 2.2.7. We prove that for any language L: LL = 1⇒ L = 1 (this property
was used in [Koz90] to show that the universal Horn theory of Kleene algebra does
not coincide with that of the regular sets). Assume LL = 1 and let R = {(L, 1)}.
Since (LL)(ε) = 1(ε) = 1 also L(ε) = 1 = 1(ε). We show that the derivatives
of L and 1 are equal, turning R into a bisimulation up-to. First, for any a ∈ A:
LaL + La = LaL + L(ε)La = (LL)a = 1a = 0. Now, one easily proves that
this implies La = 0 (for example by showing that {(K, 0) | L + K = 0} is a
bisimulation). Thus La = 0 = 1a, so La ≡R 1a.
Example 2.2.8. We prove that LL = L ⇒ L∗ = 1 + L, by establishing a bisimu-
lation up-to (in fact, this example can also easily be proved by induction). To this
end, let L be a language with LL = L and consider the relation R = {(L∗, 1 +L)}.
Indeed, L∗(ε) = 1 = (1 +L)(ε), and for any a ∈ A: (L∗)a = LaL∗ ≡R La(1 +L) =
La + LaL = La + L(ε)La + LaL = La + (LL)a = La + La = La.
The last example of this section concerns context-free languages. These can
be expressed in terms of language equations [GR62]. For example, the language
{anbn | n ∈ N} is the unique language L such that L = aLb+ 1.
Example 2.2.9. Let L,K,M be languages such that L = aKMb+1, K = aMLb+1
and M = aLKb + 1. Without thinking of what possible concrete descriptions
of L,K and M can be, we show that L = K = M . To this end, let R =
{(L,K), (K,M)}. Obviously L(ε) = K(ε) and K(ε) = M(ε). Moreover for any
alphabet letter b other than a, we have Lb = 0 = Kb and Kb = 0 = Mb. For
the a-derivatives we have La = KMb ≡R MKb ≡R MLb = Ka and similarly for
(M,K); so R is a bisimulation up-to, proving that L = K = M .
2.3 Sound operations for bisimulation up-to
In the previous sections, we considered the regular operations on languages, and
how their coinductive characterization can be used to prove equalities using bisim-
ulations up-to. Next, we introduce a general syntactic format of operations on lan-
guages, and prove that a corresponding notion of bisimulation up-to is sound for
any operation that can be characterized within this format. This format consists of
a well-defined class of behavioural differential equations (BDEs) [Rut98a, Rut03].
More precisely, it is a variant of the stream GSOS format given in [HKR14] for
stream systems. In fact, our format is a special case of abstract GSOS [TP97], a
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categorical specification format at the level of coalgebras. In the following chap-
ters, we recall abstract GSOS and prove soundness results for up-to techniques at
this level, to obtain proof techniques not only for deterministic automata but for
arbitrary coalgebras.
After introducing the general soundness results, we show several examples in-
volving language equations with Boolean connectives, and the shuffle product.
This section is concluded with a discussion of causal functions, which turn out to
give a semantic characterization of operations that can be defined by behavioural
differential equations [KNR11, HKR14].
A signature Σ is a countable set of operator names σ ∈ Σ with associated arities3






In the sequel, every language interpretation for a signature is of the above type (on
languages), and so we simply speak about an interpretation and write {σ̂}σ∈Σ.
Definition 2.3.1. For a relation R ⊆ 2A∗ × 2A∗ , define the congruence closure ≡ΣR
of R w.r.t. an interpretation {σ̂}σ∈Σ as the least relation ≡ satisfying the following
rules:
LRK
L ≡ K L ≡ L
L ≡ K
K ≡ L
L ≡ K K ≡M
L ≡M
L1 ≡ K1 . . . Ln ≡ Kn
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) ≡ σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)
for each σ ∈ Σ, n = |σ|
R is a bisimulation up-to (w.r.t. {σ̂}σ∈Σ), if for any (L,K) ∈ R:
1. L(ε) = K(ε), and
2. for all a ∈ A : La ≡ΣR Ka.
Bisimulation up-to for the regular operators (Definition 2.2.1) is a special case
of the above definition. While Theorem 2.2.3 asserts that bisimulation up-to is a
sound proof technique in the case of union, concatenation and Kleene star, this is
not the case in general for other operations. This is illustrated by the following
example, adapted from [PS12].
Example 2.3.2. Assume for simplicity a singleton alphabet {a}. Consider the sig-




0 if L = 0
1 otherwise
Now notice that 0a = 0 = ĥ(0), aa = 1 = ĥ(a), and 0(ε) = 0 = a(ε). Consequently
the relation R = {(0, a)} is a bisimulation up-to w.r.t. {ĥ}, whereas 0 6= a, so
bisimulation up-to with respect to {ĥ} is not sound.
3For notational convenience we assume that all operations have finite arity, but all the results hold
for non-finitary operations—such as the infinite sum—as well.
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We introduce a condition that guarantees soundness, based on characterizing
the operations in terms of BDEs [Rut03]. Informally, this means that one specifies
the output of an operation in terms of the outputs of the arguments, and the deriva-
tives as an expression involving the arguments, their derivatives and their outputs.
The equations in Lemma 2.1.3 form an example. Indeed, behavioural differential
equations are best explained through concrete examples. To prove our soundness
theorem, however, we need a precise characterization.
Define the set of terms Σ∗(V ) over a signature Σ and a set of variables V by the
grammar
t ::= v | σ(t1, . . . , tn)
where v ranges over V , σ ranges over Σ and n = |σ|. Given an interpretation





by induction: I(L) = L and I(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = σ̂(I(t1), . . . , I(tn)). Substitution in t
of a term u for a variable x is denoted by t[x := u].
Definition 2.3.3. A (syntactic) behavioural differential equation (BDE) over a sig-
nature Σ for an operator σ ∈ Σ of arity n consists of a pair (o, d) of functions of the
form
o : 2n → 2 and d : A→ Σ∗(Vn)
where Vn is a set consisting of variables
• x1, . . . , xn,
• xε1, . . . , xεn and
• for each a ∈ A and each i ≤ n a variable xai ,
all of which are pairwise distinct.
The function o specifies the output of the operation given the output of the ar-
guments, and the function d specifies, for each alphabet letter, the derivative. This
derivative is given as a term; intuitively a variable xi represents the i-th argument
of the operation, a variable xεi represents its output, and a variable x
a
i represents
the a-derivative of the i-th argument. For instance, the equations for language
concatenation in Lemma 2.1.3 would be presented as a behavioural differential
equation (o, d), where o : 2× 2→ 2 is conjunction, and d(a) = xa1 · x2 + xε1 · xa2 for
all a ∈ A.
To formalize the intuition that syntactic behavioural differential equations de-
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which substitutes each xi by Li, xai by the a-derivative (Li)a and x
ε
i by L(ε). Now,
given a function σ̂ : (2A
∗
) → 2A∗ , a BDE (o, d) for σ defines an equation for each
a ∈ A:
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)a = I(ρn(d(a))(L1, . . . , Ln)) (2.2)
which states in a precise manner that the a-derivative of σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) behaves
according to the syntactic presentation d(a). For instance, if σ̂ is language compo-
sition and d(a) = xa1 · x2 + xε1 · xa2 then the equation corresponds to
(L1 · L2)a = (L1)a · L2 + L1(ε) · (L2)a .
If, for an arbitrary operation σ̂ and BDE (o, d) the equation 2.2 holds and, moreover,
the output of σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) is given by o applied to the output of its arguments,
then we say σ̂ is given by (o, d). This is captured formally by the following defini-
tion.
Definition 2.3.4. We say an interpretation {σ̂}σ∈Σ can be given by BDEs if for each
σ (with arity n) there is a BDE (o, d) over Σ such that for all languages L1, . . . , Ln:
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)(ε) = o(L1(ε), . . . , Ln(ε))
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)a = I(ρn(d(a))(L1, . . . , Ln))
where ρn is defined as in (2.1).
Remark 2.3.5. A behavioural differential equation (o, d) as in Definition 2.3.3 in-
duces for each set X a function
d′X : A→ (Xn × (XA)n × 2n → Σ∗(X))
which is natural in X, informally meaning that d′X(a) is defined uniformly over
every set X. This view allows for a neater formalization of presentation by BDEs
(Definition 2.3.4) with respect to operations on an arbitrary deterministic automa-
ton, which concides with Definition 2.3.4 for the case of the automaton of lan-
guages. Since we aim here to use as few technical notions as possible we postpone
such a treatment to Section 3.5. There, we recall a general approach to define and
study operations and calculi based on the theory of algebras and coalgebras, with
behavioural differential equations as a special case.
Lemma 2.1.3 states that the regular operations are captured by BDEs. So the
following theorem generalizes the proof principle of Theorem 2.2.3.
Theorem 2.3.6. If {σ̂}σ∈Σ can be given by BDEs, then for any relation R which is a
bisimulation up-to w.r.t. {σ̂}σ∈Σ: if (L,K) ∈ R then L = K.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.2.3, we show that the congruence clo-
sure ≡ of R is a bisimulation, by proving by rule induction that
• L(ε) = K(ε) and
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• for any a ∈ A: La ≡ Ka
holds for any (L,K) ∈ ≡. The base cases, i.e., if L = K or (L,K) ∈ R, are the
same as in Theorem 2.2.3.
The rules for symmetry and transitivity are not difficult. We treat the rule for an
operator σ ∈ Σ of arity n = |σ|. Let o and d be the functions from Definition 2.3.3
associated to σ which exist since {σ̂}σ∈Σ can be given by BDEs, and suppose we
have languages L1, . . . , Ln and K1, . . . ,Kn such that for all i:
Li ≡ Ki, Li(ε) = Ki(ε) and for all a ∈ A : (Li)a ≡ (Ki)a . (2.3)
Then we have
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)(ε) = o(L1(ε), . . . , Ln(ε))
= o(K1(ε), . . . ,Kn(ε)) = σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)(ε)
and for any a ∈ A:
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)a = I(ρn(d(a))(L1, . . . , Ln))





≡ I(d(a)[xi := Ki]i≤n[xai := (Ki)a]i≤n,a∈A[xεi := Ki(ε)]i≤n)
= I(ρn(d(a))(K1, . . . ,Kn))
= σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)a
where the third step (relation by ≡) holds by the induction hypothesis (2.3).
Bisimulation up-to with respect to the function ĥ of Example 2.3.2 is not sound,
as we have seen. Indeed ĥ cannot be given by BDEs, since the output ĥ(L)(ε)
depends not only on L(ε) but on the entire language L.
2.3.1 Language equations with complement and intersection
Language complement L and intersection L ∧ K are defined as L(w) = ¬(L(w))
and (L ∧K)(w) = L(w) ∧K(w) respectively. Language equations including these
additional operations can be used to give semantics to conjunctive and Boolean
grammars, which extend context-free grammars with conjunction and comple-
ment [Okh13]. Complement and intersection have a known characterization in
terms of outputs and derivatives as well [Brz64]:
Lemma 2.3.7. For any two languages L,K and for any a ∈ A:
L(ε) = ¬(L(ε)) (L)a = (La)
(L ∧K)(ε) = L(ε) ∧K(ε) (L ∧K)a = La ∧Ka
The above characterization is in terms of BDEs, so by Theorem 2.3.6 we obtain
the soundness of bisimulation up-to.
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Example 2.3.8. There are unique languages L and K such that
L = aLa+ bLb+ a+ b+ 1 K = aKa+ bKb+ aA∗b+ bA∗a
L is the language of palindromes, i.e., words which are equal to their own reverse.
We claim that K is the language of all non-palindromes, and prove this formally
by showing that the relation R = {(L,K)} is a bisimulation up-to. The outputs are
easily seen to be equal: L(ε) = ¬(L(ε)) = ¬(1(ε)) = 0 = K(ε).
La = La = La+ 1 = La ∧ 1 = (La+A∗b+ 1) ∧ 1
≡R (Ka+A∗b+ 1) ∧ 1 = Ka ∧ 1 +A∗b ∧ 1 + 1 ∧ 1 = Ka+A∗b = Ka
In the fourth step, we unfold the complement La, the validity of which is itself a
nice exercise in bisimulation up-to. Further, the case of b-derivatives is of course
similar to the above. So R is a bisimulation up-to, proving that K indeed is the
complement of L.
2.3.2 Shuffle (closure)
The shuffle operation is defined on words w, v inductively as follows: w ⊗ ε =
ε⊗ w = w and aw ⊗ bv = a(w ⊗ bv) + b(aw ⊗ v) for any alphabet letters a, b. This
is extended to languages L,K as L ⊗K =
∑






where L⊗i is defined inductively by L⊗0 = 1 and L⊗i+1 = L ⊗ L⊗i . Notice that
the shuffle closure is very similar to the Kleene star; the difference is that here
shuffle is used instead of concatenation. Both shuffle and shuffle closure can be
characterized in terms of BDEs, as stated by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.9. For any two languages L,K and for any a, b ∈ A:
(L⊗K)(ε) = L(ε) ∧K(ε) (L⊗K)a = La ⊗K + L⊗Ka
L~(ε) = 1 (L~)a = La ⊗ L~
As an example of a proof using bisimulation up-to that involves the shuffle
operator, we treat the unfolding of the shuffle closure.
Example 2.3.10. Let L be any language; then L~ = L⊗ L~ + 1. To show this, let
R = {(L~, L ⊗ L~ + 1}. Then L~(ε) = 1 = (L ⊗ L~ + 1)(ε). Moreover for any
alphabet letter a:
(L~)a = La ⊗ L~ = La ⊗ (L~ + L~)
≡R La ⊗ (L~ + L⊗ L~ + 1) = La ⊗ (L~ + L⊗ L~)
= La ⊗ L~ + La ⊗ L⊗ L~ = La ⊗ L~ + L⊗ La ⊗ L~
= (L⊗ L~ + 1)a
using Lemma 2.3.9, Lemma 2.1.3 and some basic identities. Thus R is a bisimula-
tion up-to, proving L~ = L⊗ L~ + 1.
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2.3.3 Causal functions
The format of BDEs defined in this section is a straightforward extension of the one
for streams, given in [KNR11, HKR14]. There, it is shown that functions that can
be given by BDEs are exactly those that are causal, and vice versa. This result can
be extended to the case of languages. As a consequence of Theorem 2.3.6, we then
obtain causality of functions as an equivalent, semantic condition for soundness of
up-to techniques. Here, we assume the alphabet A to be finite.





L(w) if |w| ≤ k
0 otherwise
where |w| is the length of a word w. Define the relation ≈k as follows:
L ≈k K iff L|k = K|k .
A function σ̂ : (2A
∗
)n → 2A∗ is causal if for all languages L1, . . . , Ln, K1, . . . ,Kn
and for any k ∈ N:
L1 ≈k K1, . . . , Ln ≈k Kn implies σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) ≈k σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn) .
Causality means that equality up to length k is a congruence, for any k. In other
words, membership in σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) of words of length less than k depends only
on the words in L1, . . . , Ln of length less than k. For example, the function ĥ from
Example 2.3.2 is not causal: whether or not ĥ(L) contains the empty word depends
on the entire language L.
Lemma 2.3.11. The set of all causal functions can be given by BDEs.
Proof. The core of the proof is that the derivatives of causal functions can be ex-
pressed in terms of causal functions again. We only show how this works for a
unary function σ̂ : 2A
∗ → 2A∗ ; the extension to other arities is straightforward. Let





defined as σ̃a(M,K1, . . . ,Kl) = (σ̂(M(ε)+a1K1 + . . .+alKl))a. Then σ̃a is causal,
and it follows that
σ̂(L)a = σ̃a(L(ε), La1 , . . . , Lal) .
We have thus expressed the derivative σ̂(L)a in terms of another causal function,
which takes the output and derivatives of L as arguments. Further, since σ̂ is
causal, the output σ̂(L)(ε) depends only on L(ε).
In order to prove the converse, that is, any operation that can be given by BDEs
is causal, we need the following.
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Lemma 2.3.12. Let k ∈ N. Suppose that for all σ̂ in some set {σ̂}σ∈Σ, and for all
languages L1, . . . , Ln,K1, . . . ,Kn (where n = |σ|) we have
L1 ≈k K1, . . . , Ln ≈k Kn implies σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) ≈k σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn) . (2.4)
Then for any list of variables x1, . . . , xm, any term t ∈ Σ∗(x1, . . . , xm) over operators
in Σ, and any languages L1, . . . , Lm:
L1 ≈k K1, . . . , Lm ≈k Km implies I(t[xi := Li]i≤m) ≈k I(t[xi := Ki]i≤m) .
Proof. Let L1, . . . , Ln,K1, . . . ,Kn be languages such that L1 ≈k K1, . . . , Lm ≈k
Km, and suppose that (2.4) holds. We prove that I(t[xi := Li]i≤m) ≈k I(t[xi :=
Ki]i≤m) by structural induction on t.
For the base case, if t is a variable xj then I(t[xi := Li]i≤m]) = Lj and I(t[xi :=
Ki]i≤m) = Kj , and we need to prove Lj ≈k Kj which trivially follows from our
assumption.
Suppose I(tj [xi := Li]i≤m) ≈k I(tj [xi := Ki]i≤m) for all j ≤ n. Then
I(σ(t1, . . . , tn)[xi := Li]i≤m)
= I(σ(t1[xi := Li]i≤m, . . . , tn[xi := Li]i≤m))
= σ̂(I(t1[xi := Li]i≤m), . . . , I(tn[xi := Li]i≤m))
≈k σ̂(I(t1[xi := Ki]i≤m), . . . , I(tn[xi := Ki]i≤m))
= I(σ(t1[xi := Ki]i≤m, . . . , tn[xi := Ki]i≤m))
= I(σ(t1, . . . , tn)[xi := Ki]i≤m)
where the second step (relating by ≈k) follows by the induction hypothesis and the
assumption (2.4).
Theorem 2.3.13. A function σ̂ : (2A
∗
)n → 2A∗ is causal if and only if it is contained
in a set of functions which can be given by BDEs.
Proof. From left to right, the result follows from Lemma 2.3.11. For the other
direction, assume a set of functions given by BDEs. We prove that
L1 ≈k K1, . . . , Ln ≈k Kn implies σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) ≈k σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn) (2.5)
for every σ̂ (with n the arity of σ̂) in the set and for every k, by induction on k.
Take any σ̂, with arity n, and given by the BDE (o, d). The base case (k = 0)
holds since L1 ≈0 K1, . . . , Ln ≈0 Kn implies
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)(ε) = o(L1(ε), . . . , Ln(ε))
= o(K1(ε), . . . ,Kn(ε)) = σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)(ε) .
Now suppose (2.5) holds for some k ∈ N, and suppose that we have languages
L1, . . . , Ln,K1, . . . ,Kn such that Li ≈k+1 Ki for each i ≤ n. We need to prove:
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) ≈k+1 σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn) . (2.6)
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Since Li ≈k+1 Ki by assumption, we have for each i ≤ n: Li ≈k Ki, Li(ε) ≈k
Ki(ε) and for each a ∈ A: (Li)a ≈k (Ki)a. By the induction hypothesis (2.5) and






≈k I(d(a)[xi := Ki]i≤n[xai := (Ki)a]i≤n,a∈A[xεi := Ki(ε)]i≤n)
where d is the function that specifies the derivative of σ̂, and thus
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)a = I(ρn(d(a))(L1, . . . , Ln))





≈k I(d(a)[xi := Ki]i≤n[xai := (Ki)a]i≤n,a∈A[xεi := Ki(ε)]i≤n)
= I(ρn(d(a))(K1, . . . ,Kn))
= σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)a .
Since, moreover, σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)(ε) = σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)(ε) we get (2.6) as desired.
By Theorem 2.3.6 and the above result we directly obtain causality as a suffi-
cient condition for the soundness of bisimulation up-to.
Corollary 2.3.14. Suppose every function of an interpretation {σ̂}σ∈Σ is causal.
Then bisimulation up-to w.r.t. {σ̂}σ∈Σ is sound, i.e., if R is a bisimulation up-to w.r.t.
{σ̂}σ∈Σ then (L,K) ∈ R implies L = K.
2.4 Simulation (up-to)
So far we have focused on techniques for showing equality of languages. Of course,
these methods can also be used to prove language inclusion, since L ⊆ K iff L +
K = K. However, there is a more direct way: instead of bisimulations, one can
construct simulations, which in practice turns out to be easier for proving language
inclusion.
Definition 2.4.1. Let (X, o, t) be a deterministic automaton. A simulation is a
relation R ⊆ X ×X such that for any (x, y) ∈ R:
1. o(x) ≤ o(y), and
2. for all a ∈ A : (t(x)(a), t(y)(a)) ∈ R.
The difference with bisimulation is that condition (1) is relaxed: if x is a final
state then y should be final as well, but if x is not final then the output of y does
not matter.
Theorem 2.4.2. If R ⊆ 2A∗ × 2A∗ is a simulation (on the automaton of languages
defined in Section 2.1) then for any (L,K) ∈ R: L ⊆ K.
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Thus simulation is a concrete proof principle for language inclusion, just like
bisimulation is a proof principle for language equality.
Simulation up-to is based on a precongruence rather than a congruence closure;
the difference is that the precongruence is not symmetric, and it relates L to K
whenever L is included in K.
Definition 2.4.3. For a relationR ⊆ 2A∗×2A∗ , define the precongruence closure 5ΣR






L 5 K K 5M
L 5M
L1 5 K1 . . . Ln 5 Kn
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln) 5 σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)
for each σ ∈ Σ, n = |σ|
R is a simulation up-to (w.r.t. an interpretation {σ̂}σ∈Σ), if for any (L,K) ∈ R:
1. L(ε) ≤ K(ε), and
2. for all a ∈ A : La 5ΣR Ka.
Our soundness criterion for bisimulation up-to, which is that the operations
can be given by BDEs, turns out not to be strong enough for simulation up-to, as
witnessed by the following example.
Example 2.4.4. The complement operation can be given by BDEs (Lemma 2.3.7).
Consider the relation R = {(aA∗, 0)}. We have (aA∗)(ε) = 0 = 0(ε). Moreover
(aA∗)a = A
∗ = 0 and 0a = 0 = A∗. Since 0 ⊆ A∗, we have 0 5R A∗ and
thus (aA∗)a 5R 0a, showing that R is a simulation up-to. But clearly aA∗ 6⊆ 0,
so simulation up-to with respect to language complement is not a sound proof
principle.
Our solution is to require in addition that the operations under consideration
satisfy a monotonicity condition.
Definition 2.4.5. A set {σ̂}σ∈Σ of operations is given by monotone BDEs if
1. {σ̂}σ∈Σ is given by BDEs, and
2. for each σ ∈ Σ: the associated (output) function o : 2n → 2 is monotone, i.e.,
if oj ≤ uj for all j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n then o(o1, . . . , on) ≤ o(u1, . . . , un).
Theorem 2.4.6. If {σ̂}σ∈Σ can be given by monotone BDEs then for any relation R
which is a simulation up-to w.r.t. {σ̂}σ∈Σ: if (L,K) ∈ R then L ⊆ K.
Proof. The proof is mostly that of Theorem 2.3.6. One proves by induction that
5, the precongruence closure of R, is a simulation. The only difference is the first
part of the inductive step, which concerns the output. Suppose σ̂ is an operation
of arity n, from a set {σ̂}σ∈Σ of operations given by monotone BDEs, and let o be
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its output function. Let L1, . . . , Ln and K1, . . .Kn be languages such that for all j:
Lj(ε) ≤ Kj(ε). Then
σ̂(L1, . . . , Ln)(ε) = o(L1(ε), . . . , Ln(ε))
≤ o(K1(ε), . . . ,Kn(ε)) = σ̂(K1, . . . ,Kn)(ε)
where we use the assumption that o is monotone.
Example 2.4.7. The general version of Arden’s rule states that, given languages K
and M , the least solution of L = KL+M is K∗M . Furthermore, if K(ε) = 0 then
it is the unique one, as we have seen in Example 2.2.6. For the proof of the general
statement, first notice that K∗M is indeed a solution since K∗M = (KK∗+1)M =
KK∗M + M . To show that it is the least one, let L be any language such that
L = KL + M and consider the relation R = {(K∗M,L)}. Then R is a simulation
up-to, since (K∗M)(ε) = M(ε) ≤ (KL+M)(ε) = L(ε) and for any a:
(K∗M)a = KaK
∗M +Ma 5R KaL+Ma
⊆ KaL+K(ε)La +Ma = (KL+M)a = La .
Thus K∗M is the least solution.
The reader is invited to formulate and prove a version of Arden’s rule, where
shuffle and shuffle closure (Section 2.3.2) replace concatenation and Kleene star.
Further, in Example 2.2.5 we proved M + KL ⊆ L ⇒ K∗M ⊆ L using a bisimu-
lation up-to. The proof using a simulation up-to is the same as (part of) the above
proof of Arden’s rule. One might expect that M + LK ⊆ L ⇒ MK∗ ⊆ L has a
similar treatment, but due to the asymmetry of the derivative of concatenation the
proof is different.
Example 2.4.8. In order to proveM+LK ⊆ L⇒MK∗ ⊆ L, consider the relation
R = {(MK∗, L) | M + LK ⊆ L; L,K,M ∈ 2A∗}. Let L,K,M be such languages;
then M(ε) ≤ L(ε), so (MK∗)(ε) ≤ L(ε). For any a ∈ A, we have
(MK∗)a = MaK
∗ +M(ε)KaK
∗ = (Ma +M(ε)Ka)K
∗
In order to see that this is related by 5R to La, we start with our assumption
M+LK ⊆ L and compute derivatives: (M+LK)a ⊆ La, so Ma+LaK+L(ε)Ka ⊆
La. Reformulating this as (Ma + L(ε)Ka) + LaK ⊆ La, we have
((Ma + L(ε)Ka)K
∗, La) ∈ R .
Since M(ε) ≤ L(ε) we thus obtain
(MK∗)a = (Ma +M(ε)Ka)K
∗ ⊆ (Ma + L(ε)Ka)K∗ 5R La
as desired, showing that R is a simulation up-to.
We conclude with the soundness of an axiom that concerns the interplay be-
tween shuffle and concatenation and that is used, for example, in concurrency
theory [HMSW11].
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Example 2.4.9. The exchange law states that
(M ⊗ L)(K ⊗N) ⊆ (MK)⊗ (LN)
for any languages M,L,K,N . Consider the relation




((M ⊗ L)(K ⊗N))(ε) = M(ε) ∧ L(ε) ∧K(ε) ∧N(ε) = ((MK)⊗ (LN))(ε)
and for any alphabet letter a:
((M ⊗ L)(K ⊗N))a
= (Ma ⊗ L+M ⊗ La)(K ⊗N) + (M ⊗ L)(ε)(Ka ⊗N +K ⊗Na)
= (Ma ⊗ L)(K ⊗N) + (M ⊗ La)(K ⊗N) + (M(ε) ∧ L(ε))(Ka ⊗N)
+(M(ε) ∧ L(ε))(K ⊗Na)
5R (MaK)⊗ (LN) + (MK)⊗ (LaN)
+(M(ε)Ka)⊗ (L(ε)N) + (M(ε)K)⊗ (L(ε)Na)
⊆ (MaK)⊗ (LN) + (MK)⊗ (LaN)
+(M(ε)Ka)⊗ (LN) + (MK)⊗ (L(ε)Na)
= (MaK +M(ε)Ka)⊗ (LN) + (MK)⊗ (LaN + L(ε)Na)
= ((MK)⊗ (LN))a
This shows that R is a simulation up-to and proves the exchange law.
The proof in the above example is clearly easier than one where the inclusion
would be reduced to checking equality by means of bisimilarity.
2.5 Discussion and related work
We presented bisimulation up-to as a proof method for language equivalence, and
simulation up-to as a proof method for language inclusion. These techniques are
sound enhancements of the coinductive proof method based on (bi)simulation, if
the operations under consideration adhere to the format of behavioural differential
equations presented in this chapter. For the soundness of simulation up-to, the
operations additionally need to satisfy a monotonicity condition.
Deterministic automata are coalgebras, and the notions of bisimulation and
coinduction introduced in Section 2.1 are instances of general definitions [Rut98a].
The up-to techniques introduced in this chapter are also instances of much more
general results developed in subsequent chapters of this thesis. In fact, the for-
mat of BDEs can be represented by a distributive law, which immediately proves
the soundness (actually, a stronger notion) of bisimulation up-to. Moreover, the
monotonicity condition for simulation up-to arises from a result in Chapter 5 that
requires that the distributive law lifts to a certain category.
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A discussion of related work with respect to more general up-to techniques is
postponed to Chapter 5. Relevant in the present context is the work of Bonchi
and Pous [BP13], which consists of a new algorithm for checking equivalence of
non-deterministic automata based on bisimulation up to congruence, improving
the state of the art significantly (see also [HR15]). That algorithm is based on
the algebraic structure of the powerset of states, obtained by determinization. Our
approach is different in that we consider algebraic structures for arbitrary calculi
on languages (given by behavioural differential equations). Moreover, we do not
focus on the algorithmic aspect, but consider up-to techniques for infinite state
systems, in order to prove, e.g., inequalities over arbitrary languages.
Bisimulation up-to techniques have been applied to facilitate coinductive defi-
nitions and proofs in Coq [EHB13]. In fact, the latter paper uses causal contexts on
streams as a condition for soundness; as shown in [HKR14] (and extended to lan-
guages in this chapter), this condition is equivalent to requiring that the operations
under consideration can be defined by behavioural differential equations.
Our techniques are more widely applicable than only to regular languages, as
we have shown in a number of examples involving equations over arbitrary lan-
guages. Nevertheless, we recall some of the related work on checking equiva-
lence of regular expressions, for which a wide range of different tools and tech-
niques has been developed. We only recall the ones most relevant to our work.
CIRC [LGCR09] is a general coinductive theorem prover, which can deal with reg-
ular expressions. Recently, various algorithms based on Brzozowski derivatives
and bisimulations have been implemented in Isabelle [KN12] and formalized in
type theory, yielding an implementation in Coq [CS11] (while [CS11] does not
mention bisimulations explicitly, their method is based on constructing a bisimu-
lation). There is another Coq implementation of regular expression equivalence,
which is based on partial derivatives [MPdS12]. An efficient algorithm for de-
ciding equivalence in Kleene algebra, based on automata but not on derivatives
and bisimulations, was recently implemented in Coq as well [BP12]. We refer
to [NT14] for an overview and comparison between these approaches. Of course,
one can reason about regular expressions in Kleene algebra. This is however a
fundamentally different approach than the coinductive techniques of the present
chapter. In [Gra05], a proof system for equivalence of regular expressions is pre-
sented, based on bisimulations but not on bisimulation up-to. In [HN11], a general
coinductive axiomatization of regular expression containment is given, based on
an interpretation of regular expressions as types. The authors of [HN11] instanti-
ate their axiomatization with the main coinductive rule from [Gra05]. The focus
of [HN11] is on constructive proofs based on parse trees of regular expressions. In
contrast, our approach is based on bisimulations between languages.
The presented proof techniques apply to undecidable problems such as lan-
guage equivalence of context-free grammars. Indeed, automation is not aimed at
in this chapter. Nevertheless, the present techniques can be seen as a foundation
for novel interactive theorem provers, and extensions of fully automated tools such
as [KN12, LGCR09, CS11].
If one works with syntactic terms, such as regular expressions, rather than with
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languages, the notion of bisimulation up to bisimilarity becomes relevant. In the
corresponding proof method, one relates terms modulo bisimilarity. Since we work
directly with languages, in our case this is not necessary, but for dealing with terms
our techniques can easily be combined with up-to-bisimilarity—see the subsequent
chapters of this thesis for details. Bisimulation up to bisimilarity (alone, with-
out context and equivalence closure) was originally introduced in [Mil83], and in





In the previous chapter, we studied coinduction for languages and deterministic
automata. Deterministic automata are a special case of the theory of coalgebras,
which encompasses coinduction principles for a wide variety of systems. In the re-
maining chapters we develop theory at this more abstract coalgebraic level, so that
the results in Chapter 2 are just one instance, among others. In the current chapter
we recall standard notions and results on coalgebras, coinduction and algebras.
We assume familiarity with basic concepts from category theory such as functors
and natural transformations (see, e.g., [Awo10, Lan98]).
Below, we first fix some basic notation regarding sets, relations, functions and
categories. Then we introduce coalgebras, homomorphisms and bisimulations, and
discuss examples of coinductive techniques (Section 3.1). We proceed to discuss a
more classical interpretation of coinduction, and relate this to the coalgebraic per-
spective in Section 3.2. This discussion of coinduction is continued in Section 3.3,
where we recall an approach to coinduction based on the categorical notion of fi-
brations. We recall algebras for functors and monads in Section 3.4, and conclude
this chapter with a discussion of distributive laws and bialgebras (Section 3.5).
Section 3.3, on coinduction in a fibration, can be challenging to understand
without prior knowledge of fibrations. However, in this thesis it is only required for
Chapter 5. Moreover, most of Chapter 4 requires only basic concepts on coalgebras
(Section 3.1) and algebras (the beginning of Section 3.4).
Most of the material in this chapter is taken from the literature; for more in-
formation, see, e.g., [Rut00, JR12, Jac12, Len98] (coalgebras and coinduction),
[HJ98, HCKJ13] (coinduction in a fibration), [BW05, Awo10, Tur96] (algebras
and monads) and [TP97, Kli11, Bar04] (distributive laws and bialgebras).
Sets. By Set we denote the category of sets and functions. We write 1 for the
singleton {∗}, 2 for the two elements set {0, 1}, N for the set of natural numbers
and R for the set of real numbers. Given sets X and Y , X × Y is the Cartesian
product of X and Y (with the usual projection maps π1 and π2) and X + Y is the
coproduct, i.e., disjoint union (with coproduct injections κ1, κ2).
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Relations. Given a relation R ⊆ X × Y , we write π1 : R → X and π2 : R → Y
for its left and right projection, respectively. Given another relation S ⊆ Y × Z we
denote the composition of R and S by R ◦ S. We let Rop = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ R}.
The diagonal relation on a set X is ∆X = {(x, x) | x ∈ X}.
Functions. Let f : X → Y be a function. The direct image of a set S ⊆ X under
f is denoted simply by f(S) = {f(x) | x ∈ S}, and the inverse image of V ⊆ Y
by f−1(V ) = {x | f(x) ∈ V }. The kernel of f is given by ker(f) = {(x, y) |
f(x) = f(y)}. The pairing of two functions f, g with a common domain is denoted
〈f, g〉 and the copairing (for functions f, g with a common codomain) is denoted
by [f, g]. The set of functions from X to Y is denoted by Y X ; if we fix X, this
yields a (covariant) functor on Set. The i-fold application of a function f : X → X
is denoted by f i, i.e., f0 = id and f i+1 = f ◦ f i.
Categories. On any category, we write Id for the identity functor, and idX or
simply id for the identity morphism of an object X. The product of categories C
and D is denoted by C × D; an object of C × D is a pair consisting of an object
from C and one from D, and an arrow is a pair of arrows from C and D of the
matching types. Any two functors F : C → D and G : C′ → D′ yield a functor
F ×G : C×C′ → D×D′. We use the same notation for the product of functors (in a
category of functors and natural transformations), i.e., given F,G as above so that
C = C′, D = D′ and D has products, we let (F × G)(X) = FX × GX. It should
always be clear from the context which meaning of × is referred to.
Given a set X, P(X) is the set of subsets of X, and Pω(X) is the set of finite
subsets of X. Both P and Pω extend to functors on Set, defined on functions by
direct image: P(f)(V ) = f(V ) and Pω(f)(V ) = f(V ). Given a semiring S, we
denote byMX the set of linear combinations of X with coefficients in S. Formally,
it is defined byMX = {ϕ ∈ SX | supp(ϕ) is finite}, where supp(ϕ) = {x | ϕ(x) 6=
0}. This extends to a functor M : Set → Set, sending f : X → Y to M(f)(ϕ) =
λy.
∑
x∈f−1(y) ϕ(x). We often denote a linear combination ϕ ∈ MX by a formal
sum of the form
∑
sixi, where si ∈ S and xi ∈ X for all i.
3.1 Coalgebras
A coalgebra for a functor B : C → C, or B-coalgebra, is a pair (X, δ) where X is an
object in C and δ : X → BX a morphism. We often refer to X as the carrier or
state space, δ as the transition map or transition structure, and B as the behaviour
functor. A (coalgebra) homomorphism from (X, δ) to (Y, ϑ) is a map h : X → Y












The category of B-coalgebras is denoted by B-coalg.
A B-coalgebra (Z, ζ) is final if there exists, for any B-coalgebra (X, δ), a unique
homomorphism from (X, δ) to (Z, ζ). Final coalgebras are unique up to isomor-
phism, therefore we often speak about the final coalgebra. In general, a final
B-coalgebra does not necessarily exist, but there are mild conditions on B un-
der which it does: for instance, when B is a bounded functor on Set (see, e.g.,
[Rut00]). The coinductive extension of a coalgebra (X, δ) is the unique homomor-
phism into the final coalgebra. Following [JR12], we make a conceptual identifica-
tion of (coalgebraic) coinduction with the use of finality in categories of coalgebras.
As we will see below, the unique existence of morphisms gives rise both to definition
principles and to proof principles.
In the remainder of this section we assume that B is a functor on Set. Given a
B-coalgebra (X, δ) and states x, y ∈ X, we say x and y are behaviourally equiva-
lent or observationally equivalent if there exists a coalgebra homomorphism h from
(X, δ) to some B-coalgebra so that h(x) = h(y). In particular, x, y ∈ X are be-
haviourally equivalent precisely if they are identified by the coinductive extension
of δ. The largest relation on X containing only behaviourally equivalent pairs is
called behavioural equivalence. We denote this relation by ≈δ, or simply ≈.
Example 3.1.1. We list several examples of coalgebras; see, e.g., [Rut00] for more.
1. Let BX = A × X, for a fixed set A. A B-coalgebra 〈o, t〉 : X → A × X is a
stream system (over A). For each state x ∈ X, we observe an output o(x) ∈ A,
and a next state t(x) ∈ X.
The finalB-coalgebra is 〈(−)0, (−)′〉 : Aω → A×Aω, whereAω = {σ | σ : N→
Aω} is the set of streams over A, and for any stream σ ∈ Aω: σ0 = σ(0) and
σ′(n) = σ(n+ 1) for all n ∈ N. The coinductive extension of a stream system
〈o, t〉 : X → A×X maps a state x to the stream (o(x), o(t(x)), o(t(t(x))), . . .).
Stream systems do not involve termination, and therefore they generate only
infinite streams. The final coalgebra of (A × Id) + 1 consists of all finite and
infinite streams over A.
2. A labelled transition system over a set of labels A is a coalgebra for the functor
BX = P(A × X). Indeed, a B-coalgebra consists of a set X of states and
a map δ : X → P(A × X) that sends each state to a set of transitions. We
write x a−→ y if (a, y) ∈ δ(x). Labelled transition systems can equivalently be
presented as coalgebras for the functor (P−)A. A finitely branching transition
system is a coalgebra for the functor Pω(A × Id). An image finite transition
system is a coalgebra for (Pω−)A.
The functor P(A× Id) does not have a final coalgebra, for cardinality reasons
(the transition map of any final coalgebra is an isomorphism). Nevertheless,
Pω(A× Id) has a final coalgebra: it consists of (finitely branching) trees edge-
labelled in A, and quotiented by strong bisimilarity in the usual sense (see
below). Similarly, (Pω−)A has a final coalgebra given by equivalence classes
of trees in which every node has only a finite number of a-successors, for
each a ∈ A.
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3. Let BX = 2×XA. A coalgebra 〈o, t〉 : X → BX is a deterministic automaton;
a state x is accepting if o(x) = 1, and x makes an a-transition to y (denoted
x
a−→ y) if t(x)(a) = y.
The final coalgebra for 2 × IdA is the deterministic automaton introduced
in Section 2.1: its carrier is given by the set 2A
∗
of all languages over A, a
state accepts if the corresponding language contains the empty word, and
the transition map is given by language derivative. Given any deterministic
automaton 〈o, t〉 : X → 2×XA, the coinductive extension l : X → 2A∗ is the
usual language semantics, i.e., for any x ∈ X: l(x)(ε) = o(x) and l(x)(aw) =
l(t(x)(a))(w).
More generally, we can consider Moore automata, which are coalgebras for
the functor BX = S × XA, where S is a set of outputs. The carrier of the
final coalgebra is SA
∗
.
4. A non-deterministic automaton is a coalgebra for BX = 2× (PωX)A. Given a
coalgebra 〈o, t〉 : X → 2× (PωX)A, for each state x ∈ X, a state is accepting
if o(x) = 1, and for each a ∈ A there is a set of next states t(x)(a). We write
x
a−→ y for y ∈ t(x)(a).
The final coalgebra of B does not consist of languages. Rather, it consists of
trees edge-labelled in A and node-labelled in 2, quotiented by strong bisim-
ilarity. Thus, the branching behaviour of automata is taken into account,
and therefore we obtain a finer notion of behavioural equivalence than that
arising from the usual language semantics.
5. Let S be a semiring, and M the associated functor mapping sets to linear
combinations with coefficients in S. A weighted transition system is a coal-
gebra for the functor BX = (MX)A. A weighted automaton is a weighted
transition system where states additionally feature output, i.e., a coalgebra
for the functor S× (M−)A. Weighted automata accept weighted languages,
but the final coalgebra of B distinguishes more, similar to the case of non-
deterministic automata; see [BBB+12] for details.
3.1.1 Coinductive definitions
The final B-coalgebra provides a canonical semantics for B-coalgebras. In particu-
lar, we can use finality to define operations on the final coalgebra. As an elementary
example, consider the functor R × Id of stream systems over the reals, and recall
that its final coalgebra is the set of streams Rω. To define a pointwise sum on
streams, we construct a coalgebra 〈o, t〉 : Rω × Rω → R × (Rω × Rω) as follows:
o(σ, τ) = σ0 + τ0 and t(σ, τ) = (σ′, τ ′) (where we use the operations (−)0 and (−)′,
which form the transition map of the final coalgebra, see Example 3.1.1 (1)). By
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finality this gives rise to a unique homomorphism h:






R× (Rω × Rω)
id×h
// R× Rω
which maps a pair of streams to their pointwise sum.
The above way of coinductively specifying and defining operations on streams is
a special case of behavioural differential equations [Rut03] (see also Chapter 2), in
which an operation is defined by specifying its initial value (−)0 and its derivative
(−)′. We illustrate this by defining several operators:
Initial value Differential equation Name
(σ + τ)0 = σ0 + τ0 (σ + τ)
′ = σ′ + τ ′ sum
(σ × τ)0 = σ0 · τ0 (σ × τ)′ = σ′ × τ + [σ0]× τ ′ convolution product
[r]0 = r [r]
′ = [0] constant (for any r ∈ R)
In the first column, the operations + and · on the right of the equations are the
standard operations on R. We associate a set T of terms to the above operators,
defined by the grammar
t ::= σ | t1 + t2 | t1 × t2 | [r] (3.1)
where σ ranges over Rω and [r] ranges over {[r] | r ∈ R}. Now the above dif-
ferential equations specify how to define a stream system T → R × T . The
unique coalgebra morphism T → Rω then provides the semantics of the opera-
tors [Rut03, HKR14]. In Section 3.5 we will see how to study such coinductive
definition methods in a structured, categorical way.
In Chapter 2 we have seen behavioural differential equations for languages;
notice that the characterization of union and concatenation of Lemma 2.1.3 re-
sembles the above definition of the sum and convolution product on streams. One
difference to the previous chapter is that there, we characterize pre-defined oper-
ations using differential equations, whereas here we use the differential equations
to define the operations.
Two more operations on streams, which we study in the next chapter, are shuffle
and shuffle inverse:
Initial value Differential equation Name
(σ ⊗ τ)0 = σ0 · τ0 (σ ⊗ τ)′ = σ′ ⊗ τ + σ ⊗ τ ′ shuffle product
(σ−1)0 = (σ0)
−1 (σ−1)′ = −σ′ ⊗ (σ−1 ⊗ σ−1) shuffle inverse
The inverse is only defined on streams σ for which σ0 6= 0. We abbreviate [−1]⊗ σ
by −σ. The set of terms involving sum, shuffle product and inverse can be defined
as before by a grammar. However, since the inverse is only defined when σ0 6= 0,
it is not directly clear how to turn the set of terms into a stream system. We call
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a term well-formed if the inverse is never applied to a subterm with initial value
0; this notion can be straightforwardly defined by induction, and we let Twf be
the set of well-formed terms. This set can now be turned into a stream system by
induction, using the above specification.
A different use of coalgebras is to study determinization constructions at an ab-
stract level, so that language semantics arises by finality [JSS12, SBBR13, Rut00].
Consider a non-deterministic automaton 〈o, t〉 : X → 2 × (PωX)A. As discussed
in Example 3.1.1, the coinductive extension of such an automaton does not map
a state to the language it accepts. However, we can turn this coalgebra into a
deterministic automaton
〈o], t]〉 : PωX → 2× (PωX)A
according to the standard powerset construction. This is a deterministic automa-
ton, and the language accepted by a singleton {x} is precisely the language ac-
cepted by the state x of the original non-deterministic automaton.
For another example of a determinization construction, consider a weighted au-
tomaton 〈o, t〉 : X → S×(MX)A. This induces a Moore automaton 〈o], t]〉 : MX →
S× (MX)A where o] : MX → S and t] : MX → (MX)A are the linear extensions
of o and t. By finality, a unique coalgebra homomorphism l : MX → SA∗ arises,
which corresponds to the language semantics of weighted automata. For a detailed
explanation see [BBB+12, Section 3] and Example 3.5.2.
3.1.2 Bisimulations and coinductive proofs
The definition of coalgebra homomorphisms provides us with a canonical notion of
behavioural equivalence. However, this does not directly give us associated proof
techniques, other than the rather abstract property that coinductive extensions are
unique. A more concrete proof method is provided by the notion of bisimilarity,
which is another fundamental part of the theory of coalgebras. Next, we introduce
bisimulations and show a number of concrete examples, and subsequently relate
bisimilarity to behavioural equivalence.
A relation R ⊆ X × Y is a bisimulation between coalgebras (X, δ) and (Y, ϑ)
if there exists a transition map γ : R → BR such that the projections π1 and π2 of

















If (X, δ) = (Y, ϑ) then we call R a bisimulation on (X, δ). The greatest bisimulation
on a given coalgebra (X, δ) is called bisimilarity and is denoted by ∼δ, or simply ∼
if δ is clear from the context.
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Example 3.1.2.
1. Let 〈o, t〉 : X → A × X be a stream system. A relation R ⊆ X × X is a
bisimulation if for all (x, y) ∈ R: o(x) = o(y) and (t(x), t(y)) ∈ R.
As an example, let T be the set of terms as defined in Equation (3.1), and let
〈(−)0, (−)′〉 : T → R× T be the stream system defined by the corresponding
behavioural differential equations. Let us prove that s + u ∼ u + s for any
streams s, u. To this end, consider the relation R = {(s+u, u+s) | s, u ∈ Rω}.
For any s, u we have (s + u)0 = s0 + u0 = u0 + s0 = (u + s)0. Moreover,
(s + u)′ = (s′ + u′) R (u′ + s′) = (u + s)′. Thus, R is a bisimulation.
As we will see below in a more general fashion, this implies that s and u
are mapped to the same element in the final coalgebra, meaning that they
are assigned the same behaviour. Commutativity of the sum is admittedly a
rather trivial property, but it serves here to illustrate the basic methodology of
constructing a bisimulation. For many examples of such proofs for streams,
see [Rut03, HKR14]; we will also see more advanced proofs in Section 4.2.
2. On labelled transition systems, bisimilarity coincides with the classical notion
of strong bisimilarity introduced by Milner and Park [Mil80, Par81]. Given
δ : X → P(A×X), a relation R ⊆ X×X is a bisimulation if for all (x, y) ∈ R:
if x a−→ x′ then there is y′ such that y a−→ y′ and (x′, y′) ∈ R; and if y a−→ y′
then there is x′ such that x a−→ x′ and (x′, y′) ∈ R.
3. Let 〈o, t〉 : X → S × XA be a Moore automaton. A relation R ⊆ X × X
is a bisimulation if for all (x, y) ∈ R: o(x) = o(y) and for all a ∈ A:
(t(x)(a), t(y)(a)) ∈ R. The notion of bisimulation on deterministic automata
(Definition 2.1.1) is a special case, and a concrete example of such a bisimu-
lation is in Example 2.1.5.
4. Let δ : X → X + 1 be a coalgebra (for the functor BX = X + 1). A relation
R ⊆ X×X is a bisimulation if for any pair (x, y) ∈ R: either δ(x) = ∗ = δ(y)
or (δ(x), δ(y)) ∈ R.
Coalgebra homomorphisms preserve bisimilarity.
Lemma 3.1.3 ([Rut00], Lemma 5.3). Suppose f : X → Y and g : X → Z are
coalgebra homomorphisms. If R ⊆ X × X is a bisimulation then (f × g)(R) is a
bisimulation.
If the functor B preserves weak pullbacks, then the inverse image of a bisim-
ulation along a coalgebra homomorphism is again a bisimulation [Rut00, Lemma
5.9]. Thus, in that case, homomorphisms also reflect bisimilarity.
The uniqueness of morphisms into the final coalgebra is, by Lemma 3.1.3 and
the fact that the diagonal relation on any coalgebra is a bisimulation [Rut00, Propo-
sition 5.1], equivalent to the following property.
Theorem 3.1.4. Suppose B has a final coalgebra (Z, ζ). For any x, y ∈ Z:
x ∼ y iff x = y .
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This is sometimes called strong extensionality, the coinductive proof principle
or simply coinduction. Together with Lemma 3.1.3, it entails that, given the bisim-
ilarity relation ∼ on any coalgebra:
x ∼ y implies h(x) = h(y) (3.2)
where h is the coinductive extension of that coalgebra. Thus, in order to prove that
two states have the same behaviour, it suffices to construct a bisimulation.
Example 3.1.5. The foundation of the previous chapter is its coinduction principle
Theorem 2.1.2, which states that bisimilarity of languages implies their equality.
Indeed, languages form the final coalgebra for the functor BX = 2 × XA of de-
terministic automata, and thus that coinduction principle is an instance of Theo-
rem 3.1.4. Further, Equation (3.2) asserts that bisimilarity on any deterministic
automaton implies behavioural equivalence. This means that, to prove that two
states of an arbitrary deterministic automaton accept the same language, it suffices
to prove that they are bisimilar.
If the functor B preserves weak pullbacks, then homomorphisms reflect bisimi-
larity, and thus together with Theorem 3.1.4 it implies the converse of (3.2).
Lemma 3.1.6. IfB preserves weak pullbacks then bisimilarity and behavioural equiv-
alence coincide, on any B-coalgebra.
As an example, the functor BX = 2 × XA preserves weak pullbacks. Conse-
quently, two states of a deterministic automaton accept the same language if and
only if they related by a bisimulation.
Weak pullback preservation is a mild condition: for instance, it is satisfied by
all functors mentioned in Example 3.1.1, except weighted automata and weighted
transition systems. For weighted systems, weak pullback preservation only holds
under certain conditions on the semiring [GS01, Kli09, BBB+12]. In the cases
where it does not hold, behavioural equivalence seems to be of more interest.
3.2 Classical and coalgebraic coinduction
A standard formalization of coinduction is in terms of complete lattices. This is,
for instance, the basis of Sangiorgi’s introductory text on coinduction [San12a].
This perspective on coinduction, which we call classical coinduction (as opposed to
coalgebraic coinduction) also plays an important role in this thesis, therefore we
recall the basics. In this section we also see how to define coalgebraic bisimula-
tions in the lattice-theoretic setting, and how classical coinduction is generalized
by coalgebraic coinduction, i.e., the finality principle in categories of coalgebras.
The starting point is a complete lattice: a partial order (L,≤) in which each
subset of L has both a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. Given a
function f : L → L, an element x ∈ L is a fixed point of f if f(x) = x, and a post-
fixed point if x ≤ f(x). If f is monotone (that is, x ≤ y implies f(x) ≤ f(y)) then
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by the Knaster-Tarski theorem it has a greatest fixed point gfp(f), which is also the
greatest post-fixed point (see, e.g., [San12a]).
The existence of a greatest fixed point constitutes a coinductive definition prin-
ciple: we call gfp(f) the coinductive predicate defined by f . The fact that it is the
greatest post-fixed point constitutes a coinductive proof principle: to prove that
x ≤ gfp(f), it suffice to show that x ≤ f(x). In the sequel we shall sometimes refer
to post-fixed points of f as f -invariants.
Example 3.2.1. Consider the lattice L = P(Aω × Aω) consisting of relations on
streams, ordered by inclusion. Define the monotone function f : L→ L by
f(R) = {(σ, τ) | σ0 = τ0 and (σ′, τ ′) ∈ R}
where (−)0 and (−)′ form the transition structure of the final stream system, as in
Example 3.1.1 (1). A relation R is an f -invariant (post-fixed point of f) precisely if
it is a bisimulation on the final stream system. Since f is monotone, the coinductive
predicate (the greatest fixpoint) exists: it is given by bisimilarity on the final coal-
gebra of stream systems, that is, the diagonal relation on streams. The coinductive
proof principle asserts that any bisimulation is contained in bisimilarity.
Notice that the above example can be adapted to define bisimilarity on any
stream system with carrier X, by replacing Aω ×Aω by X ×X, and replacing (−)0
and (−)′ in the definition of f by the transition map of the stream system under
consideration. Classical coinduction easily accommodates other predicates than
bisimilarity, as shown by a few basic examples below.
Example 3.2.2.
1. Let 〈o, t〉 : X → A×X be a stream system where A is equipped with a partial
order ≤, and consider the lattice P(X × X) of relations on X ordered by
inclusion. We define a monotone function f : P(X×X)→ P(X×X) on this
lattice:
f(R) = {(x, y) | o(x) ≤ o(y) and (t(x), t(y)) ∈ R} .
A relation R is an f -invariant if for all (x, y) ∈ R, we have o(x) ≤ o(y) and
(t(x), t(y)) ∈ R. The coinductive predicate defined by f is the greatest such
relation. Two states x, y ∈ X are related by this coinductive predicate if the
stream generated by x is pointwise less than the stream generated by y.
2. Let 〈o, t〉 : X → A × X be a stream system. Consider the lattice P(X)
of subsets of X, ordered by inclusion, and define the monotone function
f : P(X)→ P(X) on this lattice as follows:
f(P ) = {x | o(x) ≤ o(t(x)) and t(x) ∈ P} .
Then an f -invariant is a set P ⊆ X so that for all x ∈ P : o(x) ≤ o(t(x)),
and t(x) ∈ P . The coinductive predicate defined by f , which is the largest
f -invariant, thus captures increasing streams.
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3. Let 〈o, t〉 : X → 2×XA be a deterministic automaton, and consider the mono-
tone function f on the lattice of relations on X, defined as follows:
f(R) = {(x, y) | o(x) ≤ o(y) and ∀a ∈ A. (t(x)(a), t(y)(a)) ∈ R}
A relation R is an f -invariant precisely if it is a simulation (Definition 2.4.1).
The coinductive predicate defined by f is similarity, the greatest simulation.
3.2.1 Coalgebraic bisimulations via relation lifting
In Example 3.2.1 we have seen how to capture bisimulations on stream systems
as invariants for a monotone function. Next, we recall a general method of defin-
ing a monotone operator on the lattice of relations on the state space of a given
coalgebra, so that the coinductive predicate defined by this monotone operator is
bisimilarity. This approach was introduced in [HJ98, Rut98b] (see also [Jac12];
and see [Sta11] for a comparison of different notions of bisimulations).
For a functor B : Set → Set, the (canonical) relation lifting Rel(B) of B maps a
relation on X to a relation on BX (for any X). It is defined as follows:
Rel(R ⊆ X ×X) = {(x, y) ∈ BX ×BX | ∃z.Bπ1(z) = x and Bπ2(z) = y}
where π1, π2 are the projections of R. Thus, Rel(B) is the image of BR under
〈Bπ1, Bπ2〉. For certain classes of functors there are concrete, inductively defined
characterizations of relation lifting [HJ98, Jac12].
Now, given a coalgebra δ : X → BX we define a function
bδ = (δ × δ)−1 ◦ Rel(B) : P(X ×X)→ P(X ×X) (3.3)
on the lattice of relations on X ordered by inclusion. Invariants of the function bδ
are bisimulations on δ (defined as in Section 3.1.2), as stated below.
Lemma 3.2.3. A relation R ⊆ X ×X on the carrier of a coalgebra δ : X → BX is
a bisimulation if and only if R ⊆ bδ(R). Bisimilarity on (X, δ) is the greatest fixed
point of bδ.
A bisimulation is a relation with a transition structure, whereas a bδ-invariant
is a relation with a special property. This formulation is taken from [Jac12], to
which we refer for a more elaborate comparison. Lemma 3.2.3 asserts that both
characterizations are equivalent.
Relation lifting satisfies a number of properties that are be used in subsequent
chapters; see [Jac12, Section 4.4] for proofs.
Lemma 3.2.4. For any functor B : Set→ Set:
1. Rel(B)(∆X) = ∆BX .
2. If R ⊆ S then Rel(B)(R) ⊆ Rel(B)(S).
3. (Rel(B)(R))op = Rel(B)(Rop).
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4. Rel(B)(R ◦ S) ⊆ Rel(B)(R) ◦ Rel(B)(S).
5. Rel(B)((f × f)−1(S)) ⊆ (Bf ×Bf)−1(Rel(B)(S)).
If B preserves weak pullbacks, then the inclusions in items 4 and 5 are equalities.
As a consequence of item 2 above, bδ is monotone.
Theorem 3.2.5. Let B : Set→ Set be a functor. The following are equivalent:
1. B preserves weak pullbacks.
2. Rel(B) preserves composition, i.e., Rel(B)(R ◦ S) = Rel(B)(R) ◦ Rel(B)(S).
This is originally due to Trnková [Trn80]; for an accessible proof, see [Jac12,
Theorem 4.4.6] or [KKV12, Fact 3.6].
3.2.2 Classical coinduction in a category
Classical coinduction can be phrased in terms of categories, via the basic observa-
tion that any preorder (X,≤) (and thus in particular any complete lattice) forms a
category, whose set of objects is X, and which has an arrow from x to y if and only
if x ≤ y. A functor F on such a category is a monotone function on the preorder,
and F -coalgebras are post-fixed points of F (seen as a monotone function). The
final F -coalgebra then corresponds to the coinductive predicate defined by (the
monotone map) F (see, e.g., [NR09, HCKJ13]).
The definition principle of classical coinduction here is reformulated to the def-
inition of a final F -coalgebra, whereas the proof principle is the existence of a
morphism from any F -coalgebra into the final coalgebra. In this setting, we will
often refer to F -coalgebras as F -invariants. Instantiated to a lattice, the finality
principle entails that any F -invariant is below the coinductive predicate defined
by F . In this sense, the identification of coinduction with finality in categories
of coalgebras still applies in this setting. However, the definition and proof prin-
ciples carry a significantly different intuition than those discussed in Section 3.1;
there, we were defining maps into the final coalgebra and reasoning about them,
whereas here we take the final coalgebra itself as the defined object of interest, and
the existence of arrows as a proof principle.
Example 3.2.6. Let PredX be the category of predicates on a fixed set X, as given
by the complete lattice of subsets of X. Let δ : X → Pω(A × X) be a labelled
transition system, where the set of labels A contains a distinguished element τ ∈ A.
We define a functor F : PredX → PredX by
F (P ⊆ X) = {x ∈ X | ∃y.(τ, y) ∈ δ(x)} . (3.4)
An F -invariant (F -coalgebra) is a predicate P ⊆ X so that for any x ∈ P , there
exists a τ -transition into a state that is again in P , that is, there is y ∈ P such
that (τ, y) ∈ δ(x). The coinductive predicate defined by F is simply the greatest
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fixed point of F seen as a monotone function; thus, it is the largest subset of states
x ∈ X that may diverge, that is, states that have an infinite path of τ steps. In terms
of modal logic, these are the states that satisfy νu.〈τ〉u.
In the above example, the system of interest is modelled by a coalgebra for
the functor Pω(A × Id) : Set → Set. The invariants of interest are coalgebras in a
category of predicates.
3.3 Liftings and coinduction in a fibration
We have established coinduction as the principle of finality in a category of coal-
gebras. In Section 3.1 we have seen how to instantiate this to a setting where
coalgebras model the systems of interest, yielding a canonical way of assigning
behaviour and equivalence to a coalgebra. In this setting, coinduction provides
a systematic account of bisimilarity and behavioural equivalence for all systems
of the given type. On the other hand, in Section 3.2 we have seen how a differ-
ent instantiation of coinduction yields the classical lattice-theoretic account, which
is very flexible and allows to define many other predicates than bisimilarity, but
is mainly suitable to define predicates on a single system. Here, bisimilarity and
other predicates can be seen as objects that live in a category of predicates.
A very general and systematic approach for studying coinductive predicates on
coalgebras can be achieved if the coalgebras of interest live in the base category
of a fibration. This provides a means to speak about properties or predicates on
coalgebras of interest. In this setting, invariants and coinductive predicates on a
given coalgebra, are themselves coalgebras in a category of predicates, similar to
the situation in the previous section. The functor on these predicates is defined in
a uniform manner, based on a lifting of the behaviour functor.
This fibrational approach to coinductive predicates for coalgebras was proposed
in [HJ98], and further developed in [HCKJ13] (as well as [AGJJ12, GJF13]). Be-
low, we first list the necessary definitions related to fibrations (Section 3.3.1), and
then describe the fibrational approach to coinductive predicates (Section 3.3.2).
All of the examples in this thesis are based on two fibrations, described in Exam-
ple 3.3.1 and Example 3.3.2. Of the remaining chapters in this thesis, the material
in the current section is only necessary to understand Chapter 5.
3.3.1 Fibrations
We refer to [Jac99] for more information on fibrations, and recall only a few basic
definitions and results.
A functor p : E → A is called a fibration when for every morphism f : X → Y in
A and every R in E with p(R) = Y there exists an object f∗(R) with p(f∗(R)) = X
and a morphism f̃R : f∗(R) → R such that p(f̃R) = f and f̃R is Cartesian, which
means that the following universal property holds: for all morphisms g : Z → X
in A and u : Q → R in E sitting above f ◦ g (i.e., p(u) = f ◦ g) there is a unique
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We shall often use a special case of the universal property of f̃R where p(Q) =
X. Then for any u : Q → R sitting above f there exists a unique v : Q → f∗(R)
















Given a fibration p : E → A, we call E the total category, andA the base category.
The fibre above an object X in A, denoted by EX , is the subcategory of E with
objects mapped by p to X and arrows mapped to the identity on X. We give a few
examples of fibrations below; see [Jac99] for many more.
A morphism f̃ as above is called a (p)-Cartesian lifting of f , and is unique up to
isomorphism. If we make a choice of Cartesian liftings, the association R 7→ f∗(R)
gives rise to the reindexing functor f∗ : EY → EX . On a morphism h : R→ S in EY ,












Given morphisms f : X → Y and g : Y → Z in A, there is a natural isomorphism
(g ◦ f)∗ ∼= f∗ ◦ g∗ between reindexing functors.
A functor p : E → A is called a bifibration if both p and pop : Eop → Aop are
fibrations. Equivalently [Jac99, Lemma 9.1.2], p is a bifibration if each reindexing
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We call
∐
f the direct image along f . This choice becomes more clear in the exam-
ples below.
For a fibration p : E → A we say that p has fibred finite (co)products if each fibre
has finite (co)products, preserved by reindexing functors. If p is a bifibration with
fibred finite products and coproducts, and A has finite products and coproducts,
then the total category E also has finite products and coproducts, strictly preserved
by p [Jac99, Example 9.2.5]. All bifibrations considered in this thesis are assumed
to have this structure.
Example 3.3.1 (The predicate bifibration). Let Pred be the category whose objects
are pairs of sets (P,X) with P ⊆ X and morphisms f : (P,X) → (Q,Y ) are maps
f : X → Y so that f(P ) ⊆ Q. The functor p : Pred → Set mapping (P,X) to
X is a fibration. The fibre PredX above X is the complete lattice of subsets of
X ordered by inclusion. For any map f : X → Y in Set the reindexing functor
f∗ : PredY → PredX maps (Q,Y ) to (f−1(Q), X). Products and coproducts in
a fibre PredX correspond to intersection and union, respectively. Products and
coproducts in the total category E are simply computed as in Set. The functor f∗
has a left adjoint
∐
f mapping (P,X) to the direct image (f(P ), Y ).
We note that predicates can alternatively be seen as functions X → 2. Reindex-
ing along a function f then simply becomes precomposition with f .
Example 3.3.2 (The relation bifibration). Similarly, we can consider the cate-
gory Rel whose objects are pairs of sets (R,X) with R ⊆ X × X and morphisms
f : (R,X) → (S, Y ) are maps f : X → Y such that (f × f)(R) ⊆ S. The functor
p : Rel → Set mapping (R,X) to X is a fibration. The fibre RelX above X is the
complete lattice of relations on X ordered by inclusion. For f : X → Y in Set the
reindexing functor f∗ : RelY → RelX maps (R, Y ) to ((f × f)−1(R), X). Its left
adjoint
∐
f is given by direct image, that is,
∐
f (R,X) = ((f × f)(R), Y ).
Given fibrations p : E → A and p′ : E ′ → A′ and a functor B : A → A′, we call











Such a lifting B restricts to a functor BX : EX → E ′BX between fibres, for any X in
A. We sometimes omit the subscript X when it is clear from the context. A lifting
(B,B) is a fibration map if it maps Cartesian morphisms to Cartesian morphisms.
This means that there is an isomorphism
(Bf)∗ ◦B ∼= B ◦ f∗ (3.6)
for any A-morphism f . An important example for this thesis is the canonical rela-
tion lifting Rel(B), which is a fibration map whenever B preserves weak pullbacks.
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Lemma 3.3.3. For anyB : Set→ Set, the lifting (Rel(B), B) is a fibration map (from
the relation fibration to itself) if B preserves weak pullbacks.
The isomorphism (3.6) means that Rel(B) preserves inverse images if B pre-
serves weak pullbacks, that is, in that case the inclusion Rel(B)((f × f)−1(S)) ⊆
(Bf ×Bf)−1(Rel(B)(S)) is an equality (see Lemma 3.2.4). The inclusion holds for
any functor B; it is a special case of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let p : E → A and p′ : E ′ → A′ be fibrations, and assume B : E → E ′
is a lifting of some functor B : A → A′. For any morphism f : X → Y in A there is a
natural transformation
θ : BX ◦ f∗ ⇒ (Bf)∗ ◦BY : EY → E ′BX .
If p and p′ are bifibrations then there is another natural transformation
θ′ :
∐
Bf ◦BX ⇒ BY ◦
∐
f : EX → E ′BY .
Proof. To define θR on an object R in EY , we apply B to the p-Cartesian lifting
f̃R : f















Naturality follows from the universal property of (̃Bf)BR and the definition of
reindexing functors.
The natural transformation θ′ can be defined as follows:∐
Bf ◦BX +3
∐













using the unit of the adjunction
∐
f a f∗ and the counit of the adjunction
∐
Bf a
(Bf)∗. (The way we obtain θ′ from θ is an instance of a more general construction:
θ′ is called the (adjoint) mate of θ.)
3.3.2 Coinductive predicates in a fibration
Let p : E → A be a fibration, and let B : A → A be a functor whose coalgebras
model the systems of interest. We show how to define functors on the fibre above
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the carrier of a B-coalgebra, such that the coalgebras for those functors are the in-
variants that model coinductive properties of the B-coalgebra in the base category.
Following [HJ98], we then say a coinductive predicate is a final coalgebra in a fibre.
The crucial observation of this approach to coinductive predicates, is that we
can uniformly define a functor EX → EX for any B-coalgebra δ : X → BX, from a




A coalgebra R→ δ∗◦BX(R) is called a δ∗◦BX -invariant; sometimes we shall refer
only to the carrier R as an invariant and leave the transition structure implicit. The
final δ∗ ◦BX -coalgebra (if it exists) can be seen as the coinductive predicate deter-
mined by B on the coalgebra δ. Finality of this coinductive predicate amounts to a
proof principle: any invariant has a morphism to the coinductive predicate. For in-
stance, if the state space X is a set and EX is the lattice of predicates, this principle
means that the carrier of any invariant is contained in the coinductive predicate.
We refer to [HCKJ13] for more details on the existence of final coalgebras in a
fibre.
Example 3.3.5. Recall from Example 3.2.6 the functor F whose final coalgebra is
the divergence predicate on some coalgebra for the functor BX = Pω(A×X). We
define a lifting B : Pred→ Pred of B:
BX(P ⊆ X) = {S ⊆ Pω(A×X) | ∃y ∈ P.(τ, y) ∈ S}




where δ∗ is the reindexing functor, i.e., inverse image along δ. The functor δ∗ ◦BX
now coincides with F from Example 3.2.6. Here it is defined uniformly on any
B-coalgebra, based on a lifting of B that does not mention any concrete transition
system.
Example 3.3.6. The functor bδ : RelX → RelX , defined for a given coalgebra




A δ∗ ◦ Rel(B)X -invariant is simply a bδ-invariant. Equivalently, it is a bisimulation
(Lemma 3.2.3).
Given a lifting B of B, we thus have a way of defining a functor on the fibre
EX above the carrier of any B-coalgebra. We now emphasize that this uniformly
defines a predicate on B-coalgebras, by showing that coalgebra homomorphisms
preserve invariants (and also reflect them, under a certain condition). The second
item appears as Proposition 3.11 in [HCKJ13], with a proof in the appendix.
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Proposition 3.3.7. Let p : E → A be a bifibration, B : E → E a lifting of a functor
B : A → A and let h : X → Y be a coalgebra morphism from δ : X → BX to
ϑ : Y → BY .
• If R is a δ∗ ◦BX -invariant, then
∐
h(R) is a ϑ
∗ ◦BY -invariant.
• If S is a ϑ∗ ◦ BY -invariant and (B,B) is a fibration map, then h∗(S) is a
δ∗ ◦BX -invariant.
Proof. Since h is a coalgebra homomorphism, we have Bh ◦ δ = ϑ ◦ h. Thus
δ∗ ◦ (Bh)∗ ∼= (Bh ◦ δ)∗ = (ϑ ◦ h)∗ ∼= h∗ ◦ ϑ∗ . (3.7)
Using the unit of the adjunction
∐
Bh a (Bh)∗ and the counit of
∐
h a h∗ we
construct the mate of the above natural transformation (read from left to right):∐
h ◦ δ∗ =⇒
∐




h ◦ h∗ ◦ ϑ∗ ◦
∐
Bh =⇒ ϑ∗ ◦
∐
Bh .
We can use this to construct a natural transformation
γ :
∐
h ◦ δ∗ ◦BX =⇒ ϑ∗ ◦
∐
Bh ◦BX =⇒ ϑ∗ ◦BY ◦
∐
h
where the second part is given by Lemma 3.3.4. Then any δ∗ ◦ B-invariant, that





h(R) in EY , simply by applying
∐
h and the natural transformation γ.
For the second item, we construct a natural isomorphism
h∗ ◦ ϑ∗ ◦BY ∼= δ∗ ◦ (Bh)∗ ◦BY ∼= δ∗ ◦BX ◦ h∗
using (3.7) and the fact that (B,B) is a fibration map. Then, given an invariant
S → ϑ∗ ◦BY (S), we apply the isomorphism to get the invariant h∗(S)→ h∗ ◦ ϑ∗ ◦
BY (S) ∼= δ∗ ◦BX ◦ h∗(S).
As stated in Lemma 3.2.3, a relation R is a bisimulation on a coalgebra δ pre-
cisely if it is a δ∗ ◦ Rel(B)-invariant. Thus, the first item of the above Proposi-
tion 3.3.7 is a generalization of the fact that coalgebra homomorphisms preserve
bisimilarity (Lemma 3.1.3), for B instantiated to the canonical relation lifting
Rel(B) (Lemma 3.1.3 mentions two homomorphisms rather than one; this can
also be accommodated in the current setting by choosing a slightly different fi-
bration). Moreover, if B preserves weak pullbacks, then (Rel(B), B) is a fibration
map (Lemma 3.3.3). Hence, a special case of the second item is that bisimulations
are preserved by inverse image along coalgebra homomorphisms, whenever the
functor B preserves weak pullbacks.
3.4 Algebras
In this thesis, algebras play an important role to model coalgebras whose carrier
has algebraic structure; for example, the set of closed terms over some signature.
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Other examples include automata over sets or linear combinations of states, which
arise in determinization constructions.
An algebra for a functor T : C → C, or T -algebra, is a pair (X,α) where X is
an object in C and α : TX → X is a morphism. We call X the carrier and α the
algebra structure. An (algebra) homomorphism from α : TX → X to β : TY → Y
is a function h : X → Y such that h ◦ α = β ◦ Th. The category of algebras and
their homomorphisms is denoted by T -alg.
An initial T -algebra is an initial object in the category T -alg. Thus, given an
initial T -algebra (A, κ) there exists, for each T -algebra (X,α) a unique algebra
homomorphism from (A, κ) to (X,α). We call such a morphism the inductive ex-
tension of (X,α). Similar to the case of final coalgebras, initial algebras exist under
mild conditions on the functor.
A signature Σ is a (possibly infinite) set of operator names σ ∈ Σ with (finite)




{σ} ×X |σ| ∼= {σ(x1, . . . , x|σ|) | σ ∈ Σ and ∀i. xi ∈ X}
(Σ(f : X → Y ))(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) = σ(f(x1), . . . , f(xn))
(3.8)
A Σ-algebra coincides with the standard notion of an interpretation of the signature
Σ: a set X together with a function of type X |σ| → X for every operator σ (see
also Section 2.3). The carrier of the initial Σ-algebra is given by the set of all closed
terms over the signature.
3.4.1 Monads
A monad is a triple T = (T, η, µ) where T : C → C is a functor, and η : Id ⇒ T and
µ : TT ⇒ T are natural transformations called unit and multiplication respectively,

























An Eilenberg-Moore algebra for T (or T -algebra, or algebra for the monad T ) is a
















A T -algebra homomorphism is simply a T -algebra homomorphism. We denote the
category of T -algebras and their homomorphisms by T -Alg, and the associated
forgetful functor by U : T -Alg→ C.
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Throughout this thesis we often use T to denote a monad and T to denote a
functor. Accordingly, a T -algebra is an (Eilenberg-Moore) algebra for a monad,
whereas a T -algebra is an algebra for a functor.
Given any C-object X, the algebra (TX, µX) satisfies a universal property: for
any T -algebra (A,α) and any arrow f : X → A, there is a unique algebra homo-
morphism f ] : TX → A such that f ] ◦ ηX = f , given by f ] = α ◦ Tf .
Let (T, η, µ) and (K, θ, ν) be monads. A monad morphism is a natural transfor-


















where σσ = Kσ ◦ σT = σK ◦ Tσ.
Example 3.4.1. We list a few examples of monads.
1. The powerset functor P is a monad, with unit η : Id ⇒ P and multiplication
µ : PP ⇒ P given by:




The finite powerset functor Pω extends to a monad in a similar way.
2. Given a semiring S, the functorM extends to a monad, by taking
ηX(x)(y) =
{






The case of Pω is obtained by taking the Boolean semiring. Notice that µ is
well-defined since its argument ϕ has finite support, by definition ofM.
3. Suppose Σ is a polynomial functor representing a signature (3.8). Consider
the functor Σ∗, which maps a set X to the set of terms over Σ with variables
in X, as given by the grammar t ::= x | σ(t1, . . . , t|σ|), where x ranges over
X and σ ranges over the operator names. Given f : X → Y , the function
Σ∗f : Σ∗X → Σ∗Y is defined by substitution. The functor Σ∗ extends to a
monad, where the multiplication µ glues terms over terms, and the unit η
interprets a variable as a term. This monad is defined properly below; it is
called the free monad for Σ.
Let Σ: C → C be an arbitrary functor. A free Σ-algebra for a C-object X is an
initial Σ + X-algebra. The existence of free algebras for every object X amounts
to the existence of a left adjoint F to the forgetful functor U : Σ-alg → C. It is a
standard fact in category theory that an adjunction yields a monad; we spell out
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some of the details. Suppose a left adjoint F to U exists, let Σ∗ = UF : C → C
and let η : Id ⇒ Σ∗ be the unit of the adjunction. The functor F induces a natural
transformation κ : ΣΣ∗ ⇒ Σ∗ such that (the copairing of)
ΣΣ∗X
κX // Σ∗X X
ηXoo (3.11)
is the free Σ-algebra for X. This means that for any Σ-algebra (Y, α) and any















Then the free monad for Σ is defined as (Σ∗, η, µ) where η is the unit of the adjunc-
tion, and µ is defined on a component X as the unique morphism µX : Σ∗Σ∗X →
Σ∗X such that µX ◦ ηΣ∗X = id.
Example 3.4.2. Suppose Σ∗ is the (underlying functor of the) free monad for Σ
arising from a signature, as described in Example 3.4.1 (3). The fact that Σ∗X is
a free Σ-algebra amounts to the following: given any Σ-algebra A, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between maps f : X → A and algebra homomorphisms
f ] : Σ∗X → A. Here f can be viewed as a variable assignment, and f ] as its
inductive extension to terms.
Suppose (Σ∗, η, µ) is the free monad for a functor Σ. Any Σ-algebra α : ΣX →
X then yields an Eilenberg-Moore algebra α̂ : Σ∗X → X, defined by the unique
extension of idX to an algebra morphism from Σ∗X to X. In fact, this construction
yields an isomorphism between the category Σ-alg of algebras for the functor Σ
and the category Σ∗-Alg of algebras for the free monad Σ∗.
3.5 Bialgebras and distributive laws
Bialgebras consist of an algebra and a coalgebra structure over a common carrier.
The interaction between algebra and coalgebra can be captured by distributive laws.
These provide enough structure to study operational semantics, determinization
and recursive equations in a systematic manner; see [TP97, Bar04, Kli11, JSS12]
for more information.
Let T,B : C → C be functors. A distributive law of T over B is a natural trans-
formation λ : TB ⇒ BT . This is the simplest type of distributive law, and we
sometimes refer to it as a distributive law between functors. Given such a λ, a
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λ-bialgebra is a triple (X,α, δ) so that α : TX → X is a T -algebra, δ : X → BX is a













A λ-bialgebra homomorphism is a map that is both an algebra and a coalgebra















defined on objects by
T (X, δ) = (TX, λX ◦ Tδ) B(X,α) = (BX,Bα ◦ λX)
Notice that (3.12) commutes iff δ is a B-coalgebra with carrier (X,α) iff α is a
T -algebra with carrier (X, δ). Indeed, the category of λ-bialgebras is isomorphic to
the category of B-coalgebras and the category of T -algebras.














This bialgebra is final in the category of λ-bialgebras.
Lemma 3.5.1. Let λ : TB ⇒ BT be a distributive law (between functors). The final
coalgebra (Z, ζ) lifts to a final λ-bialgebra.
Similarly, if T has an initial algebra (A, κ) then we can lift it to an initial λ-
bialgebra, see, e.g., [Kli11] for details. Instead of spelling this out, we will consider
initial bialgebras and their properties for a more general type of distributive law in
the next subsection.
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3.5.1 Distributive laws of monads over (copointed) functors
Let T = (T, η, µ) be a monad. A distributive law of T over B is a natural transfor-





















A distributive law λ as above induces a lifting B : T -Alg → T -Alg of B to the
category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for the monad T . In fact, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between distributive laws λ as above and liftings of B to
T -Alg [Joh75, TP97].
Suppose λ is a distributive law of T over B. Any coalgebra δ : X → BTX
can then be extended to a homomorphism δ] : (TX, µX) → B(TX, µX) so that




BµX // BTX (3.13)


















Since the final B-coalgebra lifts to a final B-coalgebra (similar to Lemma 3.5.1),
the coinductive extension h is an algebra homomorphism. This can be interpreted
as stating that the semantics is compositional, in the sense that behavioural equiv-
alence on δ] is a congruence.
The above use of distributive laws to turn TB-coalgebras into B-coalgebras
(and obtaining a semantics from the coinductive extension) is sometimes inter-
preted as a general way of solving corecursive equations (e.g., [Bar04, Jac06b]); it
is also called the generalized powerset construction [SBBR13, JSS12].
Example 3.5.2 ([SBBR13, JSS12]). In Section 3.1.1 we have seen informally how
to determinize non-deterministic automata. This construction arises from a dis-
tributive law λ : Pω(2× IdA)⇒ 2× (P−)A of the powerset monad over the functor
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Spelling out the details of the construction in Equation 3.13 yields the classical
powerset construction, as in Section 3.1.1. The composition h ◦ ηX in (3.14) is
the usual language semantics of non-deterministic automata (obtained via deter-
minization).
Similarly, the determinization of weighted automata arises from a distributive












The composition h ◦ ηX in (3.14) maps a state to the weighted language that it
accepts, see [JSS12, BBB+12].
There is yet another type of distributive law, which is particularly suitable for
operational semantics, as we will see below. To define it we need the notion of a
copointed functor, which is a pair (B, ε) where B : C → C is an endofunctor and
ε : B ⇒ Id a natural transformation. A coalgebra for a copointed functor (B, ε) is
a B-coalgebra (X, δ) such that εX ◦ δ = id. We will frequently consider copointed
functors (B × Id, π2); such a functor is called the cofree copointed functor for B. It
is easy to see that B-coalgebras are in one-to-one correspondence to coalgebras for
(B × Id, π2). Now, a distributive law of a monad (T, η, µ) over a copointed functor













is satisfied. (We note that this can be further generalized by considering distributive
laws of monads over comonads; for a formal definition see, e.g., [Kli11].)
3.5.2 Abstract GSOS
In this section we consider abstract GSOS, which provides specification formats
for defining operations on coalgebras, and allows to study operational semantics
in a general fashion. It is a generalization of GSOS, which is a syntactic format
for transition system specifications (see Example 3.5.4 below). An abstract GSOS
specification of Σ over B is a natural transformation ρ : Σ(B× Id)⇒ BΣ∗. The fol-
lowing result [TP97] states that distributive laws of monad over copointed functor
can be presented by abstract GSOS specifications.
Lemma 3.5.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between abstract GSOS specifi-
cations ρ of Σ over B and distributive laws ρ† of the free monad Σ∗ over the cofree
copointed functor B × Id.
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A model of ρ is a triple (X,α, δ) where α : ΣX → X is a Σ-algebra and δ : X →












commutes. There is a one-to-one correspondence between models for ρ and ρ†-
bialgebras; more precisely, a triple (X,α, δ) is a model of ρ iff (X, α̂, 〈δ, id〉) is a
ρ†-bialgebra. Based on this correspondence, it is easy to establish that behavioural
equivalence on (the coalgebra part of) any ρ-model is a congruence. The ρ-model
corresponding to the initial ρ†-bialgebra is sometimes referred to as the operational
model of ρ. We consider a few examples of abstract GSOS for particular choices
of the behaviour functor B; for many other instances of abstract GSOS, see (the
references in) [Kli11].
Example 3.5.4. Abstract GSOS is a generalization of GSOS, a format for transition
system specifications introduced in [BIM95]. Given a signature, a GSOS rule for an





σ(x1, . . . , xn)
c→ t
(3.16)
where m is the number of positive premises, l is the number of negative premises,
and a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bl, c ∈ A are labels. The variables x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym are
pairwise distinct, and t is a term over these variables.
GSOS rules for a signature Σ induce abstract GSOS specifications of Σ over the
functor BX = (PωX)A of labelled transition systems. Conversely, every GSOS
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specification arises from an abstract GSOS specification. This correspondence was
first observed in [TP97], and proved in detail in [Bar04]; see also [Kli11] for a
detailed explanation. The unique ρ-model on the initial algebra corresponds to the
supported model of a GSOS specification. The well-known fact that bisimilarity on
the supported model of a GSOS specification is a congruence, thus follows from
the abstract underlying theory of distributive laws.
A simple example of a GSOS specification is given by the parallel composition
operation. Let A = N ∪N ∪ {τ} where N is a set of labels and N = {a | a ∈ N};








a−→ x′ y a−→ y′
x|y τ−→ x′|y′
We define this as an abstract GSOS specification ρ : Σ((Pω−)A × Id) ⇒ Pω(Σ−)A,
where ΣX = X × X (we model a binary operator). Then, on a component X,
ρX : ((PωX)A ×X)× ((PωX)A ×X)→ (Pω(Σ∗X))A is given by
ρ(f, x, g, y)(τ) ={(x′|y) | x′ ∈ f(τ)} ∪ {(x|y′) | y′ ∈ g(τ)}
∪ {(x′|y′) | x′ ∈ f(a) and y′ ∈ g(a)}
and for any a ∈ A with a 6= τ :
ρ(f, x, g, y)(a) = {(x′|y) | x′ ∈ f(a)} ∪ {(x|y′) | y′ ∈ g(a)} .
Notice that the carrier of the operational model of ρ is empty; this is because we
did not add any constants to the signature and the specification. If we do, then the
operational model will be a transition system whose states are the terms built from
these constants and the parallel operator, and where the behaviour of a term p|q is
dictated by the GSOS rules above.
Example 3.5.5. Behavioural differential equations for streams, such as those de-
fined in Section 3.1.1, can be presented by abstract GSOS specifications of Σ over
BX = A × X, where Σ is the signature functor representing the syntax. The
precise format and definitions are well explained in [HKR14]. For example, to
define the operations of sum, convolution product and the constants [r] we take
ΣX = X ×X +X ×X + R and define ρ : Σ((R× Id)× Id)⇒ R× Σ∗ by cases:
ρ
[r]
X = (r, [0])
ρ+X((a, x
′, x), (b, y′, y)) = (a+ b, x′ + y′)
ρ×X((a, x
′, x), (b, y′, y)) = (a · b, (x′ × y) + (a× y′))
The shuffle product is also easily defined this way. The shuffle inverse is a bit more
problematic, since it is not always defined. One ad-hoc way of solving this is by
just assigning it some fixed constant value in those cases.
The operational model of ρ then consists of the closed terms over Σ, and its
coalgebra structure is defined by induction according to ρ. The coinductive exten-
sion yields the semantics, and this is compositional with respect to the algebraic
structure induced on the final coalgebra.
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Similarly, the format of behavioural differential equations for deterministic au-
tomata presented in Definition 2.3.3 induces GSOS specifications for the functor
BX = 2×XA. We did not formally prove the converse, i.e., that every such spec-
ification arises from an abstract GSOS specification, although this seems rather
likely. The format of behavioural differential equations in Definition 2.3.3 thus
consititutes a concrete, syntactic presentation of GSOS specifications for determin-
istic automata.
The GSOS format for streams and the one for deterministic automata give rise
to specific types of behavioural differential equations. BDEs can be defined more
generally, for instance involving second derivative, which can not be expressed in
these formats. The advantage of (abstract) GSOS is that it is quite expressive and
covers most examples encountered in the literature, while these specifications are
still well-behaved: they give rise to a compositional semantics, and have distribu-
tive laws and bialgebras as a solid underlying mathematical theory.
Chapter 4
Bisimulation up-to
The theory of coalgebras provides bisimilarity as a fundamental notion of equiva-
lence between systems. In this chapter, we introduce enhancements of the proof
technique for bisimilarity at this abstract level, by providing a general account of
bisimulation up-to techniques for arbitrary coalgebras. We show the use of these
up-to techniques by instantiating them to (non)deterministic automata, weighted
automata and stream systems.
The main challenge is to provide generic up-to techniques that are sound, mean-
ing that they can safely be used for proving bisimilarity. One difficulty is that
sound functions do not compose, thus obstructing a modular approach to proving
the soundness of up-to techniques in terms of their basic constituents. This is-
sue was addressed by Sangiorgi [San98] and Pous [Pou07, PS12], who introduced
up-to techniques in the setting of coinduction in a lattice. The central feature in
the framework of [Pou07] is the notion of compatible functions, defining a class
of sound enhancements that is closed under composition. By instantiating this
framework to coalgebraic bisimilarity, we obtain compatibility as a modular way of
proving soundness.
The first up-to technique that appeared in the literature is Milner’s bisimulation
up to bisimilarity [Mil83]. We show that this is compatible whenever the behaviour
functor under consideration preserves weak pullbacks. The equivalence closure is
also useful as an up-to technique, and its compatibility depends on weak pullback
preservation as well. In the presence of algebraic structure on the state space, the
notion of bisimulation up to context becomes relevant; we show that this is compat-
ible whenever the coalgebraic and algebraic structure together form a λ-bialgebra.
This implies, for instance, that bisimulation up to context is sound on the supported
model of any GSOS specification, which is more general than the De Simone format
considered in [San98]. Moreover, our compatibility results can be combined; for
instance, the compatibility of the congruence closure follows from that of the equiv-
alence and contextual closure. The soundness of bisimulation up-to techniques for
languages, as considered in Chapter 2, is an immediate consequence.
If the behaviour functor under consideration does not preserve weak pullbacks,
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then one may be interested in behavioural equivalence rather than bisimilarity (if
the functor preserves weak pullbacks then these two coincide, see Section 3.1).
This is the case, for example, for certain weighted transition systems [GS01, Kli09,
BBB+12] and for neighbourhood structures used in modal logic [HKP09]. We
conclude this chapter with a treatment of up-to techniques for behavioural equiv-
alence, and show in particular the compatibility of the contextual closure and the
equivalence closure.
Throughout this chapter we only consider coalgebras in the category Set of sets
and functions. Most of the technical results are a special case of more general
results on coinductive up-to techniques, presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The
current chapter explains the essentials of up-to techniques for the fundamental
coinductive predicate of coalgebraic bisimilarity, requiring only basic knowledge of
category theory.
Outline. The next section contains the definition of bisimulation up-to. The main
instances of up-to techniques as well as a number of example proofs are in Sec-
tion 4.2. Section 4.3 is a short overview of Pous’s framework. This is instantiated
in Section 4.4 to prove the main soundness results. Section 4.5 treats behavioural
equivalence up-to. In Section 4.6 a short summary of the soundness results is pro-
vided.
4.1 Progression and bisimulation up-to
The definition of bisimulation up-to on labelled transition systems can be stated
conveniently in terms of progression [PS12], which we generalize to a coalgebraic
setting as follows.
Definition 4.1.1. For a coalgebra δ : X → BX and relations R,S ⊆ X × X, we

















We recover the standard definition of a bisimulation on a single coalgebra (Sec-
tion 3.1) by taking R = S, i.e., a relation R that progresses to itself. Progression
allows to define bisimulation up-to, and the crucial associated notion of soundness.
Definition 4.1.2. Let δ : X → BX be a coalgebra and g : P(X ×X)→ P(X ×X)
be a function. A relation R is a bisimulation up to g if R progresses to g(R), i.e., if
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We say that g is (δ)-sound if the following implication holds, for any R ⊆ X ×X:
if R is a bisimulation up to g then R ⊆ ∼δ ,
that is, g is sound if every bisimulation up to g is contained in bisimilarity.
Informally, to check that R is a bisimulation up to g, the derivatives or next
states need not be related by R again, but by g(R). Depending on g(R), which in
most examples is a bigger relation than R, this is a weaker requirement than the
usual conditions for showing R to be a bisimulation. However, we only obtain a
valid proof principle for bisimilarity if g is sound: then, to prove that two states are
bisimilar, it suffices to relate them by a bisimulation up to g. Therefore, our main
aim is to find useful functions g that are sound.
Not every function is sound; for a simple example, take the function g that maps
every relation R on X to the Cartesian product X ×X. Then, a relation R on the
states of a transition system is a bisimulation up to g if for each (x, y) ∈ R and each
label a: there is x′ such that x a−→ x′ if and only if there is y′ such that x a−→ y′.
Clearly, this g is not sound.
4.2 Examples
We introduce the most important instances of bisimulation up-to for a variety of
systems. In each case, the up-to technique under consideration is sound (under
certain assumptions), which follows from results in subsequent sections of this
chapter. Thus, all of these examples can be seen as actual proofs of bisimilarity.
More details on the types of coalgebras under consideration and their associated
notions of bisimulation can be found in Example 3.1.1 and Example 3.1.2.
Bisimulation up to equivalence
Consider the function eq mapping a relation R to its equivalence closure eq(R). A
bisimulation up to eq is also called a bisimulation up to equivalence.
Example 4.2.1. Given a coalgebra δ : X → X + 1, a relation R on X is a bisimula-
tion up to equivalence if for all (x, y) ∈ R: either δ(x) = ∗ = δ(y), or (δ(x), δ(y)) ∈
eq(R). This is different than a bisimulation, which requires (δ(x), δ(y)) ∈ R rather
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{(a, b)} {(c, d), (d, e)} {(g, h)}
All three relations are bisimulations up to equivalence, whereas none of them are
actual bisimulations. Consider, for example, the relation {(a, b)}: we have δ(a) = b
and δ(b) = a, but (b, a) 6∈ {(a, b)}. However, the pair (b, a) is in the least equiva-
lence relation containing {(a, b)}.
The equivalence closure decomposes as
eq = tra ◦ sym ◦ rfl
where tra is transitive closure, sym is symmetric closure and rfl is reflexive closure.
The relation {(a, b)} from the above example is a bisimulation up to sym, {(g, h)}
is a bisimulation up to rfl and {(c, d), (d, e)} is a bisimulation up to tra ◦ sym.
Example 4.2.2. Consider the deterministic automaton below, with final states
y, z, v, w and transitions given by the solid arrows. The relation given by the four































The relation R denoted by the four dashed lines is not a bisimulation, since x b−→ y
and u b−→ w but (y, w) 6∈ R. However, R is a bisimulation up to equivalence,
since the pair (y, w) is in eq(R). Hopcroft and Karp’s algorithm [HK71] exploits
this technique for checking equivalence of deterministic automata: rather than
exploring n2 pairs of states (where n is the number of states), the algorithm visits
at most n pairs (that is the number of equivalence classes) (cf. [BP13]).
Bisimulation up to bisimilarity
Let ∼ be the bisimilarity relation of a given coalgebra δ : X → BX, and consider
the bisimilarity closure function bis : P(X ×X)→ P(X ×X) defined by
bisδ(R) = ∼ ◦R ◦ ∼ .
The function bisδ composes a relation with bisimilarity on both sides. In the sequel
we sometimes drop the subscript δ and write bis, if the coalgebra under considera-
tion is clear from the context.
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A bisimulation up to bis is called a bisimulation up to bisimilarity. This is the
very first up-to technique that appeared in the literature, in the context of labelled
transition systems [Mil83].
Example 4.2.3. In this example, we prove that the stream [1] = (1, 0, 0, . . .) is the
unit for the shuffle product ⊗, that is, σ ⊗ [1] ∼ σ. Let T be the set of terms given
by the grammar t ::= t ⊗ t | t + t | [r], where [r] ranges over {[r] | r ∈ R}. As
explained in Section 3.1.1, together with the appropriate behavioural differential
equations, this induces a coalgebra 〈(−)0, (−)′〉 : T → R× T .
We make use of the relation R = {(σ⊗ [1], σ) | σ ∈ T}. For any σ ∈ T , we have
(σ⊗ [1])0 = σ0 · [1]0 = σ0. Further (σ⊗ [1])′ = σ′⊗ [1] +σ⊗ [1]′ = σ′⊗ [1] +σ⊗ [0];
this element is not related to σ′, so R is not a bisimulation. However given some
basic laws of stream calculus, in particular σ ⊗ [0] ∼ [0], σ + [0] ∼ σ and the fact
that ∼ is a congruence, we obtain
((σ′ ⊗ [1]) + (σ ⊗ [0])) ∼ ((σ′ ⊗ [1]) + [0]) ∼ (σ′ ⊗ [1]) R σ′
so R is a bisimulation up to bisimilarity (we use that ∼ is reflexive and transitive
on stream systems), proving that σ ⊗ [1] ∼ σ.
On a final coalgebra, bisimilarity implies equality, so bisimulation up to bisimi-
larity is not interesting there.
Bisimulation up to union
Given a fixed relation S, we define unS : P(X ×X)→ P(X ×X) by
unS(R) = R ∪ S .
A bisimulation up to unS , is called a bisimulation up to union with S or bisimulation
up to S-union. If R is a bisimulation up to union with S, then next states are related
either by R or by S. This technique is useful in combination with other ones, such
as the equivalence closure eq. For instance, any bisimulation up to bisimilarity is
also a bisimulation up to eq ◦ un∼.
Bisimulation up to context
If the state space of the coalgebra under consideration has algebraic structure, then
the notion of bisimulation up to context becomes relevant. Let T : Set → Set be a
functor. For a T -algebra (X,α), the contextual closure function ctxα : P(X ×X)→
P(X ×X) is defined using relation lifting (Section 3.2.1):
ctxα(R) = (α× α)(Rel(T )(R)) = {(α ◦ Tπ1(t), α ◦ Tπ2(t)) | t ∈ TR} . (4.1)
We call ctxα(R) the contextual closure of R. Whenever α is clear from the context
we simply write ctx(R). IfR is a bisimulation up to ctx then we callR a bisimulation
up to context. In many of the examples, T is the underlying functor of a monad,
and α is an algebra for the monad. However, the above definition does not require
this: α is simply an algebra for the functor T .
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Example 4.2.4. Let Σ∗ be the free monad for a polynomial functor representing
a signature, with multiplication µ : Σ∗Σ∗ ⇒ Σ∗ (Section 3.4). Given a relation
R ⊆ Σ∗X×Σ∗X, the contextual closure ctxµX (R) ⊆ Σ∗X×Σ∗X can be inductively
characterized by the following rules:
s R t
s ctx(R) t
si ctx(R) ti i = 1 . . . n
σ(s1, . . . , sn) ctx(R) σ(t1, . . . , tn)
for each σ ∈ Σ, |σ| = n
This slightly differs from the definition in [PS12] where the contextual closure is
defined as
ctx′(R) = {(C[s1, . . . sn], C[t1, . . . tn]) | C a context and for all i: (si, ti) ∈ R}
(a context C is a term with n ≥ 0 holes [·]i in it). In our case, ctx′ can be obtained as
ctx ◦ rfl, i.e., by precomposing ctx with the reflexive closure function rfl. To see the
difference, consider, for instance, the signature which has only a binary operator
+, and let R = {(x, y)}. Then the pair {(x + x, x + y)} is in ctx′(R) but not in
ctx(R).
Example 4.2.5. Every weighted automaton (X, 〈o, t〉) induces a coalgebra of the
form 〈o], t]〉 : MX → R × (MX)A, where MX is the set of linear combinations
with coefficients in R. The coinductive extension of 〈o], t]〉 maps a state x to the
weighted language it accepts (Example 3.5.2). Therefore, we can prove weighted
language equivalence between states x, y by proving that they are bisimilar on
〈o], t]〉. In this example, we prove bisimilarity by constructing a bisimulation up to
context, thus making use of the algebraic structure onMX.
Given a relation R ⊆MX ×MX, its contextual closure ctx(R) ⊆MX ×MX
(where the algebra is given by the multiplication of the monad M, see Exam-





v1 ctx(R) w1 v2 ctx(R) w2
v1 + v2 ctx(R) w1 + w2
v ctx(R) w r ∈ R
r · v ctx(R) r · w
Now given a weighted automaton 〈o, t〉 : X → R × (MX)A, a bisimulation up
to context is a relation R ⊆ MX × MX such that for all (v, w) ∈ R we have
o]1(v) = o
]





As an example, consider the following weighted automaton:









x2 ↓ 1 a,b,1yy











y2 ↓ 1 a,b,1ww
To prove that x0 and y0 are language equivalent, we need to prove that they are
bisimilar on the induced R× IdA-coalgebra. But a bisimulation containing (x0, y0)
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8y2 ↓ 1 a // . . .
However, the finite relation R = {(x0, y0), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x1, 12y1 +
1
2y2)} is a
bisimulation up to context: consider (x1, 12y1 +
1
2y2) (the other pairs are trivial)









































Thus, the finite relation R is a bisimulation up to context. Since this technique
is sound (as we will see in Section 4.4), this suffices to prove that x0 and y0 are
bisimilar, and hence accept the same weighted language.
In the above example we used a finite bisimulation up to context to show
weighted language equivalence. Finite bisimulations up to context for weighted
automata are used in [Win15] to obtain a decidability result for weighted language
equivalence for a certain class of semirings.
Bisimulation up to congruence
Given a T -algebra α : TX → X, the congruence closure function cgrα : P(X×X)→




(tra ∪ sym ∪ ctxα ∪ rfl)i
(cf. [BP13]) where ∪ is pointwise union. If R is a bisimulation up to cgrα, then we
call R a bisimulation up to congruence. The congruence closure and associated no-
tion of bisimulation up to congruence given in Definition 2.3.1 are a special case of
the above. (In fact, many of the examples in Chapter 2 do not use the equivalence
closure, and therefore are also examples of bisimulations up to context.)
Example 4.2.6. We consider weighted automata for the tropical semiring T =
(R ∪ {∞},min,∞,+, 0). In this semiring, the addition operation is given by the
function min having ∞ as neutral element. The multiplication is given by the
function + having 0 as neutral element.
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ll z ↓ 0
a,2oo u ↓ 0 a,2qq
induces the coalgebra (MX, 〈o], t]〉〉) which is partially depicted below (the tran-
sitions are given by the solid arrows, the dashed lines represent a relation).
x ↓ 0 a //


















// (2 + u) ↓ 2
a
// (4 + u) ↓ 4
a
// . . .
The states x and u are weighted language equivalent. To prove it we would need
an infinite bisimulation, since it should relate all the pairs of states linked by the
dashed lines in the above figure.
Given a relation R ⊆ MX ×MX, its congruence closure cgr (where the al-
gebra is given by the multiplication of the monad M, see Example 3.4.1) can be
characterized inductively by the following rules:
v R w
v cgr(R) w v cgr(R) v
v cgr(R) w
w cgr(R) v
u cgr(R) v cgr(R) w
u cgr(R) w
v1 cgr(R) w1 v2 cgr(R) w2
min(v1, v2) cgr(R) min(w1, w2)
v cgr(R) w r ∈ R ∪ {∞}
r + v cgr(R) r + w
Now consider the relation R = {(x, u), (min(2 + y, 3 + z), 2 + u)}. To prove that
R is a bisimulation up to congruence we only have to show that (min(4 + x, 5 +
y), 4 + u) ∈ cgr(R):
min(4 + x, 5 + y)
cgr(R) min(4 + u, 5 + y) ((x, u) ∈ R)
cgr(R) min(2 + min(2 + y, 3 + z), 5 + y) ((min(2 + y, 3 + z), 2 + u) ∈ R)
= 2 + min(2 + y, 3 + z)
cgr(R) 4 + u ((min(2 + y, 3 + z), 2 + u) ∈ R)
Note that R is not a bisimulation up to context, since (min(4 + x, 5 + y), 4 + u) /∈
ctx(R). Here transitivity is really necessary.
Bisimulation up to union, context and equivalence
A bisimulation up to eq ◦ ctx ◦ unS is called a bisimulation up to S-union, con-
text and equivalence. This extension of bisimulation up to context allows to relate
derivatives of R using ctx(R ∪ S) in “multiple steps”, similar to the case of up-to-
congruence.
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Example 4.2.7. Recall the operations of shuffle product and inverse from Sec-
tion 3.1.1, and let Twf be the set of well-formed terms over shuffle product and
inverse introduced there. We prove that the inverse operation is really the inverse
of shuffle product, that is, σ ⊗ σ−1 ∼ [1] for all σ ∈ Twf (Rω) such that σ0 6= 0.
We use that ⊗ is associative and commutative (so σ ⊗ τ ∼ τ ⊗ σ, etc.) and that
σ + (−σ) ∼ [0] (see, e.g., [Rut03]). Let
R = {(σ ⊗ σ−1, [1]) | σ ∈ Twf (Rω), σ0 6= 0} .
We can now establish that R is a bisimulation up to ∼-union, context and equiva-
lence. First we consider the initial values:
(σ ⊗ σ−1)0 = σ0 · (σ−1)0 = σ0 · (σ0)−1 = 1 = [1]0 .
Next, we relate the derivatives by eq(ctx(R ∪ ∼)):
(σ ⊗ σ−1)′ = σ′ ⊗ σ−1 + σ ⊗ (σ−1)′
= σ′ ⊗ σ−1 + σ ⊗ (−σ′ ⊗ (σ−1 ⊗ σ−1))
tra(ctx(∼)) (σ′ ⊗ σ−1) + (−(σ′ ⊗ σ−1)⊗ (σ ⊗ σ−1))
ctx(R ∪ ∼) (σ′ ⊗ σ−1) + (−(σ′ ⊗ σ−1)⊗ 1)
tra(ctx(∼)) [0] = [1]′
Since tra(ctx(∼)) ⊆ eq(ctx(R ∪ ∼)) and ctx(R ∪ ∼) ⊆ eq(ctx(R ∪ ∼)) we may
conclude that R is a bisimulation up to ∼-union, context, and equivalence. Notice
that R is not a bisimulation; establishing that it is a bisimulation up-to is much
easier than finding a bisimulation which contains R.
In the step above where we use ctx(R ∪ ∼), we could have used ctx(rfl(R)) in-
stead. Further, since in this example ∼ = tra(ctx(∼)), the above is also an example
of bisimulation up to context, reflexivity and bisimilarity, that is, a bisimulation up
to bis ◦ ctx ◦ rfl. (Any bisimulation up to context, reflexivity and bisimilarity is also
a bisimulation up to ∼-union, context and equivalence.)
4.3 Compatible functions
The above examples illustrate various up-to techniques available for bisimilarity.
Many of these techniques are combinations of simpler ones; for instance, the equiv-
alence closure is a composition of the transitive, symmetric and reflexive closure,
and the congruence closure is a pointwise union of compositions of the transitive,
symmetric, contextual and reflexive closure. Unfortunately, the soundness of a
composed function does not follow from its basic constituents: the class of sound
functions is not closed under composition. It is rather undesirable and sometimes
difficult to reprove soundness of every suitable combination from scratch.
This calls for a theory of enhancements which allows one to freely compose
them. Such a theory was developed in the setting of classical coinduction (Sec-
tion 3.2), at the level of complete lattices [Pou07, PS12]. In the current section,
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we recall the basic definitions and results of this theory. In the next section, we in-
stantiate it to prove soundness of coalgebraic bisimulation up-to in a modular way.
In Section 5.1, the framework is generalized to an abstract categorical setting.
Let f be a monotone function on a complete lattice L. Recall from Section 3.2
that the coinductive proof principle then asserts that, to prove that x ≤ gfp(f),
it suffices to prove that x ≤ f(x). Enhancements of the coinductive proof method
allow one to weaken the requirement that x is an f -invariant: rather than checking
x ≤ f(x), we would like to check x ≤ f(y) for some y which is possibly above x.
The key idea consists in using a function g to obtain this larger y out of x: y = g(x).
For instance, in the lattice of relations on a fixed set, we often consider functions
that add more pairs to the relation.
Definition 4.3.1. Let f, g : L→ L be monotone functions.
• An f -invariant up to g is an f ◦ g-invariant, i.e., a post-fixed point of f ◦ g.
• g is f -sound if all f -invariants up to g are below gfp(f), that is, if x ≤ f(g(x))
then x ≤ gfp(f).
• g is f -compatible if g ◦ f ≤ f ◦ g.
The notion of f -compatible function, which is the heart of the matter, is intro-
duced to get around the fact that f -sound functions cannot easily be composed.
Compatible functions satisfy two crucial properties: f -compatible functions are f -
sound (Theorem 4.3.2) and the composition of two f -compatible functions is again
an f -compatible function (Proposition 4.3.3).
Theorem 4.3.2. All f -compatible functions are f -sound.
Proof. Let f, g : L → L be monotone and suppose g is f -compatible, i.e., g ◦ f ≤
f ◦ g. Let x ≤ f(g(x)) be an f -invariant up to g; we need to prove that x ≤ gfp(f).
We first show that gi(x) ≤ f(gi+1(x)) for every i ∈ N, by induction on i. The
base case x ≤ f(g(x)) holds by the assumption that x is an f -invariant up to g.
Now suppose gi(x) ≤ f(gi+1(x)). Since g is monotone, this means gi+1(x) ≤
g(f(gi+1(x))), and since g is f -compatible we get
gi+1(x) ≤ g(f(gi+1(x))) ≤ f(g(gi+1(x))) = f(gi+2(x))
as desired.

















The main reason for the introduction of compatible functions is that they can be
constructed by combining other compatible functions, as stated by the next result.
Proposition 4.3.3. The following functions on L are f -compatible:
1. id—the identity function;
2. cstx—the constant-to-x function, for any f -invariant x;
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3. g ◦ h for any f -compatible functions g and h;
4.
∨
F for any set F of f -compatible functions.
In a lattice of relations, the last item states that compatible functions can also be
combined using pointwise union. There is another way of combining two functions
g and h on relations, using relational composition:
(g • h)(R) = g(R) ◦ h(R) (4.2)
This composition operator does not always preserve f -compatibility, but the fol-
lowing lemma gives a sufficient condition.
Proposition 4.3.4. If f : P(X ×X)→ P(X ×X) satisfies the following condition:
for all relations R,S ⊆ X ×X : f(R) ◦ f(S) ⊆ f(R ◦ S) (4.3)
then g • h is f -compatible for all f -compatible functions g and h.
This section is concluded with two lemmas that will be useful in the sequel.
The first one gives an alternative characterization of f -compatible functions. The
second lemma states that the coinductive predicate defined by f is closed under
any f -compatible function.
Lemma 4.3.5. A monotone function g is f -compatible iff for all x, y: x ≤ f(y) implies
g(x) ≤ f(g(y)).
Lemma 4.3.6. If g is f -compatible then g(gfp(f)) ≤ gfp(f).
4.4 Compatibility results
We instantiate the framework of the previous section to prove soundness of bisimu-
lation up-to techniques in a modular way, using the notion of compatible functions.
To this end, recall from Section 3.2.1 that, given a coalgebra δ : X → BX, one can
define the monotone function bδ(R) = (δ × δ)−1(Rel(B)(R)) on the complete lat-
tice of relations on X ordered by inclusion, so that bδ-invariants are precisely the
bisimulations on δ. Progression and bisimulation up-to can also be stated in terms
of this function, as an easy extension of Lemma 3.2.3.
Lemma 4.4.1. For any coalgebra δ : X → BX and for any relations R,S ⊆ X ×X:
R ⊆ bδ(S) if and only if R progresses to S. As a consequence, given any monotone
function g : P(X ×X)→ P(X ×X) on the lattice of relations,
R is a bisimulation up to g if and only if it is a bδ-invariant up to g .
Bisimilarity on δ coincides with the coinductive predicate defined by bδ (i.e., gfp(bδ)).
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Spelling out Definition 4.3.1, a monotone function g is bδ-compatible if
g ◦ bδ ⊆ bδ ◦ g .
As a consequence of Lemma 4.4.1 and the fact that compatible functions are sound
(Theorem 4.3.2), if g is bδ-compatible then it is sound in the sense of Defini-
tion 4.1.2, i.e., bisimulation up to g is a sound proof technique for bisimilarity.
Since compatible functions can be combined in various ways (Proposition 4.3.3), in
particular by function composition, the advantage of proving compatibility rather
than soundness is that it allows us to compositionally reason about the soundness
of bisimulation up-to.
The instances of bisimulation up-to introduced in Section 4.2 can be roughly di-
vided into three groups: (1) simple enhancements like up-to-union, (2) those that
involve relational composition, such as up-to-transitivity and up-to-bisimilarity,
and finally (3) up-to-context. Derived techniques such as up-to-congruence are
just combinations of these basic enhancements, so their compatibility follows from
proving the compatibility of their constituents.
In the remainder of this section, we show that functions (1) are compatible
for any coalgebra, functions (2) are compatible under a mild condition on the be-
haviour functor, and functions (3) are compatible in the presence of a λ-bialgebra.
Theorem 4.4.2. For any B-coalgebra (X, δ), the following are bδ-compatible:
1. unS—union with S, where S is a bisimulation on δ;
2. rfl—the reflexive closure;
3. sym—the symmetric closure.
Proof. By definition, unS is bδ-compatible if unS ◦ bδ ⊆ bδ ◦ unS . Instead of proving
this directly, we first decompose unS as
unS(R) = R ∪ S = id(R) ∪ cstS(R) .
By Proposition 4.3.3, id is bδ-compatible, and the union of compatible functions is
again compatible; so we only need to prove that the constant-to-S function cstS is
bδ-compatible. Since S is a bisimulation, it is a bδ-invariant, and thus by Proposi-
tion 4.3.3, the constant function cstS is indeed bδ-compatible.
For the compatibility of the reflexive closure, we use that the diagonal relation
on any coalgebra is a bisimulation [Rut00]. Since rfl = un∆X , where ∆X is the
diagonal relation on X, rfl is bδ-compatible by the first item.
Let inv(R) = Rop . The symmetric closure sym is given by sym(R) = R ∪ Rop =
id(R) ∪ inv(R). Thus, by Proposition 4.3.3, we obtain bδ-compatibility of sym if we
prove that inv is bδ-compatible, i.e., that inv ◦ bδ ⊆ bδ ◦ inv. But this follows easily
from the fact that Rel(B)(Rop) = (Rel(B)(R))op (Lemma 3.2.4).
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4.4.1 Relational composition
Bisimilarity on coalgebras is not a transitive relation, in general. However, the mild
condition that the behaviour functor preserves weak pullbacks guarantees that it
is [Rut00]. Similarly, up-to techniques that are based on composition, such as
bisimulation up to transitivity, are not sound in general. In this section, we show
that weak pullback preservation is equivalent to the property (4.3) of Section 4.3.
This property implies that the composition operator • from Section 4.3 (Equa-
tion (4.2)) preserves compatibility. From this fact, compatibility of the transitive
closure and the bisimilarity closure can be derived.
First, we adapt an example from [AM89] to show that bisimulation up to bisim-
ilarity is not sound in general.
Example 4.4.3. Define the functor B : Set→ Set as
BX = {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ X3 | |{x1, x2, x3}| ≤ 2}
B(f)(x1, x2, x3) = (f(x1), f(x2), f(x3))
Consider the B-coalgebra with states X = {0, 1, 2, 0̃, 1̃} and transition structure
0 7→ (0, 1, 0) 0̃ 7→ (0, 0, 0) 2 7→ (2, 2, 2)
1 7→ (0, 0, 1) 1̃ 7→ (1, 1, 1)
Then 0 6∼ 1. To see this, note that in order for the pair (0, 1) to be contained in
a bisimulation R, there must be a transition structure on this relation which maps
(0, 1) to ((0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)). But this triple can not be in BR, because it consists
of three different elements. However, it is easy to show that 0 ∼ 2 and 1 ∼ 2: the
relation {(0, 2), (1, 2)} is a bisimulation.
The relation S = {(0̃, 1̃), (2, 2)} is not a bisimulation, since for that there should
be a function from S to BS mapping the elements as follows:
(0̃, 1̃) 7→ ((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1)) (2, 2) 7→ ((2, 2), (2, 2), (2, 2))
and ((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1)) is not contained in BS. However, since 0 ∼ 2 S 2 ∼ 1, the
triple ((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1)) is contained in B(∼ ◦ S ◦ ∼); so S is a bisimulation up
to bisimilarity. Thus, if up-to-bisimilarity is sound, then S ⊆ ∼ and consequently
0̃ ∼ 1̃. It follows that 0 ∼ 1, which is a contradiction.
The key to obtaining bδ-compatibility of functions that involve relational com-
position, is to assume that the behaviour functor B preserves weak pullbacks. Re-
call that a functor B : Set → Set preserves weak pullbacks if and only if Rel(B)
preserves composition of relations (Theorem 3.2.5). A further equivalent condi-
tion is that bisimulations are closed under composition.
Theorem 4.4.4. A functor B : Set → Set preserves weak pullbacks if and only if the
composition of two B-bisimulations is again a B-bisimulation.
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Rutten [Rut00] established the implication from left to right, and the reverse
implication is due to Gumm and Schröder [GS00]. Using Theorem 3.2.5 and The-
orem 4.4.4 we show that preservation of weak pullbacks coincides with the prop-
erty (4.3) of Section 4.3.
Proposition 4.4.5. B preserves weak pullbacks iff for any B-coalgebra (X, δ), bδ
satisfies (4.3), i.e., for all relations R,S : bδ(R) ◦ bδ(S) ⊆ bδ(R ◦ S).
Proof. Suppose B preserves weak pullbacks. Let (X, δ) be an B-coalgebra, R,S ⊆
X ×X relations, and (x, z) ∈ bδ(R) ◦ bδ(S), so there is some y such that (x, y) ∈
bδ(R) and (y, z) ∈ bδ(S). Then we have (δ(x), δ(y)) ∈ Rel(B)(R) and (δ(y), δ(z)) ∈
Rel(B)(S), so (δ(x), δ(z)) ∈ Rel(B)(R) ◦ Rel(B)(S). But by assumption and Theo-
rem 3.2.5 Rel(B) preserves composition, so Rel(B)(R)◦Rel(B)(S) = Rel(B)(R◦S).
Consequently (x, z) ∈ bδ(R ◦ S) as desired.
Conversely, suppose that (4.3) holds; then by Proposition 4.3.4, bδ-compatible
functions are closed under •. Let R,S be bisimulations, so the constant-to-R func-
tion cstR and the constant-to-S function cstS are both bδ-compatible by Proposi-
tion 4.3.3. By assumption cstR • cstS is bδ-compatible, so by Lemma 4.3.5 we have
R ◦ S ⊆ bδ(R ◦ S), and thus R ◦ S is a bisimulation. From Theorem 4.4.4 we
conclude that B preserves weak pullbacks. (In fact, we only considered bisimu-
lations on a single coalgebra, whereas the condition 2 of the theorem mentions
arbitrary bisimulations; however, it is easy to prove that, in Set, if bisimulations on
a single coalgebra compose then bisimulations on different coalgebras compose as
well [RBB+15]).
As a consequence of Proposition 4.3.4 and the above result, b-compatible func-
tions are closed under • if the behaviour functor preserves weak pullbacks.
Theorem 4.4.6. Let (X, δ) be a coalgebra for a functor B that preserves weak pull-
backs. The following functions are bδ-compatible:
1. tra—the transitive closure;
2. eq—the equivalence closure;
3. bisδ—the bisimilarity closure.
Proof. If B preserves weak pullbacks, then bδ-compatible functions are closed un-
der •, by Proposition 4.4.5 and Proposition 4.3.4.
For tra, inductively define the functions (−)•n as (−)•1 = id and (−)•n+1 =
id• (−)•n. We thus have (R)•1 = R and (R)•n+1 = R ◦R•n. We prove by induction
on n that (−)•n is bδ-compatible for any n ∈ N. The base case is bδ-compatibility
of id, which follows from Proposition 4.3.3. Further, if (−)•n is compatible then





is a union of bδ-compatible functions, so by Proposition 4.3.3 it is bδ-compatible.
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The equivalence closure is eq = tra ◦ sym ◦ rfl, which is a composition of bδ-
compatible functions and therefore bδ-compatible.
For the bisimilarity closure bisδ we have
bisδ(R) = ∼ ◦R ◦ ∼ = cst∼ • id • cst∼ .
Since∼ is a bisimulation, cst∼ is bδ-compatible. The bδ-compatibility of bisδ follows
since bδ-compatible functions are closed under •, using the assumption.
4.4.2 Contextual closure
The contextual closure ctxα is defined with respect to a T -algebra α : TX → X
on the states of a coalgebra δ : X → BX, see (4.1) in Section 4.2. A first thought
may be that for compatibility of the contextual closure, it suffices if bisimilarity is
a congruence with respect to this algebra, i.e., that bisimilarity is closed under the
algebra structure. However, this is not even enough for the soundness of bisim-
ulation up to context [PS12]. As we show below, in order to prove that ctx is
compatible, it is sufficient to assume that (X,α, δ) is a λ-bialgebra for a distributive
law λ : TB ⇒ BT of the functor T over the functor B (thus, λ is simply a natural
transformation).
Theorem 4.4.7. Let (X,α, δ) be a λ-bialgebra for a distributive law λ : TB ⇒ BT
of T over B. The contextual closure function ctxα is bδ-compatible.
Proof. Suppose R ⊆ bδ(S) for some R and S. We prove that ctxα(R) ⊆ bδ(ctxα(S);






































The existence of γ and commutativity of the upper squares follow since R ⊆ bδ(S),
by Lemma 4.4.1. The lower squares commute by naturality. The (outer) rectangles
commute since (X,α, δ) is a λ-bialgebra.
We show that the above argument implies that ctxα(R) progresses to ctxα(S).
Let fR : TR→ ctxα(R) be the corestriction of 〈α◦TπR1 , α◦TπR2 〉 : TR→ X×X to its
range, so that fR(TR) = ctxα(R). Let fS : TS → ctxα(S) be defined analogously,
and take f−1R to be any right inverse of fR (so we use the axiom of choice). Then
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This means that ctxα(R) progresses to ctxα(S), and thus ctxα(R) ⊆ bα(ctxα(S)) by
Lemma 4.4.1.
Remark 4.4.8. The greatest bisimulation on a λ-bialgebra is closed under the al-
gebraic operations. This was first shown by Turi and Plotkin [TP97] under the
assumption that B preserves weak pullbacks; Bartels [Bar04] showed that this as-
sumption is not necessary. We obtain the same result (for Set functors) as a direct
consequence of the above Theorem and Lemma 4.3.6.
Under the assumption of a behaviour functor that preserves weak pullbacks
and a λ-bialgebra, the congruence closure cgrα is compatible as well, since it is a
union of (compositions of) rfl, tra, sym and ctxα, and each of these is compatible
by Theorems 4.4.2, 4.4.6 and 4.4.7.
Coalgebras for copointed functors. There are many interesting examples of λ-
bialgebras of the form (X,α, 〈δ, id〉), for some λ : T (B × Id) ⇒ BT × T ; in par-
ticular, this is relevant when λ arises from an abstract GSOS specification (Sec-
tion 3.5). However, while Theorem 4.4.7 gives us b〈δ,id〉-compatibility of the con-
textual closure ctxα, it does not provide bδ-compatibility. We recall a counterexam-
ple from [PS12].
Example 4.4.9 ([PS12]). Consider the following specification of the prefix and the







together with the standard definition of the parallel operator x|y (Example 3.5.4),
and the constant 0, which has no transitions. This specification is in the GSOS
format. While this is arguably not the best way to specify replication in the context
of CCS [PS12], it suffices for our purposes. This specification induces a coalgebra
on closed terms. Now abbreviate b.0 and c.0 by b and c respectively, and consider
the relations R = {(!a.b, !a.c)} and S = {(!a.b|b, !a.c|c)}. Then R progresses to S,
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but ctx(R) does not progress to ctx(S). For example, (a.!a.b, a.!a.c) ∈ ctx(R) but
!a.b is not related to !a.c by ctx(S). Thus, by Lemma 4.3.5 the contextual closure
ctx is not bδ-compatible.
The solution of [PS12] is to consider invariants for a different function b′δ, de-
fined as b′δ(R) = bδ(R) ∩ R . But b′δ = b〈δ,id〉 (an exercise in relation lifting), so in
our framework this function arises naturally from the fact that one needs to con-
sider a coalgebra for the cofree copointed functor in order to obtain compatibility.
In terms of progressions, we have R ⊆ b′δ(S) if and only if R progresses to S
and R ⊆ S. Thus if R progresses to g(R) for a function satisfying R ⊆ g(R), then
R ⊆ b′δ(g(R)). But notice that for most functions g considered in Theorem 4.4.2
and Theorem 4.4.6 we haveR ⊆ g(R); an exception is the constant-to function. For
the contextual closure function it suffices to assume that the functor T is pointed,
i.e., there is a natural transformation η : Id⇒ T , and α is an algebra for this pointed
functor, meaning that α ◦ η = id. This holds in particular when α is an algebra for
a monad (T, η, µ).
4.4.3 Bisimulation up-to modulo bisimilarity
We investigate the situation that there are two coalgebras on a common carrier,
that behave the same up to bisimilarity. It turns out that in this case, if the functor
preserves weak pullbacks, compatibility of a function g on one coalgebra can be
transferred to compatibility of bis ◦ g ◦ bis on the other. This rather technical result
is only applied in Chapter 6, and does not play a further role in the current chapter.
It was presented in [RB15].
Definition 4.4.10. Let δ, ϑ be B-coalgebras on a common carrier. We say δ and
ϑ are equal up to bisimilarity if the bisimilarity relation ∼δ,ϑ between δ and ϑ is
reflexive.
If B preserves weak pullbacks, then an equivalent definition is that the identity
relation ∆ is a bisimulation up to bisimilarity.
Lemma 4.4.11. Let δ, ϑ : X → BX be coalgebras that are equal up to bisimilarity
and assume that B preserves weak pullbacks. Then ∼δ = ∼δ,ϑ = ∼ϑ.
Proof. By assumption ∼δ,ϑ is reflexive, and by Theorem 4.4.4 the composition of
two bisimulations is again a bisimulation. The desired equalities are now easy to
prove; for example, ∼δ ⊆ ∼δ ◦ ∼δ,ϑ by reflexivity of ∼δ,ϑ, and ∼δ ◦ ∼δ,ϑ ⊆ ∼δ,ϑ
since ∼δ ◦ ∼δ,ϑ is a bisimulation between δ and ϑ and therefore contained in ∼δ,ϑ,
the greatest such bisimulation. Conversely, ∼δ,ϑ ⊆ ∼δ,ϑ ◦ ∼ϑ,δ ⊆ ∼δ by a similar
argument.
Lemma 4.4.12. Let B, δ and ϑ be as in Lemma 4.4.11.
1. If R ⊆ bδ(S) then bis(R) ⊆ bϑ(bis(S)).
2. If g is bδ-compatible then bis ◦ g ◦ bis is bϑ-compatible.
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where bis is defined w.r.t. the bisimilarity relation ∼ (of both δ and ϑ).
Proof. SupposeR ⊆ bδ(S), and let (x, y) ∈ R; then δ(x) Rel(B)(S) δ(y). Since δ and
ϑ are equal up to bisimilarity, we have ϑ(x) Rel(B)(∼) δ(x) and δ(y) Rel(B)(∼)ϑ(y).
Hence
ϑ(x) Rel(B)(∼) δ(x) Rel(B)(S) δ(y) Rel(B)(∼)ϑ(y)
and since B preserves weak pullbacks, this implies ϑ(x) Rel(B)(∼ ◦ S ◦ ∼)ϑ(y)
(Theorem 3.2.5). Thus R ⊆ bϑ(∼◦S ◦∼); by compatibility of bis and Lemma 4.3.5
this implies ∼◦R ◦∼ ⊆ bϑ(∼◦∼◦S ◦∼◦∼), and by transitivity of ∼ (B preserves
weak pullbacks) then bis(R) ⊆ bϑ(bis(S)).
For (2), suppose R ⊆ bϑ(S). By (1) (replacing δ by ϑ and vice versa) then
bis(R) ⊆ bδ(bis(S)). We apply bδ-compatibility of g to obtain g ◦ bis(R) ⊆ bδ(g ◦
bis(S)). Finally, again apply (1) and get bis ◦ g ◦ bis(R) ⊆ bϑ(bis ◦ g ◦ bis(S)).
4.5 Behavioural equivalence up-to
Whenever the functor B does not preserve weak pullbacks (as it is the case, for
instance, with certain types of weighted transition systems [GS01, Kli09, BBB+12])
one can consider behavioural equivalence, rather than bisimilarity. In the current
section, we instantiate the framework of Section 4.3 to develop up-to techniques
for behavioural equivalence.
Recall from Section 3.1 that behavioural equivalence ≈ on a coalgebra δ : X →
BX is defined as follows: x ≈ y iff there is a homomorphism h from (X, δ) into
some coalgebra such that h(x) = h(y). As we see below (Lemma 4.5.1), be-
havioural equivalence ≈ can equivalently be characterized as the greatest fixed
point of the monotone function beδ : P(X × X) → P(X × X) on the lattice of
relations on X, defined as follows [AM89]:
beδ(R) = {(x, y) | BqR ◦ δ(x) = BqR ◦ δ(y)}
where qR : X → X/eq(R) is the quotient map of eq(R) (we sometimes drop the
subscript δ from beδ if it is clear from the context).
Lemma 4.5.1. Let ≈ be behavioural equivalence on a coalgebra δ : X → BX. Then
x ≈ y if and only if there is a relation R such that R ⊆ beδ(R) and (x, y) ∈ R.
Proof. The quotient map qR from the definition of beδ(R) is a coequalizer, and
therefore a coalgebra morphism [Rut00, Theorem 4.2], which gives the implication
from right to left. For the converse, we let h be a coalgebra morphism from δ and
we prove that the kernel ker(h) = {(x, y) | h(x) = h(y)} of h is a beδ-invariant, i.e.,
we show that the following inclusion holds:
ker(h) ⊆ beδ(ker(h)) = {(x, y) | Bq ◦ δ(x) = Bq ◦ δ(y)}
where q : X → X/ker(h) is the quotient map of (the equivalence relation) ker(h).
By [Rut00, Theorem 7.1], h equals the composition of coalgebra homomorphisms
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h = m ◦ q where q is as above and m is a monomorphism. This means that q(x) =
q(y) for any (x, y) ∈ ker(h), and since q is a coalgebra morphism from δ, we get
Bq ◦ δ(x) = Bq ◦ δ(y). Thus ker(h) ⊆ beδ(ker(h)).
The relation R of Example 4.2.2 is a beδ-invariant. Note that, intuitively, beδ-
invariants are implicitly “up to equivalence”, since the next states can be related by
the equivalence closure eq(R).
We proceed to consider be-compatibility of the equivalence closure and contex-
tual closure. In the previous section, we used the property (4.3) from Section 4.3
to prove b-compatibility of transitive and equivalence closure. However, this prop-
erty does not hold for be, that is, in general it does not hold that be(R) ◦ be(S) ⊆
be(R ◦ S). This is shown by the following example.
Example 4.5.2. Consider the identity functor BX = X and the B-coalgebra with
states {x, y} and transitions x 7→ x and y 7→ y. Let R = {(x, y)}. Then be(R) =
{(x, x), (y, y), (x, y), (y, x)} and be(∅) = {(x, x), (y, y)}. Now
be(R) ◦ be(∅) = {(x, x), (y, y), (x, y), (y, x)} ,whereas
be(R ◦ ∅) = be(∅) = {(x, x), (y, y)} .
Indeed, be(R) ◦ be(∅) is not included in be(R ◦ ∅).
This motivates to prove be-compatibility of eq directly.
Theorem 4.5.3. Let (X, δ) be any coalgebra. The following are beδ-compatible:
1. rfl—the reflexive closure;
2. eq—the equivalence closure;
3. unS—union with S (for a behavioural equivalence S).
Proof. Items 1 and 3 are analogous to Theorem 4.4.2. We proceed with the com-
patibility of the equivalence closure. First, notice that eq ◦ be = be since be(R) is
an equivalence relation for any relation R. Second, since eq(R) = eq(eq(R)) for
any R, the quotient maps in the definition of be(R) and be(eq(R)) are equal, so
be(R) = be(eq(R)). Thus eq ◦ be = be = be ◦ eq.
Notice that the be-compatibility of the equivalence closure does not require any
assumptions on the functor.
For the compatibility of contextual closure a λ-bialgebra is required, similar to
the case of bisimulations in Theorem 4.4.7. However, in the case of behavioural
equivalence, we require an algebra for a monad, although λ is still only required
to be a distributive law between functors, that is, a plain natural transforma-
tion. Further, in the proof we need an additional assumption. A pair of functions
f, g : X → Y is reflexive if it has a common section: a map s : Y → X such that
f ◦ s = id = g ◦ s. A reflexive coequalizer is a coequalizer of a reflexive pair. Reflex-
ive coequalizers are important in the theory of monads, see, e.g., [BW05]. Below
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we need the underlying functor T of the monad to preserve reflexive coequalizers,
which is a non-trivial condition in Set; see [AKV00, Example 4.3] for an example
of a functor that does not satisfy this property. We do not know if these additional
assumptions can be dropped.
Theorem 4.5.4. Let (T, η, µ) be a monad so that T preserves reflexive coequalizers,
and let (X,α, δ) be a λ-bialgebra for a distributive law λ : TB ⇒ BT (between func-
tors), where α is an algebra for the monad (T, η, µ). Then ctxα ◦ rfl is beδ-compatible.
Proof. Suppose R ⊆ beδ(S) for some relations R,S ⊆ X × X. By Theorem 4.5.3
rfl is beδ-compatible, so rfl(R) ⊆ beδ ◦ rfl(S). Further rfl(S) ⊆ ctxα ◦ rfl(S), using
the fact that α is an algebra for the monad (see the last part of Section 4.4.2).
Therefore
rfl(R) ⊆ beδ ◦ ctxα ◦ rfl(S) . (4.4)
Let q : X → X ′ be the quotient map of eq ◦ ctxα ◦ rfl(S) and its projections, or,
equivalently, the coequalizer of the two composite arrows α ◦ Tπ1, α ◦ Tπ2 in the
























Define d : X → rfl(S) by d(x) = (x, x). Then the map Td ◦ ηX : X → T (rfl(S)) is a
section of the pair α◦Tπ1, α◦Tπ2, since α◦Tπ1◦Td◦ηX = α◦ηX = α◦Tπ2◦Td◦ηX
and α ◦ ηX = id. Thus, α ◦ Tπ1, α ◦ Tπ2 is a reflexive pair, and q a reflexive
coequalizer. The square on the left commutes (for Tπ1 and Tπ2 separately) by
naturality, and the middle since α is an algebra for the monad. Since T preserves
reflexive coequalizers, Tq is a coequalizer, and the map α′ making the right-hand
square commute arises by its universal property.
























The top horizontal paths commute by (4.4) and functoriality. The rectangle com-
mutes by the assumption that (X,α, δ) is a λ-bialgebra. The upper square com-
mutes by naturality of λ, and the lower square by (4.5) and functoriality. Thus we
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Bq // BX ′
commutes, which means ctxα ◦ rfl(R) ⊆ beδ ◦ctxα ◦ rfl(S). By Lemma 4.3.5, ctxα ◦ rfl
is beδ-compatible.
The above result also applies to coalgebras of the form 〈δ, id〉, similar to the
situation described for bδ-compatibility in Section 4.4.2.
Example 4.5.5. For an example of behavioural equivalence up-to, we consider the
general process algebra with transition costs (GPA) from [BK01]. GPA processes are
defined for a given set of labels A and a semiring S which, for this example, we
fix to be the semiring of reals R with the usual addition and multiplication. The
operational semantics of GPA is expressed in terms of weighted transition systems,
that is, coalgebras for the functor (M−)A (Example 3.1.1).
As shown in Section 2.3 of [BBB+12], the functor (M−)A does not preserve
weak pullbacks and therefore bisimulation up-to cannot be used in this context.
However, thanks to Theorem 4.5.3 we can use behavioural equivalence up-to.
First observe that, by instantiating the definition of be above to a coalgebra
δ : X → (MX)A, one obtains the function beδ : P(X × X) → P(X × X) defined
for a relation R ⊆ X ×X as









where [y]R denotes the equivalence class of y with respect to eq(R). Our notion of
behavioural equivalence coincides with the notion of bisimilarity in [BK01] (which
differs from coalgebraic bisimilarity).
To illustrate our example it suffices to consider a small fragment of GPA. The
set P of basic GPA processes is defined by
p ::= 0 | p+ p | (a, r).p
where a ∈ A, r ∈ R. The operational semantics of basic GPA processes is given by










As an example, the operational semantics of (a, 1).0 + (a,−1).(a, 0).0 is as follows.
0
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Since 0 ≈ (a, 0).0, we have that (a, 1).0 + (a,−1).(a, 0).0 ≈ 0. More generally, it
holds that for all a ∈ A, r ∈ R, p1 and p2 ∈ P :
if p1 ≈ p2 then 0 ≈ (a, r).p1 + (a,−r).p2. (4.7)
We prove (4.7) using behavioural equivalence up to union with≈ (Theorem 4.5.3).
To this end, consider the relation
R = {(0, (a, r).p1 + (a,−r).p2) | p1 ≈ p2} .
Note that R is not a beδ-invariant. For instance, 0 does not make any transitions
whereas (a, 1).0 + (a,−1).(a, 0).0 makes two transitions, to processes that are not
in the same equivalence class with respect to eq(R) (see (4.6)); thus R 6⊆ beδ(R).
Instead, we prove that R is a beδ-invariant up to un≈, that is, R ⊆ beδ(R ∪ ≈).
We must show that for any p = (a, r).p1 + (a,−r).p2 and any process q ∈ P :∑
y′∈[q]R∪≈




The left-hand equality comes from the semantics of the process 0. For the right-




′) = r − r = 0. If p1 6∈ [q]R∪≈, then p2 6∈ [q]R∪≈, so∑
y′∈[q]R∪≈ δ(p)(a)(y
′) = 0. We conclude that R is a beδ-invariant up to un≈.
4.6 Discussion and related work
In this chapter we have proved the soundness of a range of bisimulation up-to
techniques by proving their compatibility. Compatible functions are sound, and
are closed under composition. We conclude with a technical summary of the main
compatibility results that are introduced in this chapter. In the table below we
assume an arbitrary coalgebra δ : X → BX, an algebra α : TX → X (for a functor
T ) and a distributive law λ of the functor T over the functor B. All functions in
the table are defined in Section 4.2. Recall that if a function is bδ-compatible, then
bisimulation up to g is sound (Section 4.4).
Name Notation Condition bδ-compatibility
Union with S unS S is a bisimulation
Equivalence closure eq B preserves weak pullbacks
Bisimilarity closure bisδ B preserves weak pullbacks
Contextual closure ctxα (X,α, δ) a λ-bialgebra
Congruence closure cgrα (X,α, δ) a λ-bialgebra, B pres. weak pullbacks
Further, we proved soundness of several up-to techniques for behavioural equiv-
alence, by proving that they are beδ-compatible (Section 4.5). The equivalence
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closure eq is beδ-compatible for any functor. The contextual closure ctxα is beδ-
compatible if (X,α, δ) is a λ-bialgebra, α is an algebra for a monad, and T pre-
serves reflexive coequalizers. It remains open whether the latter two assumptions
are necessary.
A discussion of related work can be found in Chapter 5, which generalizes all




In the previous chapter, we have seen how up-to techniques enhance the proof
method for bisimilarity. In the current chapter, we extend these results to a coal-
gebraic framework for up-to techniques that is applicable not only to bisimilarity
but to a wide variety of coinductive predicates. For instance, this approach al-
lows us to obtain sound up-to techniques for unary predicates such as divergence
of processes and for binary predicates such as similarity, or language inclusion of
weighted automata over an ordered semiring.
We build on the observation that coinductive predicates can be viewed as final
coalgebras in a suitable category, so that the classical coinductive proof principle
amounts to finality (explained in Section 3.2). We show that Pous’s modular frame-
work of compatible up-to techniques (Section 4.3) has a natural counterpart at this
categorical level in terms of compatible functors, which are functors equipped with
a suitable natural transformation. The modular aspect of this framework amounts
to elementary manipulations and constructions on natural transformations. More-
over, the fact that every compatible functor yields a sound up-to technique turns
out to be a basic result on distributive laws between functors.
In Section 3.3, we recalled how coinductive predicates can be studied in a struc-
tural and systematic way using fibrations, which provide an abstract notion of pred-
icates. There, the coinductive predicate of interest is defined uniformly based on
a lifting of the behaviour functor to a category of predicates. We instantiate the
above mentioned framework of compatible functors within this fibrational setting,
and consequently obtain a modular approach for defining and reasoning about up-
to techniques for general coinductive predicates. In this setting, we introduce en-
hancements such as up-to-context, up-to-equivalence and up-to-behavioural equiv-
alence. We prove their compatibility under conditions on the functor liftings under
consideration.
By instantiating these abstract results we obtain concrete sound enhancements,
with the results of Chapter 4 on bisimulation up-to as a special case. We treat diver-
gence of processes as an example of a unary predicate, and inclusion of weighted
automata as an example based on a non-standard version of up-to-context. Further,
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we apply the framework to prove the soundness of up-to techniques for simulation
as introduced in [HJ04]. As a special case, we obtain that simulation up to context
is compatible (sound) for any monotone GSOS specification (instantiated to GSOS
for labelled transition systems, this means that there are no negative premises).
This includes simulation up-to for languages as introduced in Chapter 2.
Outline. In the next section, we propose the notion of compatible functor. The
(technical) heart of this chapter is Section 5.2, where we introduce the main up-to
techniques and associated compatibility theorems. In Section 5.3, we show how
to instantiate these theorems, and in Section 5.4 we derive the compatibility of
simulation up-to for a mild restriction of abstract GSOS. In Section 5.5, we discuss
related and future work, and provide a short summary of the soundness results.
5.1 Compatible functors
In Chapter 4, we have used Pous’s lattice-theoretic framework of up-to techniques
as a modular approach for proving the soundness of bisimulation up-to techniques.
In the current section, we show how Pous’s framework generalizes to a categorical
setting, where complete lattices and monotone functions are replaced by categories
and functors (Section 3.2.2).
In that categorical setting, proving a coinductive predicate determined by a
given functor F : C → C amounts to the construction of a suitable F -invariant
(F -coalgebra). In the current chapter, we introduce up-to techniques to construct
F -invariants in an easier way; hence, these techniques can be seen as enhanced
proof techniques for the coinductive predicate (final coalgebra) of F . However, we
focus on proof techniques for constructing invariants and ignore the coinductive
predicate, and therefore we do not depend on the existence of a final F -coalgebra.
In the definition below, the intuition is that F -invariants are the coinductive
properties of interest, and G : C → C is a potential up-to technique.
• An F -invariant up to G is an FG-invariant, i.e., a coalgebra R→ FGR.
• G is F -sound if, for every FG-invariant, there exists a C-arrow from its carrier
into the carrier of an F -invariant.
It is easy to see that these definitions generalize the notions of invariants up-to and
soundness from Section 4.3.
Recall that compatibility is the central notion of Pous’s framework: given two
monotone functions f, g on a complete lattice, g is said to be f -compatible if g ◦ f ⊆
f ◦ g. If g is f -compatible then it is sound, i.e., every f -simulation up to g is
contained in an f -simulation (Theorem 4.3.2). This result is an instance of a more
general fact from the theory of distributive laws between functors.
Theorem 5.1.1. Suppose C is a category with countable coproducts, F,G : C → C are
functors and γ : GF ⇒ FG is a natural transformation. Then for any FG-coalgebra
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Here GωX denotes the coproduct
∐
i∈NG
iX of all finite iterations of G applied to X,
with coproduct injections κi : GiX → GωX.
This appears in the proof of [Bar03, Theorem 3.8], but for a complete presen-
tation we include a proof.




Postcomposing these morphisms with the coproduct injections yields a cocone
(Fκi+1 ◦ ϑi : GiX → FGωX)i∈N and by the universal property of GωX we ob-
tain a coalgebra ϑ : GωX → FGωX. Commutativity of the diagram amounts to the
base case ϑ0.
(Alternatively, we can replace the countable coproduct Gω by the free monad
for G, assuming it exists. In this case, the result is an instance of the construc-
tion (3.14) in Section 3.5.1.)
If C is a preorder, then F and G are monotone functions, and the existence of
a natural transformation amounts to compatibility as in Pous’s framework. The
fact that compatible functions are sound, is thus an instance of Theorem 5.1.1.
Similarly, that f -compatible functions preserve the coinductive predicate defined
by f (Lemma 4.3.6) is an instance of the fact that, if γ : GF ⇒ FG is a distributive
law, then a final F -coalgebra lifts to a final γ-bialgebra (Lemma 3.5.1). When C is a
lattice, the fact that there is aG-algebra structure on the final coalgebra Z = gfp(F )
simply means that G(Z) ≤ Z (cf. Lemma 4.3.6).
The main reason for studying compatible functions is their compositionality
properties. To achieve a flexible approach to the construction of compatible func-
tors, we define them as follows.
Definition 5.1.2. Let F1 : C1 → C1 and F2 : C2 → C2 be functors. We say a func-
tor G : C1 → C2 is (F1, F2)-compatible when there exists a natural transformation
γ : GF1 ⇒ F2G.
The pair (G, γ) is a morphism between endofunctors F1 and F2 in the sense
of [LPW00]. In the remainder of this chapter, we often leave γ implicit, as the
examples involve only categories that are preorders.
An important instance of the above definition is (Fn, Fm)-compatibility of a
functor G : Cn → Cm; in this case, we simply say that G : Cn → Cm is F -compatible.
For example, coproduct then becomes a compatible functor by itself, rather than a
way to compose compatible functors.
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Proposition 5.1.3. Compatible functors are closed under the following constructions:
1. composition: if G is (F1, F2)-compatible and G′ is (F2, F3)-compatible, then
G′ ◦G is (F1, F3)-compatible;
2. pairing: if (Gi)i∈I are (F1, F2)-compatible, then 〈Gi〉i∈I is (F1, F I2 )-compatible.
Moreover, for any functor F : C → C:
3. the identity functor Id : C → C is F -compatible;
4. the constant functor to the carrier of an F -coalgebra is F -compatible, in partic-
ular to the coinductive predicate defined by F (carrier of the final F -coalgebra),
if it exists;
5. the coproduct functor
∐
I : CI → C is (F I , F )-compatible.
Proof. 1. By assumption we have natural transformations γ : GF1 ⇒ F2G and




which is a natural transformation of the desired type.
2. Given natural transformations γi : GiF1 ⇒ F2Gi for all i ∈ I, we have
〈Gi〉i∈IF1 〈GiF1〉i∈I
γ +3 〈F2Gi〉i∈I F I2 〈Gi〉i∈I
where γX = ((γi)X)i∈I for any X.








On a component (Xi)i∈I it is defined using the universal property; applying F
to the coproduct injections κi : Xi →
∐
i∈I Xi yields a morphism Fκi : FXi →
F
∐
i∈I Xi for each i ∈ I.
In a lattice, the pointwise join of compatible functions is again compatible
(Proposition 4.3.3). To retrieve this in the current setting, suppose (Gi)i∈I are
(F1, F2)-compatible. Since the pairing of compatible functors is compatible, and
the coproduct functor is compatible, composing them yields a compatible functor∐
I ◦〈Gi〉i∈I (this is the coproduct of the functors Gi), which, in a lattice, is point-
wise join of monotone functions. Further, in the next section we will see how to
obtain the operator • defined in Equation (4.2) of Section 4.3, by combining a
functor that composes relations with the pairing constructor.
Further compositionality could be obtained by defining a pair (G,G′) of endo-
functors to be F -compatible if there exists a natural transformation γ : GF ⇒ FG′.
A suitable variant of Proposition 5.1.3 then allows to prove compatibility, modular
in the shape of the functor F . A related approach is taken in [LLYL14]. In this chap-
ter we do not consider such constructions, instead focusing on the combination of
up-to techniques for a fixed functor F .
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5.2 Compatibility results
In Section 3.3, we have seen how fibrations can be used to speak generally about
coinductive predicates on coalgebras. In that approach, the invariants of interest
are themselves coalgebras which live in the fibre above the carrier of a coalgebra
in the base category.
In order to define both coinductive predicates and up-to techniques, we assume
• a bifibration p : E → A (see Section 3.3.1 for details);
• a coalgebra δ : X → BX for a functor B : A → A, and
• a lifting B : E → E of B.
As explained in Section 3.3, the lifting B and the transition structure δ determine
a functor on the fibre EX above the carrier X of the coalgebra (X, δ), defined as
follows:
Bδ = δ
∗ ◦BX : EX → EX .
We spell out the important definitions of invariants up-to, soundness and compati-
bility, for the functor Bδ. A Bδ-invariant is a coalgebra R→ Bδ(R), where R is an
object in EX . Given a functor G : EX → EX , a Bδ-invariant up to G is a coalgebra
R→ Bδ(G(R)).
Our interest is to find functors G that are sound, so that invariants up to G are
a valid proof principle for the construction of Bδ-invariants. Instead of proving
soundness, we focus on proving the stronger notion of compatibility. By definition,
a functor G : EX → EX is Bδ-compatible if there exists a natural transformation
γ : G ◦Bδ ⇒ Bδ ◦G .
In the remainder of this section, we introduce three families of up-to techniques:
• behavioural equivalence (Section 5.2.1),
• equivalence closure (Section 5.2.2) and
• contextual closure (Section 5.2.3).
We prove their compatibility, based on conditions on the lifting B of B. As ex-
plained in the previous section, this suffices to show that they are sound, and that
they can be combined in various ways to form new sound up-to techniques.
In Section 3.2.1 we associated to each coalgebra δ : X → BX for a functor
B : Set → Set a function bδ, whose invariants are bisimulations. In the current
setting, this can be obtained by choosing B to be the canonical relation lifting
Rel(B) of B. Then:
Bδ(R) = Rel(B)δ(R) = (δ × δ)−1(Rel(B)(R)) = bδ(R)
which means that Bδ-invariants are bisimulations on δ (Lemma 3.2.3). For all
three types of up-to techniques, we study the canonical relation lifting as a spe-
cial case, and retrieve all the bδ-compatibility results from the previous chapter.
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In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, we consider examples and instances for liftings
other than Rel(B), to obtain proof techniques for other coinductive predicates than
bisimilarity.
5.2.1 Behavioural equivalence
The first technique that we introduce is up-to-behavioural equivalence. If δ : X →
BX is a coalgebra for a functor B : Set→ Set, then behavioural equivalence is the
relation ≈ on its carrier given by x ≈ y iff h(x) = h(y), where h is the coinductive
extension of δ, i.e., the unique coalgebra morphism into the final coalgebra (as-
sumed to exist), see Section 3.1. Now consider the function bhvδ : RelX → RelX
defined by
bhvδ(R) = ≈ ◦R ◦ ≈ .
To define bhvδ more generally in the setting of a bifibration, observe that
bhvδ(R) = {(x, y) | ∃u, v. h(x) = h(u), h(y) = h(v) and (u, v) ∈ R}
= h−1({(h(u), h(v)) | (u, v) ∈ R})
= h−1(h(R)) .
But h−1◦h is simply direct image followed by reindexing in the fibration Rel→ Set,
i.e., h−1(h(R)) = h∗ ◦
∐
h(R) (see Section 3.3.1). Therefore, we can generalize the
above function bhvδ to an arbitrary bifibration p : E → A, a functor B : A → A
with a final coalgebra, and a coalgebra δ : X → BX by defining the behavioural




h : EX → EX
where h is the coinductive extension of δ. We sometimes write bhv instead of bhvδ,
if δ is clear from the context. In the predicate fibration Pred→ Set, we have
bhvδ(P ) = h
−1(h(P )) = h−1({h(u) | u ∈ P}) = {x | ∃u ∈ P. h(x) = h(u)} .
Our aim is to proveBδ-compatibility of bhvδ. This is an instance of the following
result, which concerns a generalization of bhvδ to arbitrary coalgebra morphisms
(rather than the coinductive extension h).
Theorem 5.2.1. Suppose that (B,B) is a fibration map. For any B-coalgebra mor-
phism h : (X, δ)→ (Y, ϑ), the functor h∗ ◦
∐
h is Bδ-compatible.
Proof. We exhibit a natural transformation
(h∗ ◦
∐
h) ◦ (δ∗ ◦BX)⇒ (δ∗ ◦BX) ◦ (h∗ ◦
∐
h)
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(a) (B,B) is a fibration map, so B ◦ h∗ ∼= (Bh)∗ ◦B.
(b) B is a lifting of B; this is an instance of Lemma 3.3.4.
(c) h is a coalgebra homomorphism, i.e., ϑ ◦ h = Bh ◦ δ, and consequently (ϑ ◦
h)∗ = (Bh ◦ δ)∗. Combining this with the natural isomorphisms h∗ ◦ ϑ∗ ∼=
(ϑ ◦h)∗ and (Bh ◦ δ)∗ ∼= δ∗ ◦ (Bh)∗ shows that the required 2-cell is a natural
isomorphism.
(d) follows from (c); see the proof of Proposition 3.3.7. For convenience we
repeat the construction of the natural transformation:∐
h ◦ δ∗ =⇒
∐




h ◦ h∗ ◦ ϑ∗ ◦
∐
Bh =⇒ ϑ∗ ◦
∐
Bh .
The natural transformation on the left is the unit of the adjunction
∐
Bh a
(Bh)∗, the middle is (c), and the one on the right is the counit of
∐
h a h∗.
We first instantiate this to the canonical relation lifting Rel(B) of a Set functor
B. To this end, we use that (Rel(B), B) is a fibration map whenever B preserves
weak pullbacks (Lemma 3.3.3). The functor Rel(B)δ coincides with bδ, so from
Theorem 5.2.1 we directly obtain:
Corollary 5.2.2. If B is a Set functor preserving weak pullbacks then the behavioural
equivalence closure functor bhvδ is bδ-compatible.
If (X, δ) is a coalgebra for a functor B that preserves weak pullbacks, then
behavioural equivalence ≈ coincides with bisimilarity ∼ (Lemma 3.1.6). Hence,
in that case, the bisimilarity closure bisδ defined in Section 4.2 coincides with the
behavioural equivalence closure bhvδ:
bisδ(R) = (∼ ◦R ◦ ∼) = (≈ ◦R ◦ ≈) = bhvδ(R) .
Thus, the fact that bisδ is bδ-compatible if B preserves weak pullbacks (Theo-
rem 4.4.6) follows from Corollary 5.2.2, and hence is a special case of Theo-
rem 5.2.1.
From Theorem 5.2.1 we also derive the soundness of up-to bhv for unary pred-
icates that are defined by a modality m : B2 → 2, where B is a functor on Set.
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Modalities are in one-to-one correspondence to predicate liftings, which are natural
transformations of the form 2Id ⇒ 2B [Sch05, Proposition 20]. If such a predicate
lifting is monotone, then it defines a lifting B : Pred → Pred of B, which maps a
predicate X → 2 to BX → B2 m−→ 2. Recall that with predicates viewed as func-
tions X → 2 reindexing is precomposition; then it is easy to show that the lifting
induced by a modality is a fibration map. Consequently, we have:
Corollary 5.2.3. If B : Pred→ Pred arises from a modality m : B2→ 2 as explained
above, then bhv is Bδ-compatible.
5.2.2 Relational composition and equivalence
We propose a general approach for deriving the compatibility of the reflexive, sym-
metric and transitive closure. Composing these functors yields compatibility of the
equivalence closure.
For transitive closure, it suffices to show that relational composition is compati-
ble. Relational composition can be expressed in a fibrational setting by considering
the category Rel×Set Rel obtained as a pullback (in the category Cat of categories1)






The objects of Rel×Set Rel are pairs of relations R,S ⊆ X×X on a common carrier
X. An arrow from R,S ⊆ X ×X to R′, S′ ⊆ Y × Y is a pair of morphisms in Rel
above a common f : X → Y ; thus, it is a map f : X → Y such that f(R) ⊆ R′ and
f(S) ⊆ S′. Then relational composition can be presented as a functor
⊗ : Rel×Set Rel→ Rel
mapping relations R,S ⊆ X ×X to their composition.
The pullback Rel ×Set Rel above is, in fact, a product in the category Fib(Set)
of fibrations over Set. Indeed, Rel ×Set Rel → Set is again a fibration. In order to
treat not only relational composition but also, e.g., symmetric and reflexive closure,
we move to a more general setting of n-fold products. Consider for an arbitrary
fibration E → A its n-fold product in Fib(A) (see [Jac99, Lemma 1.7.4]), denoted
by E×nA → A and defined by pullback in Cat. We have
(E×
n
A)X = (EX)n and E0 = A .
Concretely, the objects in E×nA are n-tuples of objects in E belonging to the same
fibre, and an arrow from (R1, . . . , Rn) above X to (S1, . . . , Sn) above Y consists
1We assume that Cat contains large categories such as Set and Rel; see [Lan98] for various ways to
justify this at a foundational level.
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of a tuple of arrows (f1 : R1 → S1, . . . , fn : Rn → Sn) that sit above a common
f : X → Y .
Hereafter, we are interested in functors G : E×nA → E that are liftings of the













Given such a functor G, for each X in A we have functors GX : (EX)n → EX .
For the relation fibration Rel→ Set, we have three interesting instances of such
functors G:
• (n = 0): diag : Set→ Rel mapping a set X to the diagonal relation ∆X ;
• (n = 1): inv : E → E mapping a relation R to its converse Rop;
• (n = 2): ⊗ : E ×Set E → E mapping relations R,S to their composition R ◦ S.
Next, we provide a general condition on functors G : E×nA → E as above and on the
lifting B that guarantees GX to be Bδ-compatible.
Theorem 5.2.4. Let δ : X → BX be a coalgebra. Let G : E×nA → E be a lifting of the
identity functor on A such that there exists a natural transformation
γ : GBX ◦ (BX)n ⇒ BX ◦GX : (EX)n → EBX .
Then GX is Bδ-compatible.
Proof. The goal is to construct a natural transformation of the form
GX ◦ (δ∗ ◦BX)n ⇒ (δ∗ ◦BX) ◦GX .
First, observe that there is a natural transformation
θ : GX ◦ (δ∗)n ⇒ δ∗ ◦GBX : (EBX)n → EX .
by Lemma 3.3.4 (instantiated to B = Id and B = G), using that reindexing along
an A-morphism f in E×nA is (f∗)n, where f∗ is the reindexing functor in E . (To
see this, one can use the characterization of Cartesian morphisms in fibrations
obtained by change-of-base and composition, which are the basic operations used
to construct the fibration E×nA → A [Jac99, Lemma 1.7.4].)
The desired natural transformation is now obtained as follows:




δ∗ ◦GBX ◦ (BX)n
δ∗γ +3 δ∗ ◦BX ◦GX
The first equality follows from the definition of (−)n as the mediating arrow into
the product (EX)n.
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The use of the above theorem is that compatibility is reduced to checking the
existence of a natural transformation that does not mention the coalgebra under
consideration. We list several applications of the theorem for the fibration Rel →
Set. In this case, a natural transformation GBX ◦(BX)n ⇒ BX ◦GX exists precisely
if for all relations R1, . . . , Rn on the carrier X:
G(B(R1), . . . , B(Rn)) ⊆ BG(R1, . . . , Rn) .
Instantiating this, we obtain concrete compatibility results for functors Rel×
n
Set →
Rel, including relational composition.
Corollary 5.2.5. Suppose B : Rel → Rel is a lifting of B, and δ : X → BX a B-
coalgebra.
1. Let diag : Set → Rel be the functor mapping each set to the associated diagonal
relation. The functor diagX : 1→ RelX is Bδ-compatible if:
∆BX ⊆ B(∆X) . (5.1)
2. Let inv : Rel → Rel be the functor mapping each relation to its converse. The
functor invX : RelX → RelX is Bδ-compatible if for all relations R ⊆ X2:
(BR)op ⊆ B(Rop) . (5.2)
3. Let ⊗ : Rel ×Set Rel → Rel be the relational composition functor. The functor
⊗X : RelX × RelX → RelX is Bδ-compatible if for all R,S ⊆ X2:
B(R)⊗B(S) ⊆ B(R⊗ S) . (5.3)
Note that Bδ-compatibility of diagX simply means that ∆X ⊆ Bδ(∆X), i.e., the
diagonal is a Bδ-invariant.
If relational composition is Bδ-compatible, and F1, F2 : RelX → RelX are two
Bδ-compatible functors, then their pointwise composition
F1 • F2 = ⊗X ◦ 〈F1, F2〉
is Bδ-compatible. This way of combining compatible functors corresponds to the
operator • in Section 4.3 (4.2).
This operator • was used to prove the compatibility of transitive closure in the
more concrete setting of the previous chapter (Theorem 4.4.6). We follow the same
reasoning and define the transitive closure functor as follows:
tra =
∐
◦〈(−)•i〉i≥1 : RelX → RelX
where (−)•i : Rel→ Rel is defined inductively: (−)•1 = Id and (−)•n+1 = Id•(−)•n.
By Proposition 5.1.3, compatibility of • implies compatibility of tra.
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The above conditions (5.1) and (5.2) always hold for the canonical lifting B =
Rel(B); (5.3) holds for Rel(B) when B preserves weak pullbacks (Theorem 3.2.5).
Thus, we retrieve the bδ-compatibility of reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure
(and hence also the equivalence closure eq), as proved in Theorem 4.4.6, as a
special case of Corollary 5.2.5.
When Bδ has a final coalgebra with carrier Z, one can define a self closure
functor slf : RelX → RelX by
slfδ(R) = (cstZ • Id • cstZ)(R) = Z ⊗R⊗ Z
where cstZ : RelX → RelX is the constant-to-Z functor. By Proposition 5.1.3 and
the above, the functor slf is compatible whenever ⊗ is. If B is a Set functor and
B is instantiated to the canonical relation lifting, then Z is the bisimilarity relation
∼, so
slfδ(R) = ∼ ◦R ◦ ∼ = bisδ(R)
where bisδ is the bisimilarity closure, defined in Section 4.2.
5.2.3 Contextual closure
In this section, we study the compatibility of the contextual closure. To this end,
we assume an algebra α : TX → X for some functor T : A → A. Then contextual
closure is defined using the bifibrational structure of p, parameterized by a lifting





If T is a Set functor, then instantiating T to the canonical relation lifting Rel(T )
yields the usual contextual closure, denoted ctxα, as defined in Section 4.2.
However, taking different liftings of T yields different types of contextual clo-
sure, similar to the fact that taking different liftings of B to define Bδ yields dif-
ferent coinductive predicates. Indeed, in the next section we consider the left con-
textual closure for reasoning about divergence, and the monotone contextual closure
for weighted automata; both contextual closures differ from ctxα.
Given liftings of T and B, compatibility of the associated contextual closure
requires a λ-bialgebra, similar to the case of bisimulation up to context in The-
orem 4.4.7. Additionally, it is required that λ lifts to a natural transformation
between the lifted functors. All this is stated in Theorem 5.2.7 below; we require
the following basic result for its proof.
Lemma 5.2.6. Let p : E → A be a fibration, and F,G endofunctors on A with liftings
F and G respectively. Given a natural transformation λ : F ⇒ G above some λ : F ⇒
G, there exists for every object X in A a natural transformation
θ : FX ⇒ (λX)∗ ◦GX : EX → EFX
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Proof. For any R in EX we use the universal property of the Cartesian lifting


















Naturality is straightforward using the uniqueness of the factorisation and the def-
inition of the reindexing functor on morphisms.
Theorem 5.2.7. Suppose (X,α, δ) is a λ-bialgebra for some natural transformation
λ : TB ⇒ BT , and suppose there exists a natural transformation λ : T B ⇒ B T
sitting above λ. Then
∐
α ◦ T is Bδ-compatible.













































The pieces (natural transformations) are obtained as follows:




(b) λ is a lifting of λ, see Lemma 5.2.6.
(c) (X,α, δ) is a bialgebra, which implies that (Bα ◦ λX ◦ Tδ)∗ = (δ ◦ α)∗ and
thus there is a natural isomorphism
(Tδ)∗ ◦ λ∗X ◦ (Bα)∗ ∼= α∗ ◦ δ∗ . (5.4)
The desired natural transformation (b) is defined from (5.4):∐
α ◦ (Tδ)∗ +3
∐
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(d) This is an instance of Lemma 3.3.4, using that T is a lifting of T .
(e) This is an instance of Lemma 3.3.4, using that B is a lifting of B.
The canonical relation lifting Rel(−) of a Set functor preserves natural transfor-
mations [Jac12, Exercise 4.4.6]. Therefore, if T and B are instantiated to Rel(T )
and Rel(B) respectively, then the condition that there exists a λ above λ is satisfied.
Thus we obtain the bδ-compatibility of the contextual closure (Theorem 4.4.7) as
a special case of Theorem 5.2.7.
In order to apply Theorem 5.2.7 for situations when either T or B is not the
canonical relation lifting, one has to exhibit a λ sitting above λ. In Rel, such a λ
exists if and only if for all relations R ⊆ X2, the restriction of λX × λX to T BR
corestricts to B TR:
(λX × λX)(T B(R)) ⊆ B T (R) .
A similar condition has to be checked for Pred → Set. In Section 5.3 we consider
several examples for which we check the above condition.
Abstract GSOS
Recall from Section 3.5.2 that an abstract GSOS specification is a natural transfor-
mation of the form ρ : Σ(B×Id)⇒ BΣ∗, where Σ∗ is the free monad for Σ: A → A
(the (−)∗ notation is used both to denote reindexing functors of morphisms in A
and to denote free monads of endofunctors, but the distinction should be clear).
Any such specification induces a distributive law ρ† : Σ∗(B × Id)⇒ (B × Id)Σ∗.
To prove compatibility of the contextual closure for bialgebras for a distributive
law ρ† generated from an abstract GSOS specification, one could exhibit a natural
transformation ρ† : Σ∗(B × Id) ⇒ (B × Id)Σ∗ above ρ† directly, and then apply
Theorem 5.2.7. We next show how to simplify such a task by proving that, under
mild additional conditions, it suffices to show that there exists ρ : Σ(B×Id)⇒ B Σ∗
above ρ. The lifting of Σ∗ here is induced by the given lifting of Σ; the functor Id
lifts the identity (it does not need to be the identity itself), and will be subject to a
condition involving Σ.
The construction of ρ† from ρ is similar to the construction of ρ† from ρ. In
order to show that it is a lifting, we need some properties relating algebras in the
total category E to those in the base category A.
Lemma 5.2.8. Consider a lifting Σ of an A-endofunctor Σ and assume Σ has free
algebras.
1. The functor p : E → A has a right adjoint 1 : A → E , and this adjunction lifts
















2. The functor p preserves initial algebras.
3. When P ∈ EX for some X in A, the functor p maps the free Σ-algebra for P to
the free Σ-algebra for X.
4. The free monad Σ
∗
over Σ exists and is a lifting of the free monad Σ∗ over Σ.
Proof. 1. By assumption, the fibration considered here has fibred finite products,
so one can define 1(X) as the terminal object 1X in EX , and 1(f : X → Y )
as the Cartesian lifting f1Y : (1Y )
∗ → 1Y which is well-defined since the p
preserves terminal objects by assumption; thus (1Y )∗ = 1X .
The functor p maps an algebra α : ΣP → P to p(α) : p(Σ(P )) → p(P ) which
is indeed a Σ-algebra since Σ lifts Σ, i.e., Σp(P ) = p(Σ(P )). The existence of
a right adjoint 1 to p is a consequence of [HJ98, Theorem 2.14].
2. Since p is a left adjoint, it preserves initial objects.
3. This follows from item 2 applied to the lifting Σ + P of Σ +X.
4. This is a consequence of item 3.
Lemma 5.2.8 allows us to prove the desired result on lifting distributive laws
induced by GSOS specifications. Rather than assuming that Id is itself the identity
(so that the lifted natural transformation is itself an abstract GSOS specification),
we assume that Id is a lifting that comes together with a natural transformation
γ : Σ Id ⇒ Id Σ. We shall apply this result in Section 5.4.1, involving the relation
fibration, where Id maps any relation R ⊆ X ×X to the diagonal ∆X .
Theorem 5.2.9. Suppose:
• Σ is a lifting of an A-endofunctor Σ;
• Σ has free algebras;
• Id is a lifting of the identity functor;
• there is a natural transformation γ : Σ Id⇒ Id Σ that sits above the identity;
• there is a natural transformation ρ : Σ(B × Id)⇒ BΣ∗ above ρ : Σ(B × Id)⇒
BΣ∗, where Σ
∗
is the lifting of Σ∗ induced by Σ as in Lemma 5.2.8.
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Then there is a natural transformation ρ† : Σ
∗
(B × Id)⇒ (B × Id)Σ∗ that sits above
ρ†.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to construct ρ† from the given natural transformation
ρ, by initiality, similar to the construction of a distributive law from a GSOS law (in
this case, ρ is not a GSOS law in general since Id does not need to be the identity
functor in E). Using Lemma 5.2.8 we can then show that this resulting distributive
law (between functors) sits above ρ†.
For an object X in A, we know that Σ∗X is the free Σ-algebra on X. Let
[κX , ηX ] : ΣΣ
∗X +X → Σ∗X
denote the initial Σ +X-algebra. Similarly, let
[κP , ηP ] : Σ Σ
∗
P + P → Σ∗P
denote the initial Σ + P -algebra, where P is in EX . By Lemma 5.2.8 we know that
[κP , ηP ] is above [κX , ηX ].
For P ∈ EX the map ρ†P is defined similarly to the construction of ρ
†
X from ρX
(see (3.15) in Section 3.5.2); the difference is that it involves the natural transfor-


































By Lemma 5.2.8, and using that γ sits above the identity, we have that the Σ +
(B× Id)P -algebras in the above diagram (5.5) sit above the Σ+(B× Id)X-algebras
defining ρ†X from ρX . By uniqueness of ρ
†
X it follows that ρ
†
P sits above ρ
†
X .
For a ρ-model (X,α, δ), the existence of ρ† above ρ ensures, via the above re-
sult and Theorem 5.2.7, compatibility of the contextual closure on the bialgebra
(X, α̂, 〈δ, id〉) corresponding to the ρ-model. More precisely, it shows that
∐
α̂ ◦Σ∗X
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is (B × Id)〈δ,id〉-compatible. In the remainder of this section, we address two tech-
nical issues regarding this result, which arise due to the fact that we present dis-
tributive laws by abstract GSOS specifications.
First, the above results provide compatibility for a contextual closure defined
based on the free monad Σ
∗
rather than the lifted functor Σ itself, which is the one
supplied in concrete examples. However, it turns out that the contextual closure
defined by Σ is, in fibrations whose fibres are preorders, below the one defined by
Σ
∗
(shown below in Lemma 5.2.10), so if the latter is compatible, the former is
sound. Moreover, if the lifting Σ is given by a modality, then the lifting Σ
∗
is given
in terms of the inductive extension of this modality (Lemma 5.2.11).
Second, B× Id〈δ,id〉-compatibility is not exactly Bδ-compatibility (the same phe-
nomenon was discussed at a more concrete level at the end of Section 4.4.2). How-
ever, under some assumptions, any Bδ-invariant is also a (B × Id)〈δ,id〉-invariant
(shown below in Lemma 5.2.12).
Lemma 5.2.10. Let Σ,Σ, Σ
∗
and Σ∗ be as in Lemma 5.2.8. Given an algebra
α : ΣA → A with induced algebra α̂ : Σ∗A → A for the monad Σ∗, there exists a







Proof. Let η : Id ⇒ Σ∗ and κ : ΣΣ∗ ⇒ Σ∗ be the canonical natural transformations
defined by initiality; composing them yields a natural transformation ι : Σ ⇒ Σ∗.
Similarly, we can construct a natural transformation ι : Σ⇒ Σ∗ sitting above ι.


















(a) Since ι sits above ι, by Lemma 5.2.6 there is a natural transformation θ : Σ⇒
ι∗X ◦ Σ
∗





◦ ι∗X ◦ Σ
∗
=⇒ Σ∗















Lemma 5.2.11. Suppose Σ: Pred → Pred is a lifting of Σ: Set → Set, given by a
modality n : Σ2 → 2 (see the end of Section 5.2.1), and suppose Σ has free algebras.
Then the lifting Σ∗ of the free monad Σ∗ (Lemma 5.2.8) is given by the modality
n̂ : Σ∗2→ 2.
Proof. The lifting Σ∗ of the free monad is itself a free monad Σ
∗
, for Σ (see
Lemma 5.2.8). We need to show that, for any p : X → 2: Σ∗p = n̂ ◦ Σ∗p.
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First, observe that Σ
∗
p is the initial Σ + p-algebra. By Lemma 5.2.8 it sits above
the initial Σ + X-algebra [κX , ηX ] : ΣΣX∗ + X → Σ∗X. Let q : Σ∗X → 2 be the
carrier of the initial Σ + p-algebra; then by definition of Σ and morphisms in Pred
it makes the following diagram commute laxly:
ΣΣ∗X +X











Since the initial algebra is an isomorphism, this is actually strict commutativity.










But this is the unique Σ-algebra morphism from the initial algebra, so if we can
prove that filling in n̂ ◦ Σ∗p for q makes the above diagram commute, then we are
















The left-hand square commutes by naturality of κ and the definition of Σ∗ on mor-
phisms, the right-hand square commutes by definition of n̂.
Lemma 5.2.12. SupposeG is an E-endofunctor such that there exists a natural trans-
formation η : Id ⇒ Id ◦ G that sits above the identity. If R is a Bδ-invariant up to G
then it is a (B × Id)〈δ,id〉-invariant up to G.
Proof. Given R → δ∗BGR and the natural transformation η we construct a mor-
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The morphism h sits above 〈δ, id〉 (using that η sits above the identity). Thus we












〈δ, id〉∗((B × Id)(GR))
〈̃δ,id〉(B×Id)(GR)
// (B × Id)(GR)
X
〈δ,id〉 // BX ×X
If A = Rel or A = Pred, then the existence of η means that R ⊆ Id ◦ G(R). A
special case is when Id is itself the identity andG is pointed; this holds, for instance,
if G is the (canonical) contextual closure of a monad with respect to an algebra for
that monad, see the end of Section 4.4.2.
5.3 Examples
We give examples of up-to techniques for several coinductive predicates, and prove
their soundness by instantiating the results of Section 5.2.
5.3.1 Weighted language inclusion
Consider the Set functor BX = S × XA, where S is a semiring. Recall that a
B-coalgebra is a Moore automaton with output in S, and that the final semantics
assigns to every state a weighted language, i.e., a function in SA∗ (Example 3.1.1).
Suppose S carries a partial order ≤. This can be extended pointwise to an order
on weighted languages. For instance, if S is a two-element set of truth values then
this order corresponds to plain language inclusion.
To obtain such a notion of inclusion as a coinductive predicate on any B-
coalgebra, we define a lifting B : Rel → Rel of B that maps a relation R on X
to a relation on S×XA:
B(R) = {((p, ϕ), (q, ψ)) | p ≤ q and ∀a ∈ A. (ϕ(a), ψ(a)) ∈ R} . (5.6)
Given a coalgebra 〈o, t〉 : X → S ×XA, a relation R ⊆ X ×X is a B〈o,t〉-invariant
iff for every pair (x, y) ∈ R: o(x) ≤ o(y) and for all a ∈ A: (t(x), t(y)) ∈ R.
Notice that this generalizes simulation of deterministic automata (Definition 2.4.1,
Example 3.1.2). The coinductive predicate defined by B〈o,t〉, that is, the carrier of
the final B〈o,t〉-coalgebra, is the largest B〈o,t〉-invariant. We call it inclusion, and
denote it by -. Thus, to prove that x - y it suffices to construct a B〈o,t〉-invariant
that contains (x, y).
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Let 〈o, t〉 : X → S× (MX)A be a weighted automaton (Example 3.1.1). Deter-
minizing it yields a Moore automaton 〈o], t]〉 : MX → S× (MX)A, where the final
semantics of a state x (viewed as a linear combination) is precisely the weighted
language accepted by x on the original automaton (Example 3.5.2). Indeed, given
states x and y, we have x - y if the weighted language accepted by x is (pointwise)
less than the language accepted by y, and proving x - y amounts to exhibiting a
B〈o],t]〉-invariant that contains (x, y).
As an example, consider the following weighted automaton, where S = R+ is









Since the alphabet is a singleton, the language semantics assigns a sequence (of
zeros and ones) to each state. To show that the semantics of x is pointwise less
than that of y (i.e., the sequence generated by x is increasing) one can establish
an invariant on the states of the determinized B-coalgebra associated to the above
weighted automaton, as follows:



















where the solid arrows are transitions, and the dashed lines represent the relation.
It is straightforward to see that this requires an infinite relation.
Now consider the finite relation R = {(x, y), (y, x+y)}. This is not an invariant,
since x + y is not related to x + 2y. However, x + 2y is obtained from x + y by
substituting x for y and y for x + y, which means that (x + y, x + 2y) is in the
contextual closure ctx(R) as defined in Section 4.2, and thus R is an invariant
up to ctx. Below, we define ctx properly and show that it is compatible. As a
consequence, the relation R suffices to prove that x - y.
Consider a determinized weighted automaton (MX, 〈o], t]〉). The associated
contextual closure ctx is formally defined by ctx =
∐
µX
◦ Rel(M), where µX is
the multiplication of the monadM (Example 3.4.1). The canonical relation lifting







| ∀i. (xi, yi) ∈ R
}
.
To prove that ctx isBδ-compatible, recall that (MX,µX , 〈o], t]〉) is a λ-bialgebra
for some λ (Chapter 3). Compatibility follows from Theorem 5.2.7, if we show
that there is a natural transformation λ : Rel(M)B ⇒ BRel(M) sitting above λ.
Concretely, this amounts to proving that
(λX × λX)(Rel(M)(B(R))) ⊆ B(Rel(M)(R)) (5.8)
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| ∀i. pi ≤ qi and ∀a. (ϕi(a), ψi(a)) ∈ R
}
Applying λX × λX yields a relation on BMX:{((∑










| ∀i. pi ≤ qi and ∀a. (ϕi(a), ψi(a)) ∈ R
}











| p ≤ q and ∀a.∀i. (xa,i, ya,i) ∈ R
}
It follows that the inclusion (5.8) holds whenever
∑
ri · pi ≤
∑
ri · qi given that
pi ≤ qi for all i. This is the case when for all n1,m1, n2,m2 ∈ S such that n1 ≤ n2
and m1 ≤ m2, we have
(a) n1 +m1 ≤ n2 +m2, and
(b) n1 ·m1 ≤ n1 ·m2.
These two conditions are satisfied, for instance, in the Boolean semiring or in R+.
Thus, in these cases, the construction of invariants up to ctx is a sound proof tech-
nique for inclusion.
The above argument can possibly be reformulated by using the category Pos
of posets and monotone functions as a base category rather than Set, since the
conditions (a) and (b) assert that addition and multiplication are monotone. We
leave this for future work.
Monotone contextual closure
Condition (b) fails for the semiring R of (all) real numbers. Nevertheless, our
framework allows us to prove compatibility for a different up-to technique, based
on a variant of contextual closure. The monotone contextual closure is obtained as
the composition
∐
µ ◦M involving the non-canonical lifting of the functorM (for







| ∀i. ri ≥ 0 ⇒ (xi, yi) ∈ R
ri < 0 ⇒ (yi, xi) ∈ R
}
The rule-based inductive characterization of the monotone contextual closure dif-
fers from the standard contextual closure (presented in Example 4.2.5) in the rule
for scalar multiplication, which now splits into two rules:
v ctx(R) w r ≥ 0
r · v ctx(R) r · w
v ctx(R) w r < 0
r · w ctx(R) r · v
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To prove that this is compatible, we prove the inclusion






| ∀i. ri ≥ 0 ⇒ pi ≤ qi and ∀a.ϕi(a) R ψi(a))
ri < 0 ⇒ qi ≤ pi and ∀a.ψi(a) R ϕi(a))
}
Then (λX × λX)(M(B(R))) is:{((∑










| ∀i. ri ≥ 0⇒ pi ≤ qi and ∀a.(ϕi(a), ψi(a)) ∈ R













| p ≤ q;∀a.∀i. ra,i ≥ 0⇒ (xa,i, ya,i) ∈ R
ra,i < 0⇒ (ya,i, xa,i) ∈ R
}
The desired inclusion (5.9) holds, since ri · pi ≤ ri · qi for all i. The reason is that
pi ≤ qi when ri ≥ 0, whereas qi ≤ pi if ri < 0.
Reflexive and transitive closure
Contextual closure can be combined with reflexive, transitive and symmetric clo-
sure to obtain the congruence closure (see Section 4.2), which is a useful technique
for bisimulation up-to. For the lifting B of B (5.6) (with BX = S × XA), we
can not expect symmetric closure to be compatible, but we can nevertheless prove
compatibility of reflexive and transitive closure.
By reflexivity of ≤ it follows that ∆BX ⊆ B(∆X), and thus by Corollary 5.2.5
the functor diagX : 1 → Rel is Bδ-compatible, i.e., ∆X is a Bδ-invariant (this
amounts to the elementary fact that the diagonal on any Moore automaton is a
simulation). By Proposition 5.1.3 this implies that the endofunctor on RelX that
maps any relation to ∆X isBδ-compatible. For the transitive closure, by transitivity
of ≤ it follows that B(R) ⊗ B(S) ⊆ B(R ⊗ S), where ⊗ is relational composition.
Again by Corollary 5.2.5 we obtain Bδ-compatibility of ⊗X , and thus also of the
transitive closure.
5.3.2 Divergence of processes
Consider the functor BX = (PωX)A, where A is a set of labels that contains a
distinguished τ ∈ A. Let B : Pred → Pred be the predicate lifting for divergence
(Example 3.2.6), and recall that a process diverges if it has an infinite outgoing
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path labelled by τ -actions. In this section, we establish compatibility of the be-
havioural equivalence closure, and of a variant of the contextual closure.
As a motivating example, consider the processes p and q given by
p
a−→ p|p q a−→ q
where the parallel composition | is defined as usual (Example 3.5.4). To prove that
the process p|q diverges, one can establish an invariant containing p|q. But this
invariant should then contain all states occurring on the infinite path
p|q τ−→ (p|p)|q τ−→ . . .
and thus it needs to contain infinitely many states.
Instead, an informal proof might go as follows: p|q makes a τ -step to the process
(p|p)|q. But (p|p)|q is bisimilar to (p|q)|p, and now we would like to conclude
that this suffices, since we have already inspected p|q. Formally, this argument
corresponds to establishing an invariant up to the composition of the behavioural
equivalence closure and a particular type of contextual closure.
More precisely, recall from Section 5.2.1 that the functor bhv closes a given
predicate under behaviourally equivalent (i.e., bisimilar) states. Further, we define
the left contextual closure as
ctxl(P ⊆ X) = {(p|x) | p ∈ P, x ∈ X} .
Then P = {p|q} is a Bδ-invariant up to bhv ◦ ctxl (where δ is the model). To
conclude from this argument that p|q diverges, we need to prove the soundness of
bhv ◦ ctxl. We do this by proving the compatibility of bhv and ctxl separately.
Observe that the lifting B is determined by a modality m : (Pω2)A → 2 (as in
the end of Section 5.2.1). This modality is defined by: m(f) = 1 iff 1 ∈ f(τ). It
induces a monotone predicate lifting, so by Corollary 5.2.2, bhv is Bδ-compatible
on any B-coalgebra δ.
For the contextual closure, we use a functor ΣX = X × X to syntactically
represent the composition operator. Let ρ : Σ(B × Id) → BΣ∗ be the GSOS speci-
fication giving its semantics, and ρ∗ the induced distributive law (Example 3.5.4).
We define the left contextual closure of a Σ-algebra α as the composite functor
ctxl =
∐
α ◦ Σ. The lifting Σ is given by the modality n : Σ2 → 2, defined by
n(b, c) = b.
Using Theorem 5.2.9, we prove the compatibility of the (left) contextual closure∐
α̂ ◦Σ
∗
, involving the free monad for Σ (by Lemma 5.2.10, ctxl is contained in this
contextual closure). The main step is to show that there exists ρ : Σ(B×Id)⇒ B Σ∗
that sits above ρ (notice that we use the identity functor on the total category Pred
as the lifting of the identity functor on Set).
The existence of ρ above ρ amounts to the inclusion
ρ(Σ(B × Id)) ⊆ B Σ∗ (5.10)
which can be proved by hand, based on a careful analysis of ρ and the liftings.
However, in the present situation, where both B and Σ are given by modalities (m
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and n respectively), this condition can be proved in a neater way. Using the defi-
nition of the liftings B and Σ in terms of modalities, the inclusion (5.10) amounts
to (lax) commutativity of the outside of the following diagram, for any predicate






















(The lifting Σ∗ is given by n̂; this is Lemma 5.2.11.) The upper square commutes by
naturality, which means that lax commutativity of the lower square suffices. To see
that this requirement is satisfied, let f, g ∈ B2 = (P2)A. If 1 ∈ f(τ) (which is the
only situation where n◦Σm◦Σπ1((f, x), (g, y)) = 1) then 1|y ∈ ρ2((f, x), (g, y))(τ),
which implies that m ◦Bn ◦ ρ2((f, x), (g, y)) = 1 holds, as required.
More interestingly, the property that ρ lifts reduces to checking an inclusion
that only involves finite sets (given that the set of labels is finite). This suggest
that in general, if B and Σ both preserve finite sets and the liftings are presented
by modalities, then this property is decidable. We leave a general investigation for
future work.
5.4 Compositional predicates
In this section, we describe a way of defining functor liftings by composing simpler
liftings, using a generalization of relational composition. We show that proving
compatibility of the contextual closure for such a composite lifting reduces to prov-
ing compatibility for its constituents. We instantiate this to relational composition
in the fibration Rel → Set, and apply it to derive sound up-to techniques for the
notion of similarity, studied in [HJ04].
Assume a fibration p : E → A and a functor ⊗ : E×AE → E that lifts the identity
functor (see Section 5.2.2). Suppose we have two liftings B1, B2 : E → E of the
same functor B : A → A. One can then define a composite lifting
B1 ⊗B2 = ⊗ ◦ 〈B1, B2〉 . (5.11)
Notice that B1 ⊗ B2 is a lifting of B. This follows from the fact that 〈B1, B2〉 lifts
B and that ⊗ lifts the identity functor.
Let T : E → E be a lifting of a functor T : A → A. To obtain the compatibility
of the contextual closure for a composite lifting B1⊗B2 using Theorem 5.2.7, one
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needs to prove that a distributive law λ : TB ⇒ BT under consideration lifts to
a distributive law of T over B1 ⊗ B2. As a consequence of Theorem 5.4.1 below,
it suffices to show that there are distributive laws for the two liftings B1 and B2
separately, both sitting above λ.
This additionally requires a natural transformation γ : T⊗ ⇒ ⊗T 2. Here
T
2
: E ×A E → E ×A E ,
defined by the universal property of the pullback E ×A E , is simply the restriction
of the functor T
2
: E × E → E × E . If T is the canonical relation lifting Rel(T ) and
⊗ is relational composition, then the existence of γ in the theorem amounts to the
inclusion Rel(T )(R⊗ S) ⊆ Rel(T )(R)⊗ Rel(T )(S), which holds for any Set functor
T (Lemma 3.2.4).
Theorem 5.4.1. Suppose we have
1. a lifting T of T ;
2. a natural transformation γ : T⊗ ⇒ ⊗T 2 above id : T ⇒ T ;
3. two liftings B1 and B2 of B;
4. two natural transformations λ1 : T B1 ⇒ B1T and λ2 : T B2 ⇒ B2T sitting
above the same λ : TB ⇒ BT .
Then there exists λ : T (B1 ⊗B2)⇒ (B1 ⊗B2)T above λ.
Proof. Define λ on a component P in E as follows:
T (B1P ⊗B2P )
γ〈B1,B2〉P // (T B1P )⊗ (T B2P )
(λ1)P⊗(λ2)P // B1TP ⊗B2 TP
Notice that ((λ1)P , (λ2)P ) is indeed a morphism in E×AE since λ1 and λ2 sit above
a common λ. Naturality of λ follows from naturality of λ1, λ2 and γ. Finally, λ sits
above λ since γ sits above id : T ⇒ T and ⊗ is a lifting of the identity functor.
5.4.1 Simulation up-to
We recall simulations for coalgebras as introduced in [HJ04]. An ordered functor
is a pair (B,v) consisting of a functor B : Set → Set with a factorization through
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Such an ordered functor gives rise to a constant relation lifting v of B defined by
v(R ⊆ X ×X) = vBX . Then the lax relation lifting Rel(B)v is defined composi-
tionally by
Rel(B)v = v⊗ Rel(B)⊗v
where ⊗ : E ×A E → E is the relational composition functor (using the notation
of (5.11) above).
Let δ : X → BX be a B-coalgebra. A Rel(B)vδ -invariant, where Rel(B)
v
δ abbre-
viates δ∗ ◦ Rel(B)vX , is called a simulation. The coinductive predicate defined by
Rel(B)vδ is called similarity.
Example 5.4.2. We list a few examples of ordered functors and their associated
notion of simulations, and refer to [HJ04] for many more.
1. Let S be a semiring equipped with a partial order ≤. The functor BX =
S × XA is ordered, with vBX defined as (p, ϕ) vBX (q, ψ) iff p ≤ q and
ϕ = ψ. Then Rel(B)v coincides with the lifting B defined in Section 5.3.1.
2. The functor BX = (PωX)A is ordered by pointwise subset inclusion. In this
case, a simulation is the standard notion on transition systems: a relation
R ⊆ X × X such that for all (x, y) ∈ R: if x a−→ x′ then there exists y′ such
that y a−→ y′ and (x′, y′) ∈ R. Given a transition system, similarity is the
greatest simulation.
An ordered functor B is called stable if (Rel(B)v, B) is a fibration map [HJ04].
Since polynomial functors, as well as the one for LTSs, are stable [HJ04], the
following results hold for the coalgebras in Example 5.4.2.
Proposition 5.4.3. If B is a stable ordered functor, then the behavioural equiva-
lence closure bhv, the self closure slf and the transitive closure tra (all defined in
Section 5.2.2) are Rel(B)vδ -compatible.
Proof. Compatibility of bhv comes from Theorem 5.2.1, which only requires that
(Rel(B)v, B) is a fibration map. Compatibility of slf and tra comes from Corol-
lary 5.2.5: as shown in [HJ04, Lemma 5.3], stable functors satisfy condition (5.3),
i.e., for all relations R,S ⊆ X2: Rel(B)v(R)⊗ Rel(B)v(S) ⊆ Rel(B)v(R⊗ S).
If BX = (PωX)A then bhv maps a relation R to ∼ ◦ R ◦ ∼ where ∼ is bisimi-
larity, whereas slf maps R to . ◦ R ◦ ., where . is similarity.
We proceed to consider the compatibility of the contextual closure, for which we
assume an abstract GSOS specification ρ : Σ(B×Id) ⇒ BΣ∗. Such a specification
ρ is monotone if, for any X, the restriction of ρX × ρX to Rel(Σ)(vBX × ∆X)
corestricts to vBΣ∗X . If Σ is a polynomial functor representing a signature, then
this means that for any operator σ (of arity n) we have
b1 vBX c1 . . . bn vBX cn
ρX(σ(b,x)) vBΣ∗X ρX(σ(c,x))
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where b,x = (b1, x1), . . . , (bn, xn) with xi ∈ X and similarly for c,x. If v is the
order on the functor for LTSs, then monotonicity corresponds to the positive GSOS
format [FS10], which is GSOS without negative premises. Monotonicity turns out
to be precisely the condition needed to apply Theorem 5.2.9.
Proposition 5.4.4. Let ρ : Σ(B × Id) ⇒ BΣ∗ be a monotone abstract GSOS specifi-
cation and (X,α, 〈δ, id〉) be a ρ†-bialgebra. Then ctx =
∐
α ◦ Rel(Σ∗) is (Rel(B)v ×
Id)〈δ,id〉-compatible.
Proof. To obtain the desired compatibility from Theorem 5.2.7, we need to prove
that there exists a distributive law ρ† of Rel(Σ∗) over Rel(B)v× Id, sitting above ρ†.
First, observe that the lifting Rel(B)v × Id of B × Id decomposes as
(v× Id)⊗ (Rel(B)× Id)⊗ (v× Id)
where Id is the constant functor mapping R ⊆ X × X to ∆X . Notice that Id is a
lifting of the identity functor (but it is not the identity functor itself).
By Theorem 5.4.1, proving the existence of ρ† above ρ† reduces to proving that
there exist two natural transformations
1. ρ†1 : Rel(Σ
∗)(Rel(B)× Id)⇒ (Rel(B)× Id)Rel(Σ∗), and
2. ρ†2 : Rel(Σ
∗)(v× Id)⇒ (v× Id)Rel(Σ∗),
both sitting above ρ†. (Notice that since the functor T of the theorem is a canonical
relation lifting, the required γ exists.)
For item 1, observe that the required natural transformation exists since both
functor liftings are canonical; see Section 5.2.3 (below Theorem 5.2.7).
For item 2, the task reduces by Theorem 5.2.9 to showing that there is
ρ : Rel(Σ)(v× Id)⇒ v ◦ Rel(Σ∗)
above ρ. But this is precisely monotonicity, as introduced above. Further, The-
orem 5.2.9 requires that there exists a natural transformation γ : Rel(Σ) ◦ Id ⇒
Id ◦ Rel(Σ). Since Id is the functor mapping any relation to the diagonal over its
carrier, γ exists if Rel(Σ)(∆X) ⊆ ∆ΣX , which holds for any Σ (Lemma 3.2.4). Thus,
as a consequence of Theorem 5.2.9, we obtain the desired natural transformation.
The existence of ρ†1 and ρ†2 ensures, by Theorem 5.4.1 and Theorem 5.2.7,
that ctx is (Rel(B)v × Id)〈δ,id〉-compatible.
A direct consequence of this result is that simulation up-to is compatible on any
model of a positive GSOS specification.
Further, Theorem 2.4.6 states that simulation up-to (precongruence) for lan-
guages is sound whenever the operations under consideration are given by mono-
tone behavioural differential equations. But any such operation can also be ex-
pressed in monotone GSOS for the ordered functor BX = 2 × XA (see Exam-
ple 5.4.2). Thus, we obtain the compatibility of the contextual closure by Proposi-
tion 5.4.4, and since the reflexive and transitive closure are compatible as well
(Section 5.3.1), composing them together yields an alternative proof of Theo-
rem 2.4.6.
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5.5 Discussion and related work
We showed how up-to techniques fit into the setting of coinduction in a fibration,
yielding a general and modular theory of coinduction up-to. This goes beyond the
previous chapter in several ways: first, it allows other predicates than bisimilarity,
including other binary predicates but also, e.g., unary predicates. Second, it can be
instantiated to different base categories (in [BPPR14] an example of this is given
by up-to-congruence for nominal automata).
Bisimulation up-to at the level of coalgebras was studied by Lenisa [Len99,
LPW00]. The up-to-context technique for coalgebraic bisimulation was later de-
rived as a special case of so-called λ-coinduction [Bar04]. Combining up-to tech-
niques remained an open problem. In [Luo06], Sangiorgi’s framework of up-to
techniques [San98] is adapted to prove soundness of several up-to techniques for
bisimulation, based on relation lifting and thus strongly related to the develop-
ment in Chapter 4, but combinations of enhancements are not considered there.
Finally [ZLL+10] introduces bisimulation up-to where the notion of bisimulation is
based on a specification language for polynomial functors. All of the above works
focus on bisimulation, rather than general coinductive predicates.
We conclude with a short, technical summary of the main soundness results
of this chapter. The up-to techniques and soundness results are all formulated in
terms of a bifibration p : E → A, a coalgebra δ : X → BX for a functor B : A → A
(that models the system of interest) and a lifting B : E → E of A (that determines
the coinductive predicate of interest). By proving a functor G to be Bδ-compatible,
the construction of invariants up toG is a sound proof technique for the coinductive
predicate determined by the lifting B on the coalgebra δ. The table below lists
the main compatibility results, based on conditions on the functors involved. For
ctxα, we assume an algebra α : TX → X for a functor T with a lifting T , and a
distributive law of the functor T over the functor B.
Name Notation Condition Bδ-compatibility
Behavioural equivalence bhvδ (B,B) is a fibration map
Contextual closure ctxα
(X,α, δ) is a λ-bialgebra, and there is a
distributive law of T over B above λ
If p : Rel → Set is the relation fibration, then we have the following additional
results.
Name Notation Condition Bδ-compatibility
Diagonal functor diag ∆BX ⊆ B(∆X)
Inverse functor inv (BR)op ⊆ B(Rop) for all R ⊆ X2
Relational comp. ⊗ B(R)⊗B(S) ⊆ B(R⊗ S) for all R,S ⊆ X2
Self closure slfδ ⊗ is Bδ-compatible
Transitive closure tra ⊗ is Bδ-compatible
Equivalence closure eq diag, inv and ⊗ are Bδ-compatible
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While the techniques introduced in this chapter are very general, they are also
quite technical and require significant background knowledge to be understood. It
would be a worthwile effort to develop natural specification techniques for coin-
ductive predicates, in which compatibility can be established easily, or even auto-
matically. In this chapter we have suggested one approach in this direction: the use
of modalities to specify coinductive predicates, so that, under suitable assumptions,
the required condition for compatibility of the contextual closure is a decidable




In this chapter, we focus on structural operational semantics, in the setting of ab-
stract GSOS specifications as introduced by Turi and Plotkin. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.5 and the introduction, their approach provides a general perspective on
well-behaved, compositional calculi and languages, parametric in the type of be-
haviour and the type of syntax. Moreover, in the previous chapters we have seen
that bisimulation up to context is a sound (even compatible) proof technique on
models of abstract GSOS specifications.
Given a GSOS specification, the behaviour of terms is computed inductively,
which is possible since each operator is defined directly in terms of the behaviour






This rule properly defines the replication operator in CCS1: intuitively, !x represents
x|x|x| . . ., i.e., the infinite parallel composition of x with itself. In fact, the above
rule can be seen as assigning the behaviour of the term !x|x to the simpler term !x,
therefore we call it an assignment rule.
We show how to interpret assignment rules together with abstract GSOS specifi-
cations. Our approach is based on the assumption that the functor which represents
the type of coalgebra is ordered as a complete lattice; for example, for the functor
(P−)A of labelled transition systems this order is simply pointwise set inclusion.
The operational model on closed terms is then defined as the least model such that
every transition can either can be derived from a rule in the specification or from




is problematic in the presence of the sum operator, since it does not
allow to derive τ -transitions from a process such as !(a.P + a.Q) [PS12, SW01].
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an assignment rule. To ensure the existence of such least models, we disallow neg-
ative premises by using monotone abstract GSOS specifications, a generalization of
the positive GSOS format for transition systems (see Section 5.4.1).
The main result of this chapter is that the interpretation of a monotone abstract
GSOS specification together with a set of assignment rules is itself the operational
model of another (typically larger) abstract GSOS specification. Like the inter-
pretation of a GSOS specification with assignment rules, we construct this latter
specification by fixed point induction. As a direct consequence of this alternative
representation of the interpretation, we obtain that bisimilarity is a congruence and
that bisimulation up to context is sound and even compatible—properties that do
not follow from bisimilarity being a congruence [PS12]. As an example, we obtain
the compatibility of bisimulation up to context for CCS with replication, which was
shown earlier with an ad-hoc argument (see, e.g., [PS12]).
In the second part of this chapter, we combine structural congruences with the
bialgebraic framework, using assignment rules. Structural congruences have been
widely used in concurrency theory ever since their introduction in the operational
semantics of the π-calculus in [Mil92]. The basic idea is that SOS specifications are
extended with equations ≡ on terms, which are then linked by a special deduction
rule:
t ≡ u u a−→ u′ u′ ≡ v
t
a−→ v
This rule essentially states that if two processes are equated by the congruence
generated by the set of equations, then they can perform the same transitions.
Prototypical examples are the specification of the parallel operator by combining a
single rule with commutativity, and the specification of the replication operator by




x|y = y|x !x = !x|x (6.2)
Even though structural congruences are standard in concurrency theory, a system-
atic study of their properties was missing until the work of Mousavi and Reniers,
who show how to interpret SOS rules with structural congruences in various equiv-
alent ways [MR05]. Mousavi and Reniers exhibit very simple examples of equa-
tions and SOS rules for which bisimilarity is not a congruence, even when the SOS
rules are in the tyft (or the GSOS) format. As a solution to this problem they in-
troduce a restricted format for equations, called cfsc, for which bisimilarity is a
congruence when combined with tyft specifications.
In the current chapter, we show how to interpret structural congruences at the
general level of coalgebras, in terms of an operational model on closed terms. We
prove that when the equations are in the cfsc format then they can be encoded by
assignment rules, in such a way that their respective interpretations coincide up
to bisimilarity. Consequently, not only is bisimilarity a congruence for monotone
abstract GSOS combined with cfsc equations, but we also obtain the compatibil-
ity of bisimulation up to context and bisimilarity. From a technical point of view,
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structural congruences have not been developed outside the work of Mousavi and
Reniers, and have not at all been explored in the theory of bialgebraic seman-
tics [Bar04, Kli07]. Here, we develop the basic theory of monotone abstract GSOS
specifications for ordered functors, and use it to obtain a bialgebraic perspective
on structural congruences (assuming an ordered behaviour functor).
Outline In Section 6.1, we introduce assignment rules and their interpretation.
In Section 6.2, we show that this interpretation can be obtained as the operational
model of another abstract GSOS specification. Section 6.3 contains the integra-
tion of structural congruence with the bialgebraic framework. In Section 6.4, we
conclude and discuss related work.
6.1 Assignment rules
We consider the interpretation of abstract GSOS specifications (without negative
premises) together with assignment rules of the form
σ(x1, . . . , xn) := t (6.3)
where t is a term over the variables x1, . . . , xn. Assignment rules will be interpreted
as a kind of rewriting rules: the behaviour of t induces behaviour of σ(x1, . . . , xn).
An example is the replication operator given in equation (6.1) of the introduc-
tion; this can be given by the assignment rule !x := !x|x. Notice that assignment
rules do not fit directly into the bialgebraic framework, since they are inherently
non-structural: they do not satisfy the property of GSOS specifications that the be-
haviour of terms in the operational model is computed directly from the behaviour
of their subterms.
In the case of labelled transition systems, given a GSOS specification and a set
of rules of the above form, the desired interpretation is informally as follows (this
is formalized below): every transition from a term σ(t1, . . . , tn) should either be
derived from the transitions of t1, . . . , tn and a rule in the specification, or from an
assignment rule which has σ on the left-hand side. However, such an interpreta-
tion is not necessarily unique, since there may be infinite inferences caused by the
assignment rules. For example, the rule σ(x) := σ(x) does not have a unique solu-
tion. In order to rule out infinite inferences, one is interested in the least transition
system on closed terms which is a model in the above sense. Such a least model
does not necessarily exist in general because of negative premises. Therefore, we
will restrict to GSOS specifications without negative premises.
To interpret specifications which involve assignment rules at the general level
of a functor B : Set → Set one needs a notion of order on B. In the case of
labelled transition systems, this order is clear and often left implicit: in that case
BX = (PX)A, and the order is simply the (pointwise) subset order. To allow
the desired generalization, we assume that our behaviour functor B is ordered (cf.
Section 5.4.1). We will need the existence of fixed points of monotone functions.
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To this end, let CJSL be the category of complete (join semi-)lattices and join-
preserving functions. We define a CJSL-ordered functor to be a functor B : Set →









where U is the forgetful functor. If B is a CJSL-ordered functor, then for any set X,
BX is a complete lattice. We denote the join of a set S ⊆ BX in this lattice by
∨
S,
and we write ⊥ for
∨
∅ and x ≤ y if x ∨ y = y, for x, y ∈ BX. Moreover, for any
function f : X → Y , Bf is join-preserving. Consequently, Bf is also monotone,
i.e., for any x, y ∈ BX: x ≤ y implies (Bf)(x) ≤ (Bf)(y).
Example 6.1.1. The functor (P−)A of labelled transition systems is CJSL-ordered,
with the order on (PX)A given by pointwise subset inclusion.
Example 6.1.2. In Chapter 3 we defined weighted transition systems for a semiring
as coalgebras for the functor (M−)A, where MX consists of (finite) linear com-
binations with coefficients in the semiring. Here, we consider weighted transition
systems for a complete monoid M , i.e., a monoid with an infinitary sum operation
consistent with the finite sum [DK09]. These are coalgebras for the functor (M−)A
where M− : Set→ Set is defined as follows:
• For each set X, MX is the set of functions from X to M .
• For each function h : X → Y , Mh : MX →MY is the function mapping each




By taking the Boolean monoid, we retrieve infinitely branching labelled transition
systems. As another example, consider the set R+ ∪ {∞} of positive reals, ordered
as usual and extended with a top element ∞. Together with the supremum oper-
ation, R+ ∪ {∞} forms a complete ordered monoid, with 0 as unit. The order on
R+ ∪ {∞} extends to an order on the functor for weighted transition systems over
this monoid, where joins are calculated pointwise.
Example 6.1.3. For a non-example: we can try to extend a functor B : Set → Set
to a CJSL-ordered functor B′ by defining B′X = BX + 2, putting the discrete
order on BX and taking the elements of 2 = {>,⊥} to be the top and the bottom
element respectively. Contrary to what is stated in [RB14, Example 2], such a
functor B′ is not CJSL-ordered, in general. Indeed B′X is a complete lattice, but
the functor B′ is not well-defined on morphisms: given a function f , B′f need
not be join-preserving. For instance, if we take B = Id, a set X with two distinct
elements x, y ∈ X and a function f : X → X such that f(x) = f(y), we have
(B′f)(x)∨(B′f)(y) = (B′f)(x) = f(x) 6= >whereas (B′f)(x∨y) = (B′f)(>) = >.
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Given arbitrary sets X and Y , the complete lattice on BY lifts pointwise to
a complete lattice on functions of type X → BY , i.e., for a collection {fi}i∈I of





induces in particular a complete lattice on the set of all coalgebras on closed terms
over a signature. Given a polynomial functor Σ: Set → Set corresponding to a
signature (Section 3.4), we denote this set by
M = {f | f : Σ∗∅ → BΣ∗∅} . (6.4)
The order on B lifts to an order on B × Id by defining (b1, x1) ≤ (b2, x2) iff b1 ≤ b2
and x1 = x2 for (b1, x1), (b2, x2) ∈ BX ×X. Moreover, given Σ as above, the order
lifts componentwise to ΣBX (and also to Σ(BX ×X)) for any set X, by defining,
for any operators σ, τ of arity n and m respectively: σ(k1, . . . , kn) ≤ τ(l1, . . . , lm)
iff σ = τ (so also n = m) and ki ≤ li for all i ≤ n.
Definition 6.1.4. Using the above lifting of the order on B to Σ(B × Id), a spec-
ification ρ : Σ(B × Id) ⇒ BΣ∗ is said to be monotone if all its components are
monotone.
Definition 6.1.4 is a special case of monotone abstract GSOS specifications de-
fined in terms of relation lifting, as introduced in Section 5.4.1. For the functor
BX = (PX)A of labelled transition systems, monotone specifications correspond
to specifications in (an infinitary version of) the positive GSOS format [FS10].
Assignment rules (6.3) can be formalized in terms of natural transformations,
which are independent of the behaviour functor B.
Definition 6.1.5. An assignment rule is a natural transformation d : Σ⇒ Σ∗.
If there is no intended assignment for an operator σ ∈ Σ, this is modelled by
defining dX(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) = σ(x1, . . . , xn) for every X. For example, the assign-
ment rule for the replication operator is the natural transformation that sends !x to
!x|x for any x, and is the identity on all other operators in Σ.
Assumption 6.1.6. In the remainder of this chapter, we assume:
1. A CJSL-ordered functor B.
2. A functor Σ defined from a signature (see Section 3.4), with free monad
(Σ∗, η, µ).
3. A monotone GSOS specification ρ : Σ(B × Id)⇒ BΣ∗.
4. A set ∆ of assignment rules, ranged over by d : Σ⇒ Σ∗.
Throughout this chapter we denote by M(ρ) the operational model of ρ. As ex-
plained in Section 3.5.2, the operational model M(ρ) : Σ∗∅ → BΣ∗∅ is the unique
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where κ : ΣΣ∗ ⇒ Σ∗ is the natural transformation such that, for a component X,
the copairing [κX , ηX ] is the initial Σ+X-algebra (Equation (3.11) in Section 3.4).
Observe that the operational model is the unique f ∈ M (see Equation 6.4) satis-
fying the equation
f ◦ κ∅ = Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 .
The definition below extends this equation to incorporate assignment rules.
Definition 6.1.7. Let ψ : M→M be the (unique) function such that
ψ(f) ◦ κ∅ = Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆
f ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅ .
A (ρ,∆)-model is a coalgebra f ∈M such that ψ(f) = f .
The function ψ is indeed uniquely defined, since κ∅ : ΣΣ∗∅ → Σ∗∅ is an initial
algebra and therefore an isomorphism. As argued in the beginning of this section,
in general there may be more than one model for a fixed ρ and ∆, and we regard
the least (ρ,∆)-model to be the intended interpretation. In order to show that a
least model exists, we need the following.
Lemma 6.1.8. The function ψ : M→M is monotone.
Proof. Let f, g ∈ M with f ≤ g. By monotonicity of ρ, we have ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ≤
ρΣ∗∅ ◦Σ〈g, id〉, and since Bµ∅ is monotone then Bµ∅ ◦ρΣ∗∅ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ Bµ∅ ◦ρΣ∗∅ ◦
Σ〈g, id〉. It follows that ψ(f) ◦κ∅ ≤ ψ(g) ◦κ∅ and thus also ψ(f) ≤ ψ(g) because κ∅
is an isomorphism.
Since ψ is monotone and M is a complete lattice, by the Knaster-Tarski theorem
ψ has a least fixed point.
Definition 6.1.9. The interpretation of ρ and ∆ is the least (ρ,∆)-model, i.e.,
lfp(ψ).
Example 6.1.10. For a GSOS specification together with assignment rules, the
interpretation is the least transition system on closed terms so that σ(t1, . . . , tn)
a−→
t′ if and only if:
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1. it can be obtained by instantiating a rule in the specification, or
2. there is an assignment of t to σ, and t a−→ t′.
This is a recursive definition; being the least such transition system has the desired
consequence that every derivation of a transition t a−→ t′ is finite.
6.2 Integrating assignment rules in abstract GSOS
In the previous section, we have seen how to interpret a monotone abstract GSOS
specification ρ together with a set of assignment rules ∆ as a coalgebra on closed
terms. In this section, we show that we can alternatively construct this coalge-
bra as the operational model of another specification (without assignment rules),
which is constructed as the least fixed point of a function on the complete lattice
of specifications. The consequence of this alternative representation is that the
well-behavedness properties of the operational model of a specification, such as
bisimilarity being a congruence and the compatibility of bisimulation up to con-
text, carry over to the interpretation of ρ and ∆.
Let G be the set of all monotone abstract GSOS specifications of Σ over B
(Definition 6.1.4). We turn G into a complete lattice by defining the order com-




ρ∈L ρX . The join is
well-defined:
Lemma 6.2.1. For any L ⊆ G: the family of functions
∨
L as defined above is a
monotone specification.












∗f ◦ ρX(k)) BΣ∗f is join-preserving
=
∨
ρ∈L(ρY ◦ Σ(Bf × f)(k)) naturality of ρ
= (
∨
L)Y (Σ(Bf × f)(k)) definition of
∨
L
which proves naturality. Monotonicity is straightforward as well.
The lattice structure of G provides a way of combining specifications. Consider,
for an assignment rule d ∈ ∆ and specification τ , the following natural transfor-
mation:
Σ(B × Id)
dB×Id // Σ∗(B × Id) τ
†
// BΣ∗ × Σ∗
π1 // BΣ∗ (6.6)
Recall from Section 3.5.2 that τ † is the extension of τ to a distributive law; in-
tuitively, it is the inductive extension of τ to terms. Informally, the above natu-
ral transformation acts as follows. For an operator σ of arity n, given behaviour
k1, . . . , kn ∈ BX × X of its arguments, it first applies the assignment rule d to
obtain a term t(k1, . . . , kn). Subsequently τ † is used to compute the behaviour
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of t given the behaviour k1, . . . , kn. In short, the above transformation computes
the behaviour of an operator by using rules from τ and a single application of the
assignment rule d.
Example 6.2.2. Suppose the signature Σ contains a binary operator and a unary
operator (to be interpreted as parallel composition | and replication ! respectively).
Further, let ρ be a GSOS specification defined as usual for | (Example 3.5.4), and
without any rules for the replication operator !x. Let d be the assignment rule
associated to the replication, i.e., the identity on all operators except !x, which is
mapped to !x|x.
Then the natural transformation in (6.6) corresponds to a specification in which
there is a rule that concludes with !x → t for some t if and only if there is a
derivation of !x|x → t in the GSOS specification ρ, from the same premises. Since









The natural transformation in (6.6) is unchanged on all other operators.
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, this is not quite the correct
specification of replication yet, but it is a first step. To obtain the correct specifi-
cation, we need to apply such a construction recursively, which we will do below.
First we define a function ϕ on G which uses the above construction to build, from
an argument specification τ (of Σ over B), the specification containing all rules
from the fixed specification ρ and all rules which can be formed as in (6.6).
Definition 6.2.3. Given our fixed ρ and ∆ (Assumption 6.1.6), the map ϕ : G→ G
is defined as
ϕ(τ) = ρ ∨
∨
d∈∆
(π1 ◦ τ † ◦ dB×Id) .
For well-definedness, we need to check that ϕ preserves monotonicity. To this
end, it is convenient to speak about monotonicity of a distributive law τ †, which
requires an order on Σ∗. Any partial order (X,≤) inductively extends to an order
on Σ∗X by defining
σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≤ τ(u1, . . . , um)
iff σ = τ (so also n = m) and ti ≤ ui for all i ≤ n. We thus get a notion of
monotonicity of distributive laws (this can be defined more generally using relation
lifting, see Section 5.4.1; here, we provide a concrete, self-contained exposition).
Lemma 6.2.4. If τ is a monotone specification, then ϕ(τ) is monotone as well.
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Proof. We prove that if τ is monotone then the induced distributive law τ † : Σ∗(B×
Id)⇒ BΣ∗×Σ∗ is also monotone, by induction on pairs of terms t, u ∈ Σ∗(BX×X)
with t ≤ u (note that this order is defined inductively). The desired result that ϕ(τ)
is monotone then follows, since assignment rules d are clearly monotone.
For the base case, if (b, x), (c, y) ∈ BX × X with (b, x) ≤ (c, y) (so b ≤ c and
x = y) then
τ †X ◦ ηBX×X(b, x) = (BηX × ηX)(b, x) ≤ (BηX × ηX)(c, y) = τ
†
X ◦ ηBX×X(c, y)
where the inequality holds by monotonicity of BηX and since x = y, and the
equalities by definition of τ † (Equation (3.15) in Section 3.5.2).
Suppose σ is an operator of arity n, and t1, . . . , tn, u1, . . . , un ∈ Σ∗(BX × X)
with τ †X(ti) ≤ τ
†
X(ui) for all i. Then
τ †X ◦ κBX×X(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
= (BµX × κX) ◦ 〈τΣ∗X ,Σπ2〉 ◦ Στ †X(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) definition τ †
= (BµX × κX) ◦ 〈τΣ∗X ,Σπ2〉(σ(τ †X(t1), . . . , τ
†
X(tn))) definition Σ
≤ (BµX × κX) ◦ 〈τΣ∗X ,Σπ2〉(σ(τ †X(u1), . . . , τ
†
X(un))) see below
= τ †X ◦ κBX×X(σ(u1, . . . , un))
The inequality holds by monotonicity of BµX and τ , and the induction hypothesis;
note that the induction hypothesis implies π2 ◦ τ †X(ti) = π2 ◦ τ
†
X(ui) for all i.
Moreover, ϕ is monotone on G:
Lemma 6.2.5. The function ϕ : G→ G is monotone.
The main step in the proof of Lemma 6.2.5 is to show that the extension (−)†
of abstract GSOS specifications to distributive laws is monotone.




(τ †1 )X ◦ ηBX×X = BηX × ηX = (τ
†
2 )X ◦ ηBX×X
by definition of (−)† (Equation (3.15) in Section 3.5.2). Moreover
(BµX × κX) ◦ 〈(τ1)Σ∗X ,Σπ2〉 ≤ (BµX × κX) ◦ 〈(τ2)Σ∗X ,Σπ2〉
by monotonicity of Bµ and assumption. Now using the definition of (τ †1 )X , it
easily follows by induction on terms in Σ∗(BX ×X) that (τ †1 )X ≤ (τ
†
2 )X , and thus
π1 ◦ (τ †1 )X ≤ π1 ◦ (τ
†
2 )X .
Because ϕ is monotone, it has a least fixed point, which we denote by lfp(ϕ).
Further, since ϕ preserves monotonicity we obtain monotonicity of lfp(ϕ) by trans-
finite induction (the base case and limit steps are rather easy). The proof technique
of transfinite induction, which we also use several times below, is justified by the
fact that the least fixed point of a monotone function in a complete lattice can
be constructed as the supremum of an ascending chain obtained by iterating the
function over the ordinals (see, e.g., [San12a]).
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Corollary 6.2.7. The abstract GSOS specification lfp(ϕ) is monotone.
Informally, lfp(ϕ) is the specification consisting of rules from ρ and ∆. We
proceed to prove that the operational model of the least fixed point of ϕ is precisely
the interpretation of ρ and ∆ (the least fixed point of ψ as given in Definition 6.1.7),
i.e., that M(lfp(ϕ)) = lfp(ψ). First, we show that M(lfp(ϕ)) is a fixed point of ψ.
Lemma 6.2.8. The operational modelM(lfp(ϕ)) of the specification lfp(ϕ) is a (ρ,∆)-
model, i.e., ψ(M(lfp(ϕ))) = M(lfp(ϕ)).
Proof. Let f = M(lfp(ϕ)). We must show that ψ(f) = f .
f ◦ κ∅
= Bµ∅ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
= Bµ∅ ◦ (ρ ∨
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ (lfp(ϕ))† ◦ dB×Id)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
= Bµ∅ ◦ (ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ (lfp(ϕ))
†
Σ∗∅ ◦ dBΣ∗∅×Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉)
= Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆Bµ∅ ◦ π1 ◦ (lfp(ϕ))
†
Σ∗∅ ◦ dBΣ∗∅×Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
where the first equality holds by definition of M , the second since lfp(ϕ) is a fixed
point of ϕ, the third holds by the definition of the join on natural transformations
and the last one holds by the fact the Bµ∅ preserves joins. For the right-hand part,
we have∨
d∈∆Bµ∅ ◦ π1 ◦ (lfp(ϕ))
†
Σ∗∅ ◦ dBΣ∗∅×Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
=
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦Bµ∅ × µ∅ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))
†
Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ
∗〈f, id〉 ◦ dΣ∗∅ naturality of d, π1
=
∨
d∈∆ π1 ◦ 〈f, id〉 ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅ (Σ∅∗, µ∅, 〈f, id〉) is a
=
∨
d∈∆ f ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅ (lfp(ϕ))†-bialg.
Thus f ◦κ∅ = Bµ∅◦ρΣ∗∅◦Σ〈f, id〉∨
∨
d∈∆ f ◦µ∅◦dΣ∗∅ = ψ(f)◦κ∅ and consequently
ψ(f) = f , since κ∅ is an isomorphism.
We proceed to show that M(lfp(ϕ)) ≤ lfp(ψ). Since ψ(M(lfp(ϕ))) = M(lfp(ϕ))
by the above Lemma 6.2.8, we then have M(lfp(ϕ)) = lfp(ψ) (Theorem 6.2.14).
The main step is that any fixed point of ψ is “closed under ρ”, i.e., that in such a
model, all the behaviour that we can derive by the specification is already there.
This result is the contents of Corollary 6.2.13 below; it follows by transfinite in-
duction from Lemma 6.2.11 and 6.2.12. But first, we need a few technical tools
(Lemma 6.2.9 and 6.2.10). Recall from Section 3.4 that a Σ-algebra α : ΣX → X
induces an algebra α̂ : Σ∗X → X for the free monad. This construction preserves
algebra morphisms. We prove a lax version of this fact.
Lemma 6.2.9. Let α : ΣX → X and β : ΣY → Y be algebras, such that Y carries a
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Proof. Suppose β ◦Σf ≤ f ◦α. The proof is by induction on t ∈ Σ∗X. For the base
case t = ηX(s) ∈ Σ∗X, we have an equality, without using the assumption:
β̂ ◦ Σ∗f ◦ ηX(s) = β̂ ◦ ηY ◦ f(s) = f(s) = f ◦ α̂ ◦ ηX(s) .
Now suppose σ ∈ Σ is of arity n, and for some t1, . . . , tn ∈ Σ∗X, we have β̂ ◦
(Σ∗f)(ti) ≤ f ◦ α̂(ti) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
β̂ ◦ Σ∗f ◦ κX(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
= β̂ ◦ κY ◦ ΣΣ∗f(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) naturality κ
= β̂ ◦ κY (σ(Σ∗f(t1), . . . ,Σ∗f(tn))) definition Σ
= β ◦ Σβ̂(σ(Σ∗f(t1), . . . ,Σ∗f(tn))) definition β̂
= β(σ(β̂ ◦ Σ∗f(t1), . . . , β̂ ◦ Σ∗f(tn))) definition Σ
≤ β(σ(f ◦ α̂(t1), . . . , f ◦ α̂(tn))) ind. hypothesis, monotonicity β
= β ◦ Σf ◦ Σα̂(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) definition Σ
≤ f ◦ α ◦ Σα̂(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) assumption
= f ◦ α̂ ◦ κX(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) definition α̂
which concludes the induction step.
We instantiate the above lemma to the definition of τ †.
Lemma 6.2.10. Let τ be a monotone abstract GSOS specification of Σ over B. Then





























// BΣ∗∅ × Σ∗∅
Proof. From the assumption it follows that
(Bµ∅ × κ∅) ◦ 〈τΣ∗∅,Σπ2〉 ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ 〈f, id〉 ◦ κ∅ .










// BΣ∗∅ × Σ∗∅
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where β̂ is the Σ∗-algebra induced by the Σ-algebra β = (Bµ∅ × κ∅) ◦ 〈τΣ∗∅,Σπ2〉.
Thus, it only remains to prove that β̂ = (Bµ∅ × µ∅) ◦ τ †Σ∗∅.




















Σ∗∅ // BΣ∗Σ∗∅ × Σ∗Σ∗∅






The upper right rectangle commutes by naturality, the lower right rectangle com-
mutes by the multiplication law of the monad and since µ∅ = κ̂∅. The left square
and triangle commute by definition of τ † (Equation (3.15) in Section 3.5.2). Thus
(Bµ∅× µ∅) ◦ τ †Σ∗∅ is an algebra homomorphism extending id, and since β̂ is by def-
inition an algebra homomorphism extending id and homomorphic extensions are
unique, we have β̂ = Bµ∅ × µ∅ ◦ τ †Σ∗∅.
Lemma 6.2.11. Let τ be a specification, and f ∈M a fixed point of ψ. If Bµ∅ ◦τΣ∗∅ ◦
Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ κ∅ then Bµ∅ ◦ ϕ(τ)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ κ∅.
Proof.
Bµ∅ ◦ ϕ(τ)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
= Bµ∅ ◦ (ρ ∨
∨
d∈∆
π1 ◦ τ † ◦ dB×Id)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
= Bµ∅ ◦ (ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆
π1 ◦ τ †Σ∗∅ ◦ dBΣ∗∅×Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉)
= Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆
Bµ∅ ◦ π1 ◦ τ †Σ∗∅ ◦ dBΣ∗∅×Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
= Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆
π1 ◦ (Bµ∅ × µ∅) ◦ τ †Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ
∗〈f, id〉 ◦ dΣ∗∅
≤ Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆
π1 ◦ 〈f, id〉 ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅
= Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
d∈∆
f ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅
= ψ(f) ◦ κ∅ = f ◦ κ∅
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The first equality holds by definition of ϕ, the second by definition of the join of
specifications, the third since Bµ∅ is join-preserving, and the fourth equality by
naturality of d and π1. The inequality holds by assumption and Lemma 6.2.10. The
last equality holds by definition of ψ.
Lemma 6.2.12. Let f ∈M such that ψ(f) = f , and suppose we have a family {τi}i∈I
of specifications, for some index set I. If Bµ∅ ◦ (τi)Σ∗∅ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦κ∅ for all i ∈ I,
then Bµ∅ ◦ (
∨
i∈I τi)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ κ∅ .




τi)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 =
∨
i∈I
Bµ∅ ◦ (τi)Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉
and the result now follows by the assumption that Bµ∅ ◦ (τi)Σ∗∅ ◦Σ〈f, id〉 ≤ f ◦ κ∅
for each i.















Proof. By transfinite induction. For the base case we have Bµ∅ ◦ ⊥ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 =
⊥ ≤ f ◦ κ∅. The successor step is given by Lemma 6.2.11 and the limit step by
Lemma 6.2.12.
This allows to prove the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 6.2.14. The interpretation of ρ and ∆ coincides with the operational model
of the abstract GSOS specification lfp(ϕ), i.e., M(lfp(ϕ)) = lfp(ψ).
Proof. By Lemma 6.2.8, M(lfp(ϕ)) is a fixed point of ψ. To show it is the least one,
let f be any fixed point of ψ; we proceed to prove M(lfp(ϕ)) ≤ f by structural
induction on closed terms. Suppose σ ∈ Σ is an operator of arity n, and suppose
we have t1, . . . , tn ∈ Σ∗∅ such that M(lfp(ϕ))(ti) ≤ f(ti) for all i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(note that this trivially holds in the base case, when n = 0). Then
M(lfp(ϕ))(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = Bµ∅ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈M(lfp(ϕ)), id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
≤ Bµ∅ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
≤ f(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
where the first inequality holds by assumption and monotonicity of Bµ∅ and lfp(ϕ)
(Corollary 6.2.7) and the second by Corollary 6.2.13.
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As a consequence, the interpretation of ρ and ∆ is well-behaved.
Corollary 6.2.15. Bisimilarity is a congruence on the interpretation lfp(ψ) of ρ and
∆, and bisimulation up to context is compatible (i.e., the contextual closure is blfp(ψ)-
compatible).
Example 6.2.16. The parallel composition can be given by a positive GSOS spec-
ification, and Equation (6.1) of the introduction contains a rule for the replication
operator. Thus, by the above Corollary, bisimilarity is a congruence on the opera-
tional model of CCS with replication, and bisimulation up to context is compatible;
this is known (see, e.g., [San12a]), but here we obtain it directly from the format
and the above results.
Example 6.2.17. We revisit the general process algebra with transition costs (GPA)
(see Example 4.5.5, [BK01]). We consider basic GPA processes with procedures,
defined by the grammar t ::= 0 | t + t | (a, r).t | p where a ranges over the set of
actions A, r ranges over the positive real numbers R+ and p ranges over a fixed set
of procedure names PNames. We assume that each procedure name pi ∈ PNames
has a body ti ∈ P .
The operational semantics of the operators of basic GPA processes on the com-
plete monoid R+ ∪ {∞} (with supremum) is similar to the semantics in Exam-
ple 4.5.5. The semantics corresponds to a GSOS specification; see [Kli11] for
details. This specification is monotone. The (recursive) procedures can now be
interpreted by assignment rules: for each pi ∈ PNames we add an assignment rule
pi := ti. Intuitively this means that the procedure call pi is given by the behaviour
of its body ti, as expected. By Theorem 6.2.14, bisimilarity is a congruence on the
interpretation.
6.3 Structural congruences
The assignment rules considered in the theory of the previous sections copy be-
haviour from a term to an operator, but this assignment goes one way only. In this
section, we consider the combination of abstract GSOS specifications with actual
equations, interpreted by the structural congruence rule. By encoding equations in
a restricted format as assignment rules, we obtain that the interpretation of any
specification with equations in this format is well-behaved.
Equations are elements of Σ∗V × Σ∗V , where V is an arbitrary but fixed set of
variables. A set of equations E ⊆ Σ∗V × Σ∗V induces a congruence ≡E:
Definition 6.3.1. Let E ⊆ Σ∗V ×Σ∗V be a set of equations. The congruence closure
≡E of E is the least relation on Σ∗∅ satisfying the following rules:
t E u s : V → Σ∗∅
s](t) ≡E s](u) t ≡E t
u ≡E t
t ≡E u
t ≡E u u ≡E v
t ≡E v
t1 ≡E u1 . . . tn ≡E un
σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≡E σ(u1, . . . , un)
for each σ ∈ Σ, n = |σ|
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where s] : Σ∗V → Σ∗∅ is the inductive extension of s to terms (Section 3.4).
In the context of structural operational semantics, equations are often inter-
preted by the structural congruence rule:
t ≡E u u




Informally, this rule states that we can use the specification to derive transitions
modulo the congruence generated by the equations. In fact, removing the part
u′ ≡E v from the premise (and writing u′ instead of v in the conclusion) does not
affect the behaviour, modulo bisimilarity [MR05]. See [MR05] for details on the
interpretation of structural congruences in the context of transition systems.
We denote by (Σ∗∅)/ ≡E the set of equivalence classes, and by q : Σ∗∅ →
(Σ∗∅)/≡E the quotient map of ≡E (we remark that one can equip (Σ∗∅)/≡E
with an algebra structure µ′ such that q is a Σ∗-algebra homomorphism). Thus
q(t) = q(u) iff t ≡E u. Assuming the axiom of choice, we have t ≡E u iff there is a
right inverse r : (Σ∗∅)/≡E→ Σ∗∅ such that r(q(t)) = u. The latter fact is exploited
in the interpretation of a specification together with a set of equations.
Definition 6.3.2. Let θ : M→M be the (unique) function such that
θ(f) ◦ κ∅ = Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈f, id〉 ∨
∨
r∈R
f ◦ r ◦ q ◦ κ∅ .
where R is the set of right inverses of q. A (ρ,E)-model is a coalgebra f ∈ M such
that θ(f) = f .
Lemma 6.3.3. The function θ : M→M is monotone.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.1.8.
Definition 6.3.4. The interpretation of ρ and E is the least (ρ,E)-model, i.e., lfp(θ).
Example 6.3.5. Consider the specification of the parallel composition x|y as given
in (6.2) in the introduction of this chapter, i.e., by a single rule and commutativity.
In the interpretation, if t a−→ t′ then t|u a−→ t′|u, simply by the SOS rule. But also
u|t a−→ t′|u, since t|u ≡E u|t. Concerning the definition of the replication operator
by the equation !x = !x|x, for a term t the interpretation contains the least set of
transitions from !t which satisfy the equation, as desired.
In general, bisimilarity is not a congruence when equations are added. For
convenience we recall a counterexample on transition systems [MR05].
Example 6.3.6. Consider rules p a−→ p and q a−→ p and the single equation p = σ(q),
where p, q are constants, σ is a unary operator and a is an arbitrary label. In the
interpretation, p is bisimilar to q, but σ(p) is not bisimilar to σ(q).
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The above counterexample is based on assigning behaviour to the term σ(q),
rather than defining each operator independently of its arguments. To rule out such
assignments, a restricted format of equations was introduced in [MR05], called
cfsc. The main result of [MR05] is that for any specification in the tyft format
combined with cfsc equations, bisimilarity is a congruence.
Definition 6.3.7. A set of equations E ⊆ Σ∗V × Σ∗V is in cfsc with respect to ρ if
every equation is of one of the following forms:
1. A σx-equation: σ1(x1, . . . , xn) = σ2(y1, . . . , yn), where σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ are of arity
n (possibly σ1 = σ2), x1, . . . , xn are distinct variables and y1, . . . , yn is a
permutation of x1, . . . , xn.
2. A defining equation: σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t where σ ∈ Σ and t is an arbitrary
term (which may involve σ again); x1, . . . , xn are distinct variables, and all
variables that occur in t are in x1, . . . , xn. Moreover σ does not appear in
any other equation in E, and ρX(σ(u1, . . . , un)) = ⊥ for any set X and any
u1, . . . , un ∈ BX ×X.
A σx-equation allows to assign simple algebraic properties to operators which
already have behaviour; the prototypical example here is commutativity, like in the
specification of the parallel composition in (6.2). With a defining equation, as the
name suggests, one can define the behaviour of an operator. An example is !x =
!x|x; another example is p = q|z|a.p where p, q and z are constants. Further, the
procedure declarations of Example 6.2.17 can be modelled by defining equations.
Associativity of | is neither a σx-equation nor a defining one. We refer to [MR05]
for arguments that the cfsc format cannot be trivially extended. The cfsc format
depends on an abstract GSOS specification: operators at the left hand side of a
defining equation should not get any behaviour in the specification. This restriction
ensures that one can not assign behaviour to complex terms, disallowing a situation
such as in Example 6.3.6.
We proceed to show that the interpretation of an abstract GSOS specification ρ
and a set of equationsE in cfsc equals the operational model of a certain other spec-
ification, up to bisimilarity (Definition 4.4.10). This is done by encoding equations
in this format as assignment rules, and using the theory of the previous section to
obtain the desired result.
First, note that for any σx-equation σ1(x1, . . . , xn) = σ2(y1, . . . , yn), the vari-
ables on one side are a permutation of the variables on the other, hence a σx-
equation can equivalently be represented as a triple (σ1, σ2, p) where p : Idn → Idn
is the natural transformation corresponding to the permutation of variables in the
equation.
Definition 6.3.8. A set of equations E in cfsc defines a set of assignment rules ∆E
as follows:
1. For every σx-equation (σ1, σ2, p) we define d and d′ on a component X as
dX(σ(u1, . . . , un)) =
{
σ2(pX(u1, . . . , un)) if σ = σ1
σ(u1, . . . , un) otherwise
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for all u1, . . . , un ∈ X, and d′ is similarly defined using the inverse permuta-
tion p−1, with and σ1 and σ2 swapped.
2. For every defining equation σ1(x1, . . . , xn) = t we define a corresponding
assignment rule
dX(σ(u1, . . . , un)) =
{
t[x1 := u1, . . . , xn := un] if σ = σ1
σ(u1, . . . , un) otherwise
for any set X and all u1, . . . , un ∈ X.
Remark 6.3.9. In [MR05], σx-equations are a bit more liberal in that they do not
require the arities of σ1 and σ2 to coincide, and do allow variables which only
occur on one side of the equation. But in the interpretation these variables are
quantified universally over closed terms; thus, we can encode this using infinitely
many assignment rules. For example, an equation σ1(x) = σ2(x, y) can be encoded
by the set of assignment rules, one for each term t ∈ Σ∗∅mapping σ1(x) to σ2(x, t).
We work with the simpler format above for technical convenience.
We prove that the encoding of equations as assignment rules is correct with
respect to the interpretation of the equations (Theorem 6.3.13). First, we show
that if σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t is a defining equation of a set of equations in the cfsc
format, then the behaviour of σ(x1, . . . , xn) will be below that of t.
Lemma 6.3.10. Let E be a set of equations in cfsc format w.r.t. ρ, and let ψ be as in
Definition 6.1.7 for (ρ,∆E). Then for any defining equation σ(x1, . . . , xn) = t and
any t1, . . . , tn ∈ Σ∗∅: lfp(ψ) ◦ κ∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ lfp(ψ) ◦ µ∅(t[x1 := t1, . . . , xn :=
tn]).
Proof. Given a defining equation, let d ∈ ∆E be the natural transformation that
encodes it (see Definition 6.3.8(2)). We prove by transfinite induction that for
any function g ∈ M that arises in the iterative construction of lfp(ψ) and for any
t1, . . . , tn ∈ Σ∗∅ we have
g ◦ κ∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ lfp(ψ) ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) . (6.8)
The base case is when g = ⊥, which is trivial. Now suppose that (6.8) holds for
some g ≤ lfp(ψ). Then
ψ(g)◦κ∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = (Bµ∅ ◦ρΣ∗∅ ◦Σ〈g, id〉∨
∨
d′∈∆E
g ◦µ∅ ◦d′Σ∗∅)(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) .
But since the equations are in cfsc format, we have
Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈g, id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = ⊥ . (6.9)
Moreover, again by the cfsc format, σ(t1, . . . , tn) does not occur in any equation
other than the defining one in E, and thus for all d′ ∈ ∆E with d′ 6= d we have
g ◦ µ∅ ◦ d′Σ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = g ◦ κ∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
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which is below lfp(ψ) ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) by the induction hypothesis (6.8).
Together with the assumption that g ≤ lfp(ψ) this implies∨
d′∈∆E
g ◦ µ∅ ◦ d′Σ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ lfp(ψ) ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) .
By the above and (6.9), we may conclude
ψ(g) ◦ κ∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ lfp(ψ) ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
as desired. This concludes the successor step; the limit step is again trivial (i.e., if
we assume that (6.8) holds for a family of functions, then it also holds for the join
of these functions).
The following lemma is the main step for the correctness of the encoding of
equations as assignment rules.
Lemma 6.3.11. Let E and ψ be as above. If t ≡E u then Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(t) = Bq ◦
(lfp(ψ))(u), where q is the quotient map of ≡E .
Proof. The proof is by induction on≡E , that is, we show that the set of pairs t ≡E u
that satisfy Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(t) = Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(u) is closed under each of the defining
rules of ≡E . For reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry this is easy. The important
cases are the two types of cfsc equations from E, and congruence.
For a σx-equation σ1(t1, . . . , tn) ≡E σ2(u1, . . . , un), by definition of ∆E there is
an assignment rule d such that µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅(σ1(t1, . . . , tn)) = σ2(u1, . . . , un), and by
definition of lfp(ψ) we have lfp(ψ)◦µ∅◦dΣ∗∅ ≤ lfp(ψ); so (lfp(ψ))(σ2(u1, . . . , un)) ≤
(lfp(ψ))(σ1(t1, . . . , tn)). For the converse, there is another assignment rule d′, and
thus (lfp(ψ))(σ1(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ (lfp(ψ))(σ2(u1, . . . , un)).
For a defining equation σ(t1, . . . , tn) ≡E t we have a natural transformation
in d such that µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) = t. Thus (lfp(ψ))(t) = (lfp(ψ)) ◦ µ∅ ◦
dΣ∗∅(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) ≤ (lfp(ψ))(σ(t1, . . . , tn)). The other way around follows by
Lemma 6.3.10. So (lfp(ψ))(t) = (lfp(ψ))(σ(t1, . . . , tn)).
Finally, for the congruence rule, suppose there are terms t1, . . . , tn, u1, . . . , un
such that ti ≡ ui and Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(ti) = Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(ui) for all i ≤ n, and σ is an
operator of arity n. Notice that this implies
〈Bq ◦ lfp(ψ), q〉(ti) = 〈Bq ◦ lfp(ψ), q〉(ui) for all i ≤ n (6.10)
since q(ti) = q(ui) for each i. Now
Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(σ(t1, . . . , tn))
= Bq ◦Bµ∅ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈lfp(ψ), id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) Theorem 6.2.14
= Bµ′ ◦BΣ∗q ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈lfp(ψ), id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) q alg. morphism
= Bµ′ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ(Bq × q) ◦ Σ〈lfp(ψ), id〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) naturality
= Bµ′ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈Bq ◦ lfp(ψ), q〉(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) functoriality
= Bµ′ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈Bq ◦ lfp(ψ), q〉(σ(u1, . . . , un)) ind. hypothesis
= Bq ◦Bµ∅ ◦ (lfp(ϕ))Σ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈lfp(ψ), id〉(σ(u1, . . . , un))
= Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ))(σ(u1, . . . , un))
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Notice that we used the fact that the quotient map q is an algebra morphism into
some Σ∗-algebra µ′. It is worthwhile to note that we need to reason up to ≡E to
get (6.10). Indeed, 〈lfp(ψ), id〉(ti) = 〈lfp(ψ), id〉(ui) does not hold in general, since
ti is only congruent to ui, not necessary equal.
This allows to prove that lfp(ψ) and lfp(θ) coincide “up to ≡E”.
Lemma 6.3.12. Let ψ and q be as above. Then Bq ◦ (lfp(θ)) = Bq ◦ (lfp(ψ)).
Proof. We first prove that ψ(lfp(θ)) ≤ lfp(θ). The interesting part is to show that
lfp(θ) ◦ µ∅ ◦ dΣ∗∅ ≤ lfp(θ) ◦ κ∅ for any d ∈ ∆E , given that
∨
r∈R lfp(θ) ◦ r ◦ q ◦ κ∅ ≤
lfp(θ) ◦ κ∅ (which holds since lfp(θ) is a fixed point of θ). But this is simple, given
that each d acts on an argument either as the identity or by an equation in E.
Thus ψ(lfp(θ)) ≤ lfp(θ), and since lfp(ψ) is the least pre-fixed point of ψ we have
lfp(ψ) ≤ lfp(θ). Hence Bq ◦ lfp(ψ) ≤ Bq ◦ lfp(θ).
We proceed to show Bq ◦ lfp(θ) ≤ Bq ◦ lfp(ψ) by transfinite induction; the main
step is to prove that Bq◦h ≤ Bq◦ lfp(ψ) implies Bq◦θ(h) ≤ Bq◦ lfp(ψ). So suppose
Bq ◦ h ≤ Bq ◦ lfp(ψ). Then
Bq ◦ θ(h) ◦ κ∅ = Bq ◦ (Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈h, id〉 ∨
∨
r∈R
h ◦ r ◦ q ◦ κ∅)
= Bq ◦Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈h, id〉 ∨
∨
r∈R
Bq ◦ h ◦ r ◦ q ◦ κ∅
Now
Bq ◦Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈h, id〉 = Bµ′ ◦BΣ∗q ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈h, id〉
= Bµ′ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ(Bq × q) ◦ Σ〈h, id〉
≤ Bµ′ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ(Bq × q) ◦ Σ〈lfp(ψ), id〉
= Bq ◦Bµ∅ ◦ ρΣ∗∅ ◦ Σ〈lfp(ψ), id〉
≤ Bq ◦ lfp(ψ) ◦ κ∅
where µ′ is the algebra structure induced by q. The first inequality holds by as-
sumption (Bq ◦h ≤ Bq ◦ lfp(ψ)) and the second one by the fact that lfp(ψ) is a fixed
point of ψ and by monotonicity of Bq. Moreover∨
r∈R
Bq ◦ h ◦ r ◦ q ◦ κ∅ ≤
∨
r∈R
Bq ◦ lfp(ψ) ◦ r ◦ q ◦ κ∅ = Bq ◦ lfp(ψ) ◦ κ∅
by assumption and Lemma 6.3.11. Thus Bq ◦ θ(h) ≤ Bq ◦ lfp(ψ) as desired.
This implies that lfp(θ) and lfp(ψ) are behaviourally equivalent up to ≡E . Recall
that behavioural equivalence coincides with bisimilarity whenever the functor B
preserves weak pullbacks (Lemma 3.1.6). Under this assumption one can prove
that lfp(θ) is equal to lfp(ψ) up to bisimilarity, and by Theorem 6.2.14 we then
obtain our main result of this section.
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Theorem 6.3.13. Suppose E is a set of equations which is in cfsc format w.r.t. ρ,
and suppose the behaviour functor B preserves weak pullbacks. Then the interpre-
tation lfp(θ) of ρ and E equals the operational model of a certain abstract GSOS
specification, up to bisimilarity (Definition 4.4.10). Bisimilarity is a congruence, and
bis ◦ ctx ◦ bis is blfp(θ)-compatible.
Proof. Using the universal property of the coequalizer q : Σ∗∅ → (Σ∗∅)/≡E , by














Further, by Lemma 6.3.12, q is also a homomorphism from lfp(θ) into the same
coalgebra. Now the pullback (in Set) of q along itself is simply ≡E , and since B
preserves weak pullbacks, ≡E is a bisimulation between lfp(ψ) and lfp(θ) [Rut00,
Theorem 4.3]. Thus, in particular, lfp(ψ) and lfp(θ) are equal up to bisimilarity,
since ≡E is reflexive.
By Theorem 6.2.14, bisimilarity is a congruence on lfp(ψ). Since lfp(ψ) and
lfp(θ) are equal up to bisimilarity, it follows from Lemma 4.4.11 that bisimilarity is
a congruence on lfp(θ). Finally, again by Theorem 6.2.14, ctx is blfp(ψ)-compatible.
Thus, by Lemma 4.4.12, bis ◦ ctx ◦ bis is blfp(θ)-compatible.
6.4 Discussion and related work
We extended Turi and Plotkin’s bialgebraic approach to operational semantics with
non-structural assignment rules and structural congruence, providing a general
coalgebraic framework for monotone abstract GSOS with equations. Technically,
our results are based on the combination of bialgebraic semantics with order. Our
main result is that the interpretation of a specification involving assignment rules
is well-behaved, in the sense that bisimilarity is a congruence and bisimulation-up-
to techniques are sound. This result carries over to specifications with structural
congruence in the cfsc format proposed in [MR05].
The main work in the literature that treats the meta-theory of rule formats with
structural congruences [MR05] focuses on labelled transition systems, whereas our
results apply to coalgebras in general (for behaviour functors with a complete lat-
tice structure). Concerning transition systems, the basic rule format in [MR05]
is tyft/tyxt2, which is more expressive than positive GSOS since it allows looka-
head in the premises. However, while [MR05] proves congruence of bisimilarity
this does not imply the compatibility (or even soundness) of bisimulation up to
2In [MR05], it is sketched how to extend the results to the ntyft/ntyxt, which involves however a
complicated integration of the cfsc format with the notion of stable model.
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context [PS12], which we obtain in the present work (and which is, in fact, prob-
lematic in the presence of lookahead).
Plotkin proposed to model recursion by interpreting abstract GSOS in the cate-
gory of complete partial orders [Plo01]. Klin [Kli04] showed that by moving to cat-
egories enriched in complete partial orders, one can interpret recursive constructs
which have a similar form as our assignment rules. Technically our approach is
different as it is based on an order on the behaviour functor, rather than interpret-
ing everything in an ordered setting and using an infinite unfolding of terms, as is
done in [Kli04]. Further, in [Kli04] each operator is either specified by an equa-
tion or by operational rules, disallowing a specification such as that of the parallel
composition in equation (6.2).
In [LPW04], various constructions on distributive laws are presented. Exam-
ple 32 of that paper discusses the definition of the parallel composition as in (6.2)
above, but a general theory for structural congruence is missing. Distributive laws
are applied in [Jac06b] to find solutions of guarded recursive equations. Further,
in [MMS13] recursive equations are interpreted in the context of iterative algebras,
where operations of interest are given by an abstract GSOS specification. That
work seems to focus mainly on solutions to guarded equations, but the precise
connection to the present work remains to be understood. In [BM02, CHM02], it
is shown how to lift calculi with structural axioms to coalgebraic models, but under
the assumption that the equations already hold.
There are several directions for future work. First, our techniques can possi-
bly be extended to allow lookahead in premises by using cofree comonads (see,
e.g., [Kli11]). While in general the combined use of cofree comonads and free
monads in specifications is known to be problematic [KN14], we expect that part
of these problems may be addressed by considering only positive (monotone) spec-
ifications. In fact, this could form the basis for a bialgebraic account of the tyft
format. Second, in the current work we only consider free monads. One may in-
corporate equations which already hold, for instance by using the theory of the
next chapter.
At a more fundamental level, we believe that the combination of bialgebraic
semantics with ordered structures is an exciting direction of research which is yet
to be explored. In the current chapter, we developed this theory only in a relatively
concrete manner, by focusing on Set functors and only specifications where the
syntax is given by a signature. A more abstract categorical perspective, for instance
in terms of order enriched categories, could potentially clean up and generalize
some of the technical development of this chapter. Such a generalization could be




In the current chapter, we study distributive laws of monads over functors. These
capture interaction between algebraic structure and observable behaviour in a sys-
tematic way. There are several benefits of this approach, recalled in more detail
in Section 3.5: a distributive law canonically induces an algebra on the final coal-
gebra, provides a compositional semantics, and yields solutions to recursive equa-
tions. Moreover, distributive laws play a central role in the framework of up-to
techniques introduced in the first part of this thesis.
However, concretely describing a distributive law of a monad over a functor
and proving the associated axioms can be rather complicated. Instead, one may try
to use general methods for constructing distributive laws from simpler ingredients.
An important example of this is given by abstract GSOS, where distributive laws
are represented by plain natural transformations. Further, in [HK11] it was shown
how an abstract GSOS specification for a functor B can be lifted to one for the
functor (B−)A which describes B-systems with input in A. Another method, which
works for all monads on Set but only for certain polynomial behaviour functors B,
produces a distributive law inducing a “pointwise lifting” of the algebra structure
to B-behaviours [Jac06b, SBBR13].
But many examples do not fit into the above mentioned settings. A motivating
example for the current chapter is that of context-free grammars, where sequential
composition is not a pointwise operation and whose formal semantics satisfies the
axioms of idempotent semirings, which is not a free monad. More generally, one
may be interested in distributive laws involving a monad that arises as the quotient
of a free monad with respect to some equations.
We give a general approach for constructing a distributive law λE for a monad
T E , which is presented as a quotient of a monad T by some equations E , from a
distributive law λ for the monad T . In the typical application of our result, T is a
free monad, so that λ can in turn be defined in terms of an abstract GSOS specifi-
cation. Then λE is obtained as a certain quotient of λ by the equations E , hence we
say that λE is presented by λ and the equations E . We show that such quotients exist
when the distributive law preserves the equations E , which roughly means that con-
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gruences generated by the equations are bisimulations. We also discuss how these
quotients of distributive laws give rise to quotients of bialgebras, thereby giving a
concrete operational interpretation. As an illustration and application, we show
the existence of a distributive law of the monad for idempotent semirings over the
deterministic automata functor. This result yields the equivalence between the rep-
resentation of context-free languages via grammars in Greibach normal form and
the coalgebraic representation via context-free expressions given in [WBR13].
Outline. In the next section, we describe in detail how to construct the quotient
of a monad with respect to some given equations. In Section 7.2, we prove our
main results on quotients of distributive laws. Then, in Section 7.3 we show that
such quotients induce quotients of bialgebras. Finally, in Section 7.4 we discuss
related work, and provide some directions for future work.
7.1 Quotients of monads
Let T = (T, η, µ) be a monad on a category C. For a general notion of equations
on a monad, we define T -equations or equations for T as a 3-tuple E = (E, l, r)
where E is an endofunctor on C and l, r : E ⇒ T are natural transformations. The
intuition is that E models the arity of the equations, i.e., the (number of) variables
occurring in each equation, and l and r give the left and right-hand side. The
advantage of using natural transformations (over, say, a subset of TV × TV for
some set of variables V , or a generalization thereof) is that this approach defines
equations on TX uniformly over any set X.
Example 7.1.1. Consider the Set functor ΣX = X × X + 1, modelling a binary
operation and a constant, which we call + and 0 respectively. The (underlying
functor of the) free monad Σ∗ for Σ sends a set X to the terms over X built from
+ and 0. The equations x+0 = x, x+y = y+x and (x+y)+z = x+(y+z) can be
modelled as follows. The functor E is defined as EX = X+(X×X)+(X×X×X).
The natural transformations l, r : E ⇒ Σ∗ are given by lX(x) = x+0 and rX(x) = x
for all x ∈ X; lX(x, y) = x + y and rX(x, y) = y + x for all (x, y) ∈ X × X;
lX(x, y, z) = x+ (y+ z) and rX(x, y, z) = (x+ y) + z for all (x, y, z) ∈ X ×X ×X.
This defines lX and rX uniformly for any set X, which makes naturality of l and r
easy to prove.





α // X .
We denote the full subcategory of T -algebras that satisfy E by (T , E)-Alg.
Throughout this chapter we need assumptions on C, T , and E . This involves
regular epis: an epi is regular if it is the coequalizer of a pair of morphisms.
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Assumption 7.1.2. We assume that T = (T, η, µ) is a monad on C, and E : C → C
is a functor such that:
1. T -Alg has coequalizers.
2. U maps regular epis in T -Alg to epis in C.
3. EU and TU map regular epis in T -Alg to epis in C.
The first condition is needed to construct quotients of free algebras modulo
equations. The second condition relates quotients of algebras (regular epis) with
quotients in the base category (epis). The last condition is satisfied if condition
(2) holds and E and T preserve epimorphisms in C. If C = Set the conditions
are satisfied for any monad T and endofunctor E. In that case, the first condition
holds since T -Alg is cocomplete if C = Set (see, e.g., [BW05, Proposition 3.4]),
the second condition holds since U preserves regular epis if C = Set (see the proof
of [BW05, Proposition 4.6]), and the third follows from the second, since any Set
functor preserves epis.
Any T -algebra (X,α) can be turned into an algebra that satisfies the equations,
by taking the coequalizer sα of α ◦ l]X and α ◦ r
]







sα // (X/E , αE) . (7.1)
Since coequalizers are unique only up to isomorphism, we choose sα = id for every
algebra in (T , E)-Alg.
In the case C = Set, the definition of sα (7.1) implies that ker(sα) is the congru-
ence generated by the set Eα = {(α(lX(e)), α(rX(e)) | e ∈ EX}, i.e., it is the least
equivalence relation on X that includes Eα and is a subalgebra of (X,α)× (X,α).
In this sense, the kernel pair of a morphism always yields a congruence, and con-
versely, every congruence relation on an algebra (X,α) is the kernel of the corre-
sponding quotient homomorphism.
In general, the coequalizer (7.1) in T -Alg differs from the one obtained by ap-
plying the forgetful functor U and then computing the coequalizer of α ◦ l]X and
α◦r]X in Set. The coequalizers in T -Alg and Set coincide if the equations are reflex-
ive in the sense that the two parallel maps α ◦ lX and α ◦ rX from EX to X have a
common section, and the forgetful functor U preserves reflexive coequalizers (sec-
tions and reflexive coequalizers are recalled in Section 4.5, above Theorem 4.5.4).
If T is finitary, then U preserves reflexive coequalizers. Moreover, if U preserves re-
flexive coequalizers then T preserves them too, but not every Set-functor preserves
reflexive coequalizers [AKV00, Example 4.3].
The main step to obtain the quotient monad is to show that (T , E)-Alg is a re-
flective subcategory of T -Alg, meaning that the inclusion functor has a left adjoint.
This left adjoint uses the coequalizer in (7.1) to map an algebra to its quotient.
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Lemma 7.1.3. The inclusion V : (T , E)-Alg→ T -Alg has a left adjoint H : T -Alg→
(T , E)-Alg with unit ηα = sα : (X,α) → (X/E , αE) for all α : X → TX in T -Alg,
and counit εα = id the identity for all α ∈ (T , E)-Alg.
Proof. We first show that for any (X,α) in T -Alg, (X/E , αE) is indeed an object in


























The right-hand square commutes by the definition of sα as a coequalizer in T -Alg,
see (7.1). The left-hand squares (for l and r respectively) commute by naturality
of l and r. The upper two paths from TEX to X/E commute by definition of sα.
From the above diagram we obtain αE ◦ lX/E ◦ E(sα) = αE ◦ rX/E ◦ E(sα). Since
sα is a regular epi, by Assumption 7.1.2 it follows that E(sα) is an epi, and thus
αE ◦ lX/E = αE ◦ rX/E .
It remains to show that if f : X → Y is an algebra homomorphism from (X,α)
to an algebra (Y, β) in (T , E)-Alg, then there is a unique algebra homomorphism
g : X/E → Y such that g ◦ sα = f . Since (Y, β) satisfies the equations we know

































In particular, we have f ◦ α ◦ lX = f ◦ α ◦ rX . Thus f ◦ α ◦ l]X = f ◦ α ◦ r
]
X , hence
the desired homomorphism g arises from the universal property of the coequalizer
sα : (X,α)→ (X/E , αE).
By defining H : T -Alg → (T , E)-Alg as H(X,α) = (X/E , αE), H is left adjoint
to V , and the unit of the adjunction is η = s. For the counit, we have V (εα)◦sV α =
idV α, and since sV α = idV α then V (εα) = idV α = V (idα), which implies that
εα = idα (V is an inclusion).
By composition of adjoints, the functor UV : (T , E)-Alg → T -Alg → C has a
left adjoint given by X 7→ (TX/E , (µX)E). In what follows, we will write T EX for
TX/E .
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Definition 7.1.4 (Quotient monad). Given a monad T = (T, η, µ) on C and T -
equations E , we define the quotient monad T E = (T E , ηE , µE) as the monad on C
arising from the composition of the adjunction (H,V, η = s, ε = id) of Lemma 7.1.3













We define the natural transformation q : T ⇒ T E as the family of underlying
C-arrows of s for free algebras:
qX = UsGX = Us(TX,µX) : TX → T
EX (7.2)
The next result summarizes what we need to know about q and the quotient
monad.
Theorem 7.1.5. Let T E = (T E , ηE , µE) be the quotient monad associated to a monad
T = (T, η, µ) on C with T -equations E . Define the natural transformation q as
in (7.2), so q : T ⇒ T E is defined on an object X as the coequalizer of µX ◦ l]TX and





µX // (TX, µX)
qX // (T EX, (µX)E) .
Then
1. the components of q (as well as Tq and Eq) are epimorphisms in the underlying
category C,
2. the unit of the quotient monad is given by ηE = q ◦ η and
3. q is a monad morphism from T to T E .
Proof. The first item follows from Assumption 7.1.2. For the second item, we have
ηE = UsG ◦ η = q ◦ η. The third item is proved below in Corollary 7.1.7.
Next, we show that q is indeed a monad morphism from T to T E . One way of
doing so is to show that q is a coequalizer in the category of monads and monad
morphisms. Kelly studied colimits in categories of monads, and proved their exis-
tence in the context of a certain adjunction [Kel80, Proposition 26.4]; with a bit
of effort one can instantiate this to the adjunction constructed above. For a self-
contained presentation in this section, we do not invoke Kelly’s results but instead
prove directly the part that shows the existence of a monad morphism. This is
instantiated below to the adjunction of the quotient monad.
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Lemma 7.1.6. Let A be any subcategory of T -Alg, and suppose the forgetful functor
U : A → C has a left adjoint F , with unit and counit denoted by η′ and ε′ respectively.
Then
1. F induces a natural transformation κ : TUF ⇒ UF so that κ ◦ Tη′ : T ⇒ UF
is a monad morphism.
2. Precomposing the functor UF -Alg → T -Alg induced by this monad morphism
with the comparison functor A → UF -Alg yields the inclusion A → T -Alg.
The relevant categories and functors are summarized in the diagram below, where















Proof. The functor F sends any C-object X to a T -algebra structure on UFX; we
define κX to be that algebra structure. Naturality of κ is immediate since Ff is
a T -algebra homomorphism for any C-arrow f . To see that κ ◦ Tη′ is a monad




























Here µ′ = Uε′F is the multiplication of the monad that arises from the adjunction
F a U . The top left square commutes by naturality and the middle square since
any component of κ is a T -algebra. For the right-hand square we have
κ = κ ◦ TUε′F ◦ Tη′UF = Uε′F ◦ κUF ◦ Tη′UF = µ′ ◦ κUF ◦ Tη′UF
where the first equality follows from the triangle identity idUF = Uε′F ◦ η′UF
(and functoriality), and the second from the fact that, for any X, ε′FX is a T -
algebra homomorphism from κUFX to κX . The bottom left square commutes by
naturality, and the triangle since κ is an T -algebra.
For item 2 of the statement of the theorem, we first note that the composite
functor under consideration maps any T -algebra (A,α) in A to Uε′(A,α) ◦ κA ◦Tη
′
A.
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by a triangle identity and the fact that ε′(A,α) is an algebra morphism. Hence
Uε′(A,α) ◦ κA ◦ Tη
′
A = α, which means that the composite functor under consid-
eration indeed coincides with the inclusion.
Corollary 7.1.7. Item 3 of Theorem 7.1.5 holds: q : T ⇒ T E is a monad morphism.
Proof. By Lemma 7.1.6, we only need to show that q coincides with κ ◦TηE , where

















Commutativity of the triangle holds by Theorem 7.1.5. For the square, notice that
the components of κ are simply the quotient algebras as constructed in the proof
of Lemma 7.1.3, and q is an algebra morphism by construction.
Remark 7.1.8. The monad morphism q : T ⇒ T E induces a functor
T E -Alg→ T -Alg.
By Lemma 7.1.6 (2), the comparison functor (T , E)-Alg→ T E -Alg followed by the
functor T E -Alg→ T -Alg coincides with the inclusion (T , E)-Alg→ T -Alg.
The above construction yields a monad T E given a set of operations and equa-
tions. Intuitively, any monad which is isomorphic to T E is presented by these same
operations and equations; this is captured by the following definition.
Definition 7.1.9. Let Σ be an endofunctor on C, Σ∗ the free monad for Σ, and
T E the quotient monad of Σ∗ with respect to some Σ∗-equations E . A monad K =
(K, θ, ν) is presented by Σ and E if there is a monad isomorphism i : (Σ∗)E ⇒ K.
Example 7.1.10. The idempotent semiring monad is defined by the Set endofunctor
that maps a set X to the set Pω(X∗) of finite languages over X and a function
f : X → Y to Pω(f∗)(L) =
⋃
{f(x1) · · · f(xn) | x1 · · ·xn ∈ L}. The unit ηX : X →




L1···Ln∈L{w1 · · ·wn | wi ∈ Li}.
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Consider the functor Σ and equations E for the free monad Σ∗, where
ΣX = X ×X +X ×X + 1 + 1
models two binary operators (to represent addition + and multiplication ·) and two
constants (to represent 0 and 1). The equations E for Σ∗ are given by the idempo-
tent semiring axioms. We obtain a quotient monad (Σ∗)E , and by Theorem 7.1.5 a
monad morphism:
q : Σ∗ ⇒ (Σ∗)E .
Since we have chosen E to be the idempotent semiring axioms, we have a monad
isomorphism (Σ∗)E ∼= Pω(Id∗) (using these equations, every term is equivalent
to a sum of products of variables). Thus, the monad Pω(Id∗) is presented by the
(semiring) signature Σ and the axioms for idempotent semirings.
7.2 Quotients of distributive laws
In the previous section, we saw how equations give rise to quotients of algebras,
and we gave a construction of the resulting quotient monad. Next, we investigate
conditions under which distributive laws and equations give rise to quotients of
distributive laws.
7.2.1 Distributive laws over plain behaviour functors
Let λ : TB ⇒ BT be a distributive law of a monad T = (T, η, µ) over a (plain)
behaviour functor B (Section 3.5). Given equations E = (E, l, r) for T we provide
a condition on λ and E that ensures that we get a distributive law λE : T EB ⇒ BT E
of the quotient monad over B. We use the notion of morphisms of distributive laws
from [PW02, Wat02].
Definition 7.2.1. Let T = (T, η, µ) and K = (K, θ, ν) be monads, and let λ : TB ⇒
BT and κ : KB ⇒ BK be distributive laws of T and K over B. A natural trans-
formation τ : T ⇒ K is a morphism of distributive laws from λ to κ if τ is a monad











There are generalizations of the above definition that allow natural transforma-
tions between behaviour functors [Wat02]. For our purposes, we do not need to
change the behaviour type.
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Definition 7.2.2. We say that λ : TB ⇒ BT preserves (equations in) E if for every






BqX // BT EX (7.4)
commutes.
In Set, preservation of equations can be conveniently formulated in terms of
relation lifting (Section 3.2.1).
Lemma 7.2.3. Suppose B : Set → Set preserves weak pullbacks. Denote by ≡X the
congruence ker(qX) on TX generated by the equations. Then λ preserves E if and only
if for every set X and every b ∈ EBX:
(λX(lBX(b)), λX(rBX(b))) ∈ Rel(B)(≡X) . (7.5)
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.4:
• Rel(B) preserves diagonal relations, i.e., Rel(B)(∆X) = ∆BX , and
• Rel(B) preserves inverse images, since B preserves weak pullbacks.
Hence Rel(B) preserves kernel relations (cf. [Jac12, Lemma 3.2.5(i)]):
Rel(B)(≡X) = Rel(B)(ker(qX)) definition ≡X
= Rel(B)((qX × qX)−1(∆X))
= (BqX ×BqX)−1(Rel(B)(∆X)) Rel(B) pres. inverse images
= (BqX ×BqX)−1(∆BX) Rel(B) pres. diagonals
= ker(BqX)
Thus, the condition from the statement of the lemma is satisfied if and only if for
every X and every b ∈ EBX we have
(λX(lBX(b)), λX(rBX(b))) ∈ ker(BqX)
which coincides with preservation of equations.
We now come to the main result of this chapter. It shows how to obtain a
distributive law for the quotient monad under the assumption of preservation of
equations. Preservation of equations can be proved by explicit calculations, as
shown in several examples below.
Theorem 7.2.4. If λ : TB ⇒ BT preserves equations E then there is a (unique)
distributive law λE : T EB ⇒ BT E such that q : T ⇒ T E is a morphism of distributive
laws from λ to λE .
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In order to do so, we prove that
1. BqX ◦ λX is an algebra morphism from (TBX,µBX), and
2. the bottom two paths, i.e., from ETBX to BT E , commute.
Commutativity of the top rows then follows from the fact that homomorphic ex-
tensions are unique.





















The rectangle (on the left) is the multiplication law for λ, which holds since λ is a
distributive law of T over B (Section 3.5.1). The upper right square commutes by
naturality, the lower by the fact that qX is an algebra morphism.






























// BT ET EX
BµEX
OO
The two squares on the left (for l, r respectively) commute by naturality of l and r.
The two other shapes commute by the multiplication law of λ and the fact that q is
a monad morphism (Corollary 7.1.7). The crucial point is that the two paths from
EBTX to BT ETX commute by the assumption that λ preserves E (instantiated to
the object TX). It follows that the top rows commute, as desired.
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Thus, we have shown that (7.6) commutes. By the universal property of the















BqX // BT EX
(7.7)
Naturality of λE follows from (7.7), naturality of λ and q, and the fact that q is
componentwise epic in the underlying category C (Theorem 7.1.5). Due to the
commutativity of the square in (7.7), q is a morphism of distributive laws from λ
to λE once we show that λE is, in fact, a distributive law of monad over functor
(Section 3.5.1).
The unit law for λE holds due to the unit law for λ, (7.7) and the fact that



































































λEX // BT EX
(7.9)
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The small upper-left square commutes by naturality of q. The small lower-left
square commutes by applying T E to (7.7). The outer crescents commute since q is
a monad morphism, and the outermost part does due to (7.7). Finally, we use that
by naturality of q, T EqBX ◦ qTBX = qTEBX ◦ TqBX , which by Theorem 7.1.5 is an
epi, and hence can be right-cancelled to yield commutativity of the lower rectangle
as desired.
Remark 7.2.5. Every distributive law uniquely corresponds to a functor lifting on
T -algebras. The distributive law λE in Theorem 7.2.4 exists if and only if the
lifting restricts to T E -algebras. A similar statement for the case when B is a monad
is made in [MM07, Corollary 3.4.2].
As a corollary we obtain the analogue of Theorem 7.2.4 for monads presented
by operations and equations.
Corollary 7.2.6. Suppose K = (K, θ, ν) is a monad that is presented by operations
Σ and equations E with a monad isomorphism i : T E ⇒ K, and suppose we have a
distributive law λ : Σ∗B ⇒ BΣ∗ of Σ∗ over B that preserves E . Then there exists
a unique distributive law κ : KB ⇒ BK of K over B such that i ◦ q : λ ⇒ κ is a
morphism of distributive laws.
Proof. By Theorem 7.2.4 we obtain a distributive law λE of T E over B. The dis-
tributive law κ : KB ⇒ BK is defined as κ = Bi ◦ λE ◦ i−1. The proof proceeds by
checking that κ indeed satisfies the defining axioms of a distributive law, which is
an easy but tedious exercise.
Theorem 7.2.4 states that if λ preserves the equations E , then we can present
λE as “λ modulo equations”. We illustrate this with an example.
Example 7.2.7 (Stream calculus). Behavioural differential equations are used to
define streams and stream operations (Section 3.1.1). We define the following
system of behavioural differential equations:
(σ × τ)0 = σ0 · τ0 (σ × τ)′ = (σ′ × [τ0]) + ((σ′ × (X× τ ′)) + ([σ0]× τ ′))
X0 = 0 X
′ = [1]
where the sum + and the constants [r] = (r, 0, 0, . . .) for all r ∈ R, are as defined in
Section 3.1.1. The operation × is the convolution product, defined differently here
than in Section 3.1.1; we explain this choice at the end of the example.
Since we are defining two binary operations (+ and ×), one constant stream X
and R many streams [r], the signature under consideration is ΣX = X ×X +X ×
X + 1 +R. The differential equations can be modelled as a natural transformation




X = (r, [0])
ρXX = (0, [1])
ρ+X((a, x), (b, y)) = (a+ b, x+ y)
ρ×X((a, x), (b, y)) = (a · b, (x× [b]) + ((x× (X× y)) + ([a]× y)))
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This differs from Example 3.5.5, where we considered GSOS specifications, which
are of a slightly different form, involving the copointed functor (R× Id)× Id on the
left-hand side. Similar to what is described for GSOS specifications in Section 3.5.2,
the above natural transformation ρ induces a distributive law ρ† : Σ∗(R × Id) ⇒
(R× Id)Σ∗.
Let E be given by the following axioms where v, u, w are variables and a, b ∈ R
(see Example 7.1.1 for an explanation of how this corresponds to a functor with
two natural transformations):
(v + u) + w = v + (u+ w) [0] + v = v v + u = u+ v
(v × u)× w = v × (u× w) [1]× v = v v × u = u× v
v × (u+ w) = (v × u) + (v × w) [0]× v = [0]
[a+ b] = [a] + [b] [a · b] = [a]× [b]
E consists of the commutative semiring axioms together with axioms stating the
inclusion of the underlying semiring of the reals. We would like to apply Theo-
rem 7.2.4 to obtain a distributive law for the quotient monad arising from Σ∗ and
E . To this end, we show that ρ† preserves E . Let (a, x), (b, y), (c, z) ∈ R×X for some
set X. First note that (r1, t1) Rel(R× Id)(≡X) (r2, t2) iff r1 = r2 and t1 ≡X t2. It is
straightforward to check preservation of the axioms that only concern addition, as
well as of [1]× v = v, [0]× v = [0] and v×u = u× v. We show that [a · b] = [a]× [b]
is preserved:
ρ†X([a]× [b]) = (a · b, [0]× [b] + [0]× X× [0] + [a]× [0])
Rel(R× Id)(≡X) (a · b, [0])
= ρ†X([a · b])
We check that ρ† preserves the distribution axiom:
ρ†X((a, x)× ((b, y) + (c, z)))
= (a · (b+ c), (x× [b+ c]) + (x×X × (y + z)) + [a]× (y + z))
Rel(R× Id)(≡X) (a · (b+ c), (x× [b+ c]) + (x×X × y) + (x×X × z)+
([a]× y) + ([a]× z))
Rel(R× Id)(≡X) ((a · c) + (b · c), (x× [b]) + (x×X × y) + ([a]× y)+
(x× [c]) + (x×X × z) + ([a]× z))
= ρ†X(((a, x)× (b, y)) + ((a, x)× (c, z)))
Note that we used [a + b] = [a] + [b]. Similarly, preservation of ×-associativity can
be verified, and it uses the axiom [a · b] = [a] × [b]. We have thus shown that ρ†
preserves E , and by Theorem 7.2.4 we obtain a distributive law of the quotient
monad over R× Id.
The derivative of the convolution product is usually given differently than we
defined it above. However, with the usual definition (Section 3.1.1), we did not
manage to show that the commutativity of × is preserved although all other ax-
ioms remain preserved. However, the convolution product (interpreted in the final
coalgebra) is commutative. This suggests that, even if a given set of equations
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holds in (the algebra induced by the distributive law on) the final coalgebra, these
equations are not necessarily preserved (cf. Example 7.2.9 below).
In the above example, we did not have a specific monad in mind; we simply
considered a free monad and a set of equations. In Example 7.2.11 below, we give
an example for the idempotent semiring monad.
Remark 7.2.8. The concrete proof method for preservation of equations bears a
close resemblance to bisimulation up to congruence as presented in Chapters 2,4
and 5, since one must show that for every pair in the (image of the) equations, its
derivatives are related by the least congruence ≡X instead of just the equivalence
relation induced by the equations.
Example 7.2.9. In this example we show that it is not always possible to show
that a given λ preserves a given equation that holds in the final coalgebra. Again,
we consider stream systems, i.e., coalgebras for the functor BX = R × X. We
define the constant stream of zeros by three different constants n1, n2 and n3 by
the following behavioural differential equations:
n1(0) = 0 n
′
1 = n1
n2(0) = 0 n
′
2 = n3
n3(0) = 0 n
′
3 = n3
The corresponding signature functor is ΣX = 1+1+1, and the above specification
gives rise to a distributive law λ : Σ∗B ⇒ BΣ∗. Now consider the equation n1 = n2;
this clearly holds when interpreted in the final coalgebra. However, this equation
is not preserved by λ. To see this, notice that λ(n1) = (0, n1) and λ(n2) = (0, n3),
but n1 6≡X n3, so λ(n1) and λ(n2) are not related by Rel(B)(≡X).
7.2.2 Distributive laws over copointed functors
We now show that the main result of this chapter also holds for distributive laws
over copointed functors. This extends our method to deal with operations specified
in the abstract GSOS format (Section 3.5.2).
Proposition 7.2.10. Theorem 7.2.4 and Corollary 7.2.6 hold as well for any dis-
tributive law of a monad over a copointed functor.
Proof. Let (B, ε) be a copointed functor and λ : TB ⇒ BT a distributive law of T
over (B, ε). Suppose λ preserves equations E . Then by Theorem 7.2.4 there is a
distributive law λE of T E over B such that q : T ⇒ T E is a morphism of distributive
laws. In order to show that λE is a distributive law of T E over (B, ε), we only need
to prove that λE satisfies the additional axiom, i.e., that the right-hand crescent in
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The outermost part commutes by naturality of q, the upper square commutes since
q is a morphism of distributive laws, the lower square commutes commute by nat-
urality of ε, and the left crescent commutes by the fact that λ is a distributive law
of T over (B, ε). Consequently we have εTEX ◦ λEX ◦ qBX = T EεX ◦ qBX , and since
qBX is an epi (Theorem 7.1.5) we obtain εTEX ◦ λEX = T EεX as desired.
Example 7.2.11 (Context-free languages). A context free grammar (in Greibach
normal form) consists of a finite set A of terminal symbols, a (finite) set X of non-
terminal symbols, and a map 〈o, t〉 : X → 2 × Pω(X∗)A, i.e., it is a coalgebra for
the behaviour functor B = 2× IdA composed with the idempotent semiring monad
Pω(Id∗) from Example 7.1.10. Intuitively, o(x) = 1 means that the variable x can
generate the empty word, whereas w ∈ t(x)(a) if and only if x can generate aw
(see [WBR13, Win14]).
It is a rather difficult task to describe concretely a distributive law of the monad
Pω(Id∗) over B×Id defining the sum + and sequential composition · of context-free
grammars (and it is impossible to use B rather than B× Id, see [Win14]). Instead,
we use Example 7.1.10, which presents the monad Pω(Id∗) by the operations and
axioms of idempotent semirings. We proceed by defining a distributive law of the
free monad Σ∗ generated by the signature functor ΣX = 1+1+(X×X)+(X×X)
(to be interpreted as the constants 0, 1 and the binary operators +, ·) over the
copointed functor (B×Id, π2), and show that it preserves the semiring axioms. This
distributive law arises from the abstract GSOS specification ρ : Σ(B × Id) ⇒ BΣ∗
whose components are given by:
ρ0X = (0, a 7→ 0)
ρ1X = (1, a 7→ 0)
ρ+X((x, o, f), (y, p, g)) = (max{o, p}, a 7→ f(a) + g(a))
ρ·X((x, o, f), (y, p, g)) =
(
min{o, p}, a 7→
{
f(a) · y if p = 0
f(a) · y + g(a) if p = 1
)
We proceed to show that the induced distributive law ρ† preserves the defining
equations of idempotent semirings. We only treat the case of distributivity, i.e.,
u · (v + w) = u · v + u · w. To this end, let X be arbitrary and suppose that
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(o, d, x), (p, e, y), (q, f, z) ∈ BX × X. Notice that either o = 0 or o = 1; we treat
both cases separately:
ρ†((0, d, x) · ((p, e, y) + (q, f, z)))
= (0, a 7→ d(a) · (y + z), x · (y + z))
Rel(B)(≡X) (0, a 7→ d(a) · y + d(a) · z, x · y + x · z)
= ρ†((0, d, x) · (p, e, y) + (0, d, x) · (q, f, z))
ρ†((1, d, x) · ((p, e, y) + (q, f, z)))
= (p+ q, a 7→ d(a) · (y + z) + (e(a) + f(a)), x · (y + z))
Rel(B)(≡X) (p+ q, a 7→ (d(a) · y + d(a) · z) + (e(a) + f(a)), x · y + x · z)
Rel(B)(≡X) (p+ q, a 7→ (d(a) · y + e(a)) + (d(a) · z + f(a)), x · y + x · z)
= ρ†((1, d, x) · (p, e, y) + (1, d, x) · (q, f, z)) .
In a similar way, one can show that ρ† preserves the other idempotent semiring
equations. Thus, from Proposition 7.2.10 and Corollary 7.2.6 we obtain a distribu-
tive law κ of Pω(Id∗) over B×Id such that i◦q : ρ† ⇒ κ is a morphism of distributive
laws, i.e., κ is presented by ρ† (which is in turn determined by ρ) and the equations
of idempotent semirings.
7.2.3 Distributive laws over comonads
A further type of distributive law, which generalizes all of the above, is that of a
distributive law of a monad over a comonad. These arise from GSOS laws as well
as from coGSOS laws, which allow to model operational rules which involve look-
ahead in the premises. We refer to [Kli11] for technical details and an example of
a coGSOS format on streams. In this subsection, we prove for future reference that
when constructing the quotient distributive law as above for a distributive law over
a comonad, the axioms are preserved, i.e., the quotient is again a distributive law
over the comonad.
Proposition 7.2.12. Theorem 7.2.4 and Corollary 7.2.6 hold as well for any dis-
tributive law of a monad over a comonad.
Proof. Let (D, ε, δ) be a comonad and λ : TD ⇒ DT a distributive law of the monad
(T, η, µ) over the comonad (D, ε, δ). Suppose λ preserves equations E . By Proposi-
tion 7.2.10 there is a distributive law λE of T E over the copointed functor (D, ε).
To show that λE is a distributive law over the comonad (D, ε, δ), we need to check
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λED // DT ED




λE // DT E
δTE
OO
The outermost part and the right-hand square both commute by the fact that q is a
morphism of distributive laws. The outer crescents commute by naturality of q and
δ. The upper rectangle commutes by the assumption that λ is a distributive law over
the comonad. Checking that the lower rectangle commutes, which is what we need
to prove, is now an easy diagram chase, using that qD is epic (Theorem 7.1.5).
7.3 Quotients of bialgebras
We show how initial and final λ-bialgebras for a distributive law relate to initial
and final bialgebras for a quotiented distributive law as constructed in the previous
section. We study this in the general setting of morphisms of distributive laws, and
to this end we assume:
• monads T = (T, η, µ) and K = (K, θ, ν);
• distributive laws λ : TB ⇒ BT and κ : KB ⇒ BK (both of monad over
functor);
• a morphism of distributive laws τ : T ⇒ K from λ to κ.
Morphisms of distributive laws are defined to be monad morphisms, and hence
respect the algebraic structure. The next proposition shows that, as one might
expect, they also respect the coalgebraic structure, and hence morphisms of dis-
tributive laws induce morphisms between bialgebras.
Proposition 7.3.1. Let T̂ : TB-coalg → B-coalg and K̂ : KT -coalg → K-coalg be
liftings induced by λ and κ as in Equation (3.14) of Section 3.5. For all δ : X → BTX,
τX is a B-coalgebra morphism from T̂ (X, δ) to K̂(X,BτX ◦ δ).
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Commutativity of the outside is the desired result.
If τ arises from a set of preserved equations E as in Section 7.2 (with κ = λE),
then Proposition 7.3.1 states that, for any coalgebra δ : X → BTX, the coalge-
bra K̂(X,BτX ◦ δ) is a quotient of the coalgebra T̂ (X, δ), and in particular, the
congruence ≡X is included in behavioural equivalence on T̂ (X, δ).
Example 7.3.2. Recall from Example 7.2.11 that the abstract GSOS specification
for context-free grammars induces a morphism i ◦ q : Σ∗ ⇒ Pω(X∗) of distributive
laws, where Σ∗ is the free monad for the signature ΣX = X ×X +X ×X + 1 + 1
representing a binary choice +, a binary composition ·, and constants 0 and 1.
These distributive laws induce liftings Σ̂∗ and P̂ω(Id∗).
By Proposition 7.3.1 we have the following commutative diagram for any coal-





















// 2× Pω(X∗)A // 2× P(A∗)A
(7.10)
where ζ is the final coalgebra for BX = 2×XA.
This gives the expected correspondence between two of the three different coal-
gebraic approaches to context-free languages introduced in [WBR13] (the third
approach is about fixed-point expressions and is outside the scope of this chapter).
These two approaches are:
1. A context-free grammar is defined as a coalgebra X → 2 × (Pω(X∗))A and
inductively extended to a coalgebra Pω(X∗) → 2× (Pω(X∗))A, and the lan-
guage semantics arises by finality. This extension coincides with our lifting
P̂ω(Id∗).
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2. A context-free grammar is defined more syntactically (viewed as a system
of behavioural differential equations in [WBR13]) as a coalgebra X → 2 ×
(Σ∗X)A, which is inductively extended to a coalgebra Σ∗X → 2× (Σ∗X)A to
obtain its language semantics. This extension coincides with our lifting Σ̂∗.
The situation in diagram (7.10) yields the correspondence between these two app-
proaches.
Similarly, if B has a final coalgebra (Z, ζ), then the algebra on ζ induced by λ
(Lemma 3.5.1) factors through the algebra on ζ induced by κ.
Proposition 7.3.3. Let α : TZ → Z and α′ : KZ → Z be the algebras induced by λ
and κ respectively on the final B-coalgebra (Z, ζ). Then α = α′ ◦ τZ .

































The upper left square commutes by naturality of τ , whereas the lower left square
commutes since τ is a morphism of distributive laws. The two rectangles commute
by definition of α and α′. Thus α′ ◦ τZ and α are both coalgebra homomorphisms
from (TZ, λZ ◦ Tζ) to (Z, ζ) and consequently α′ ◦ τZ = α by finality.
Example 7.3.4. Continuing Example 7.3.2, it follows from Proposition 7.3.3 that
the algebra α : Σ∗(P(A∗)) → P(A∗) induced by the distributive law for the free
monad for Σ can be decomposed as i ◦ q ◦ α′, where α′ is the algebra on P(A∗)
induced by the distributive law for Pω(Id∗). It can be shown by induction that α is
the algebra on languages given by union and concatenation product.
Now α′ : Pω(P(A∗)∗)→ P(A∗) can be given by selecting a representative term




{w1 · · ·wn | wi ∈ Li} .
We thus retrieved this algebra α′ induced by the distributive law for Pω(Id∗) from
the algebra α : Σ∗(P(A∗))→ P(A∗) on terms.
7.4 Discussion and related work
We presented a preservation condition that is sufficient for the existence of a dis-
tributive law λE for a monad with equations, given a distributive law λ for the
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underlying monad. This condition consists of checking that the equations are pre-
served by λ. We demonstrated the method by constructing distributive laws for
stream calculus over commutative semirings, and for context-free grammars which
use the monad of idempotent semirings. The reader is invited to compare the com-
plexity of checking that λ preserves the equations with describing and verifying the
distributive law requirements directly.
Morphisms of distributive laws are used in [Wat02] as a general approach for
studying translations between operational semantics. In the current chapter, we
investigated in detail the case of quotients of distributive laws. Distributive laws
for monad quotients and equations are also studied in [LPW04, MM07]. The set-
ting and motivation of [MM07] is different as they study distributive laws of one
monad over another with the aim to compose these monads. We study distributive
laws of a monad over a plain functor, a copointed functor or a comonad. The ap-
proach in [LPW04] (in particular Theorem 31) differs from ours in that the desired
distributive law is contingent on two given distributive laws and the existence of
the coequalizer (in the category of monads) which encodes equations. We have
given a more direct analysis which includes a concrete proof principle.
We have focused on adding equations which already hold in the final bialgebra,
whereas in Chapter 6 we introduced an approach for adding equations to a dis-
tributive law via structural congruence. The results of these chapters can possibly
be combined to give a more general account of equations and structural congru-
ences for different monads.
In the case of GSOS on labelled transition systems, proving equations to hold
at the level of a specification was considered in [ACI12], based on the notion of
rule-matching bisimulation, a refinement of De Simone’s FH-bisimulation. Rule-
matching bisimulations are based on the syntactic notion of ruloids, while our
technique is based on preservation of equations at the level of distributive laws.
It is currently not clear what the precise relation between these two approaches is;
one difference is that preserving equations naturally incorporates reasoning up to
congruence. Further, we do not know how, and to what extent, the decidability
result of [ACI12], which is based on identifying a finite set of ruloids, is reflected
at the more abstract level of the current chapter.
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Coinductie, de duale van inductie, is een fundamenteel principe voor het definië-
ren van oneindige objecten, en het bewijzen van eigenschappen van zulke objec-
ten. Het belangrijkste voorbeeld van coinductie in de informatica is bisimulatie,
een algemene karakterisatie van equivalentie tussen systemen met oneindig of cir-
culair gedrag, met een concrete bewijsmethode. Coinductieve technieken verschaf-
fen nuttige bewijsprincipes voor verschillende onderzoeksgebieden zoals de theorie
van concurrency, de studie van oneindige datastructuren en de automatentheorie.
De brede toepasbaarheid en toenemende interesse in coinductieve technieken
zijn gebaseerd op de theorie van coalgebra’s. Dit is een wiskunde theorie waarin we
eigenschappen van toestandsgebaseerde modellen van berekening kunnen begrij-
pen en bewijzen op een hoog abstractieniveau, en deze eigenschappen vervolgens
toepassen op concrete systemen. De theorie van coalgebra’s geeft een structureel
en algemeen perspectief op bisimulatie en coinductie, met een canonieke karakte-
risatie van equivalentie en bijbehorende bewijsprincipes.
In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we technieken die coinductief redeneren ver-
eenvoudigen en verbeteren. We gebruiken hiervoor de theorie van coalgebra’s, om
algemeen toepasbare methoden te verkrijgen. In het eerste deel van het proef-
schrift introduceren we verbeteringen van coinductieve bewijsprincipes, en in het
tweede gedeelte van coinductieve definitieprincipes.
We introduceren een coalgebraische theorie van verbeterde bewijstechnieken
voor bisimilariteit, in Hoofdstuk 4. Onze theorie generaliseert de zogeheten up-to-
technieken, die geintroduceerd zijn door Milner en Sangorgi om het rederen over
processen te vereenvoudigen, van processen naar een breed scala aan toestands-
gebaseerde systemen, zoals (niet)deterministische automaten, systemen die on-
eindige rijtjes representeren en transitiesystemen met kwantitatieve informatie. In
Hoofdstuk 2 passen we deze technieken toe om te redeneren over formele talen. In
Hoofdstuk 5 worden onze bewijsprincipes verder gegeneraliseerd, op basis van een
algemeen perspectief op coinductieve predicaten, zoals geïntroduceerd door Her-
mida en Jacobs. Met deze generalisatie verkrijgen we verbeterde bewijsprincipes
voor willekeurige coinductieve predicaten, wat we toepassen om nieuwe methoden
te verkijgen voor het redeneren over simulatie van transitiesystemen, taalinclusie
van automaten met kwantitatieve informatie, en divergentie van processen.
Coinductieve definitietechnieken zijn geschikt voor het definiëren en bestude-
ren van de semantiek van talen. Turi en Plotkin hebben getoond dat men een
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compositionele semantiek kan verkrijgen door de interactie tussen syntax (gemo-
delleerd door algebra’s) en observaties (gemodelleerd door coalgebra’s) te specifi-
ceren door middel van een zogeheten distributieve wet. In Hoofdstuk 6 laten we
zien hoe zulke distributieve wetten geïntegreerd kunnen worden met recursieve
vergelijkingen, om zo het specificeren van talen te vereenvoudigen. Het belang-
rijkste resultaat uit dit hoofdstuk is dat de interpretatie van een specificatie, die
recursieve gelijkheden van een bepaalde vorm kan bevatten, compositioneel is, en
dat de bewijsprincipes uit eerdere hoofdstukken gebruikt kunnen worden.
Distributieve wetten kunnen nuttig zijn om coinductief gedefinieerde talen te
bestuderen, maar ze zijn soms moeilijk te beschrijven. In Hoofdstuk 7 laten we zien
hoe distributieve wetten gepresenteerd kunnen worden als quotient van andere
distributieve wetten, die op hun beurt makkelijk te presenteren zijn met gebruik
van bestaande technieken. We passen onze techniek toe om eenvoudig distribu-
tieve wetten af te leiden voor de semantiek van operaties op oneinidige rijtjes en
contextvrije grammatica’s.
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